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Through the Self-Determination. of a People: An Ove1·view of Guam's Status and Options 

The 
Road 

Ahead 

I n this information package we examine Guam's current smtu.< and .111 

overview ofGuanis p<ilitical dcvdopmem under the United States. In 
addition to looking hack at· our l<lan<l's history and where we arc today, 
we also look forwar<I tow.,d the sdf-goveming stnllt< options of 
ln<lcpcn<lcnce, Free Association and Statehood. A matrix that looks at a 
host ofi.<.<ucs from the perspective of the Smtus Quo, lnde1JC11dence, Free 
AJL~ociation and Statehood is intcndcc.l lo scro;c as a guide for wliac we 
should expect a< a new status is implemented. 

This information package is but the first of n larger program to raise 

l\;uh<nhan.ha~i\!g ,,, .. . : , . . ..... · ... 
of a self.giweniit1g:sl1rui y.'e will . m a~piisi,tloil:fci:bctterr 
manngc. our Mand and deal \vith'thc dung~s. that ar5 shiping: 
mdays world. ·· · · ' : 

Is the Status Quo Good JliiougM . 
Guam is one· of. JG, rernoining Non-sClf-Govcrning 

foritorb in tkworld. Al;_onc \inic:thcre were ovei-100 
inrcrn.1tionally.n'<og0i7~d coloni111cr,rhori(,s.Jn· ! 946 ~most•: 
h.1lf of the ·worlds. pojiul~tion· livef in·? ;~o,lonial: teriicory.· 
Today le« than2_million'pcoplo liyeifreolll~ks:., · .. · .. 

The starus quo h,.,lirought_Guam inipedinicnti an,d:: 
hrncfits. !t h,._ruso brought c0titi~ui.ngch;ingc io.n.urislo11J'· 
that we- h,we no \l~ic~ )~~ ~,h,.if h!.S· )-~~4.er:}~~;~ii~~s~ quri.:··:
Gu1m'• lim1rc.will ron1inue. 10 .• b~: sh~J>C<l.'noiM?Gu.lms:
intcrms ·bur by what.others ,\Yan.t'froni '.(';uiin;;¢.Js~it.: 
rnnugh for our childr~n and gtandchil fut. 
being shap<cl by orhcts? .Whcrtarc our- hca. 
Guam·~ futurd ~~}f :· , <· " 

2 

awareness, encourage discussion and promote an informed debate about 
which status option is best for Guam's future. The Cnnunission on 
Decoloni1.arion's sru<ly of tl1c economic impact of chc status options will 
lie also he published to give us ,, better undemanding of how a sclf
governing status will affect our island's economic potential and our 
pocketbook<. 

In looking to the road ahead, read, watch, listen. Proparc to become 
involved in the debate am! the sclf-<lctcrmination process that will shape 
the future of our isl.ind. 



I 
f. 
I· 

I' ,, 
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Decolonization -- An overview of Guam's Stan!:" .~d Options 

his is not new. For over a century the people. of 
Guam have sought to improve their political and 
economic status with µie United States. 

Before the establishment of the 
· colonW administmtion of the United 

Stares, one of the first who uicd to give 
voice ro the stirrings of political 
consciousness was Joaquin Perez, who 
made an effort to establish an independent 
l..cgislature (1899). 

Several more moderate auemp!S were 
made through the 1920s and 30s, with an 
emphasis on limiting the power of the 
U.S. Naval Governor. The.push for home 
rule alter WWII was aided by the U.S.'s 
promotion of the right ro decolonization 
for colonial peoples - a right which was 
included in the United Nations' Chancr. 
In Guam, effuns for more home rule were 
realized with the dection of a I.cgislarure 
following the O~c Acr of..1950; the 

-- 'Iifiing of the milltary's Security Clearance 
program in 1962; and the Elective 
Governor Act of 1970. 

In the early 1970s, Guam's leadeis 
di!cusscd political status, but in 1976 the 
U.S. government instead authorized a 
Guam Constitution. In 1979 Guant 
voters rejected a proposed constitution 
primarily because ir did nor change 
Guam's political status. A plebiscite on 
political status options in 1982 led ro a 
draft Commonwealth Act in 1987. Ten 
years of unsuccessful discussion and 
negotiation with Washington (1988~. 
1997) on the issues of concern ro Guam 
made it dear that Commonwealth status 
for Guam was nor going to be reallied; 

In · Article l of the draft 
Commonwealth-Act, the ultimate right to 
self-determination· ·by the Chamorro 
people of Guam was recognized; and was 
to be e=ciscd aa:ording to provisions to 
be ·contained in the Commonwealth's 
C01;1stirution: Thus, th; Common~th 
Act ~ed on the U.S. to also recognize the 
rights of Guam's colonized people. Jn.view 
of the unsuccessful efforts to gain passage 
of die Commonwealth Act, the 
Comnlission . on Decolonization was 

created under Guam P.L 23-147 (1997). 
The Commission was esmhlished to give 
the coloniful people the opportunity to 

exercise rheir right to sdf-dctermination 
and sdect a sdf-govcrning political status 
fur their island homdand. 

Guam's Current 
Status 

Guam's colonial status is dear in the 
legal standards and the practices that flow 
from the United States' relationship with 
Guam. The "inttmal" U.S. legal standards 
and the "external" international standards 
both identify Guam as being non-sdf
govcming. Guam is not only a colony in 
legal rcrms, but also in the way in which 
the U.S. administers Guam: 
"Internal" (U.S.) Legal Starulards 

The "internal" (U.S.) legal standard 
· Go11m1mt11t House and the Go11m1or's Paidct, 1940. (Phow coulWJ o/tbt R.E Tail411J1 
Micron<tian Arra Rem:rrb Cm1tr) 

that applies to Guam is the status of f--------------.----'----------
"unincotporarcd rcrritory." This status in 
U.S. law was ettated by the U.S. Supreme 
Court (Insular Cases, beginning 1901, Sec 
Bidwt/J v. DeLJ1114 and Dlnvnts u BiJMll) 
specilically fur those islands that were 
ceded to the United States at the end of 
the Spanish-American War (1898). 

The "Territories Clause" of the U.S. 
Constitution provides, 

The Congress shall have Power to 
disp0sc of and make all nccdfuJ 
Rules and Regulations respecting 
the Territory and other property 
belonging to the United States. 
(U.S. Corutimqon Article 4, 
Section 3, Clause 2) 
The provisioru of the Treaty of Paris 

provide, 
The d;oil rights and political status 
of the native inhabitants of the 
islands hereby ceded to the United 
Stares shall be determined by the 
Con~. (Article IX, 1898) 
Based on the above, the U.S. Supreme 

Co.urt found that former Spanish 

territories, (unlike earlier territories which 
had been acquired by the United St:ucs), 
were not promised to become a part of the 
United States. Where the U.S. 
Constitution bad been the standard of 
governance fu carlicr acquisitions {later 
called "incorporated territories"), 
Congress, not the Constitution, was the 
guide for governance in the Wand 
territories. The creation of the status of 
"uninootporated territol)'" provided for 
one-sided colonial governance. As the 
United States considered the extension of 
civil government to Guam, along with 
limited U.S. citi=ship, a Congressional 
report openly stated the colonial nature of 
the rdationship 

Guam is appurtenant to the United 
States and bdongs to the United 
Stat<s hut is not a part of the United 
States. (H.R. No. 1365, 8lst 
Congress., lst Scss. 8 (1949)) 
The 1950 Organic Act of Guam 

provided · for a civilian appointed 
Governor (elected Governor, 1970), an 

clccted l..cgislature, and a judicial branch. 
The Organic ht also provided for U.S. 
citi=ship to those "native inhabitants" 
who Ir.Iced their anctsuy to the Treaty of 
Peace between the U.S. and Spain by 
granting citizenship the U.S. Government 
csmhlished the mechanism to claim tide to 
over 1/3 of the real property in Guam. 
Also, for the liist time in U.S. law, Guam 
was dcdarcd an "unincorporated kmtory" 
of the United Stares (Organic Act, Section 
3). 

The lcgai:y of Guam's status as a. 
possession of the United States has been 
repeated time and again in judicial reviews 
of the applicaliility ofU.S. legal sta/ldards 
to Guam. 

Guam marches squarely to the beat 
of the federal drummer; the federal 
government bestows on Guam its 
poweisand, unlike the states, which 
retain their sovereignty by vinuc of 
the Constitution, Guam's 
sovereignty is entiidy a creation of 
fedccal statute. (Ngiraingas v. 



External (lnt~rnational) L<gal 
Stmularrls U.N. CHARTER "Congress has 

granted [Guam] far 
fewer powers of self 
government than 
the State of 
Colorado has 
granted the City of 
Boulder." 

S4nchtz, 858 E2d 1368, CA9 1988, 
n.JfdU.S. Supreme Court on other 
grounds) 
Congress has granted [Guam] far 
fewer pOWC!S of sdf government 
tltan tlte State of Colorado has 
granted the City of Boulder. 
(Sitlranwto tt DutyFreeShoppm, 9th 
Circuit Court). 

The United Nations is a Treaty of 
Nations. Article VI, Clause 2 of rhe U.S. 
Constitution says that "all treaties 
made ... shall be the supreme Law of the 
Land." 

The basis of rhc rights of the people of 
a NSGT can he traced to Article 73 of rhe 
United Nations Charter. 

Members of the United Nations 
which assume responsibility fur tlte 
administration of tcrricorlC$ whose 
people have not yet attained a full 
measure of .self-government 
recognize [ ... ] the principal that the 
interests of the inh2bitants of these 
tmitorles is paramount. {Article 73) 

-9th Circuit~~ 

After over a century of American 
colonial rule, the structure of the legal 
relationship between Guam •nd the 
United States remains unchanged. Guam 
is an "unincorporated tettitory" subject to 
the plenary authority of the U.S. 
government. 

Guam was voluntaiily inscribed by tlte 
United State$ on the United Nations list 
of Non-Self-Governing Territories 
(NSG1)s in 1946 and became Guam's 
administering power (U.N.G.A. 
Resolution 66-1). Today Guam remains 
one (1) of 16 territories tltat have yet to 
attain full self-government. 

In accordance with the Charter at 
Article 73, administering Powers 

accept(cd) as a sacred trusr the 

Fundamentnl Aswnptionst . 
For the purposes of comparing and contrasting the existing 
status quo with the prospective conditions under each of the 
three pqlitical status options under consideration, it must be 
assumed, 1) that Guam drafui and adopts a constitution by 

general referendum after one of the status options is selected by 
plebiscite, and 2) that a basic system of laws rc8ccting new 
political and economic relationships is prepared for 
implementation immcdiatdy after the transition to the new 
status is accomplished. 

Immigration Citizeruhip 

U.S. contro[;' point of entry for immigration, habitu:tl residents; U.S. U.S., :is provided by •t>tute, with economic and politic:tl benefiu at the discretion of the U.S. 

g decides conditions on entry: U.S. rejeca Guam requests for limits on govcmmen~ little meaningful coircssional representation; legal tiers of citizenship exist 
immigration; system2tic influx of immigranu from Asia and h•hitu:tl between native born, naturalized th constitutional) and <:;hamorro (Statutory) U.S. citittnship 

QI residents continues; modemdy libcr:tl H-visa .progr:un; unrestricted 

~ 
•=to U.S. labor muket 

' 
~ 

~ 
Guam controls; not• U.S. point of entry; habim:tl residents subject to One of the key levers nunipu!.ted by U.S. to =re• better negotiating position, :is there is 
an income means test; immigration offm tied to commercial ambigui% on the subject; citizcnsht is assumed to be Guam; current U.S. citizens may be 

~ invcsunent and other economic benefits to Gu2m; enuy of U.S. and :tllowed u:tl citizenship (ptovided t at the U.S. is wilting to recognize that current U.S. citizcns 
U.S.-associated citizcni negotiated with i~ct aid fiom U.S. if they have • si>tm of residing in a foreign country, 2nd to build upon the Europe:m modcl under 

~ 
arc admitted; few social or economic hen Its for shorr ·term Maastrict, the U.S.-Israel model and the proposed U.S. Puerto Rico model); U.S. citizenship for 
immigranu; free emigration to U.S. for U.S. cith:cns; liberal B·, H- future generations is unlikely regardless of jus songuinis, and U.S. citizcnship for non-U.S. 
and L-type visa program; modetatc-to·high risk oflabor emigration citizens of Guam at cutovcr is unlikely; Gu•m citizenship is possible in cxch•nf for commerci:tl 

~ 
dutinr. the early years, especially •mong.scttler and immigrant invdunent or other activity of economic benefit to Guam; Guam and U.S. ex ange diplomatic 
popu ations; somewhat restricted access to U.S. labor market. r<presc~tativcs at the Smc Dcpmment b-el, enabling cooperative rcsolutio~ in most areas of 

contcnuon 

z U.S. control unlikely; Guam controls driven 'fli local decision-making One of the key levers manipulated by U.S. to secure a better negotiating posirion, :is there is 

§ process b:u.:d upon needs and economic bene ts; not a U.S. point of Ocxibility on the subject and the nature of citizcnship for Chamorros, jwt :is with Puerto Ricans 
entry; U.S. habitu:tl residents unlikely; U.S. security concerns and P:mamanians; U.S. and Guam dual citizcnshfc is assumed for t_hosc with cxisring rights at 
accommodated; fu:c entry of U.S. and U.S.·associated citizens the time of the smus transition; U.S. citizcnship or future gcncmions is possible if not likely 
probable, hut with few social or economic benefits for short -mm under jus =guinis, but U.S. citizenship for non-U.S. citizens of Guam at cutoV<r is unlikely; 

0 residents; free emigration to U.S. for U.S. citizens; liberal B-, H- and : Guam and U.S. exchange diplomatic representttivcs with U.S. at State Dept levd enabli;:f wy 
"'-' 
~ 

possibly L-typc visa program; moderate risk of labor emigration resolution of most mattm, including economic coopctation; annti:tl funding of ncgotiat 
during early ycm; minim:tl ro no restrictions 9n access co U.S. labor federal aid programs; economic and politicd benefits will be negotiated. 

~ 
marke~ 

U.S. control; point of entry for immigration, habitu:tl residenrs; entry U.S., with uniform economic and politicd bcnefiu of member States of the Union. 

Cl 
consistent with uniform application of U.S. immigration iaw; 
moderately restrictive H-visa program; integration into U.S. bbor ' 0 market 

~ 

~ 
.. 
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obligation to promote 10 the 
upmost .... thc well-being of the 
iil!.abiiants of thc[sc] territories, 
and to this end: 

(a) to ensure with due respect for 
the culture of the peoples 
concerned, their political economic, 
social "> and educational 
advancement, their just treatment 
and protection against abuses; 

(b) to develop self-government, 
to Wee due :iccount of the political 
aspirations of the p.cople ... 

(c) co pcomoce constructive 
measures of devdopmcnt ... 

government were bolsccrcd by the Gcnml 
Assembly's call fur more spccifi,c fu:tots to 

guide ad.ministering Powers (and Member 
States) in determining if a tenitoiy had 
achieved ·self-governance (U.N.G.A. 
Resolutions 567 (VI) and 648 (VU), 1952 
and 742 (V]Il), 1953). The process of self
govcrnment was elaborated on and 
clarified by artaching the principle of self
detcrmination to the process of attllniog 
full . sdf-government. (U.N.G.A. 
Rtsolutions 1514, 1541 (XV), 1960). 

These resolutions created the 

PrtsidmtTrummuigm the Organic.ActofGuam in 1950. Thi.Acttx1t111ftd U.S. citizmthip 
to Ch=rros and estahlish:d Gll4mi stlltllS as an "unincorporated territory.• (Photo coumsy 

··of the R.f.1ititano Micronesian Atra Rtttal'(h Cmtu) 

DEVEWPMENT OF 
STANDARDS 

Administering Power's support for 
these positive steps to provide fur full self. 

fuimework for !he custoiruuy practice for 
NSGT's .. to achieve a fully self-governing 
status through the process of sclf
dctermirui.tion. Independence, the most 
obvious evidence of dccoloni.z:ition, was 
not the only form of self-governm~t 
identified. The full integration of a 

Lind Dcf'cwc Individual Rights 

Secure tide to pritttc propettyl feder.tl landholdings withheld, with the turnover of U.S. authority; detcmnce is theJrimary objectiu; Protected, with most , 
identi!ied excess propcrtlcs unilate121ly ddayed for an extended period and at the moderate but declining industri impact; the basic rights ofU.S. except 

0 convenicncc of the U.S.; there is a trend towasd the return of some lands, but with driver ofU.S. policy in Guam is the militaiy leadership; voting; rights of the 

§ counterbalancing incrcasd U.S. interest in Guam land for wildlife preservation; rhc change ln local~ of defense policy and stmcgy indigencous group are 
Chamorro land trust exists under Guam law. occurrlng as a f t of unpredictable national policy indistinguishable from . 

~ 
decisions, an area in which local impact is largely population at-large. 
irrdeveru. 

Charnorro property rights will come first, with probable limitations on land Guam takes part in a regional defense pact led by U.S.; Rights proteaed in Guam 

~ 
alienation to non-Guam citizens or non-indigenous persons for public and rdcased Guam is nuinly responsible for local N:uional Guard, constitution reinforced by 
U.S. fedm.l lands; Guam lc;ses bases to the U.S. for a combinotion of monetary fair C:O,,,t Guard ope12rions, and providing limited land for acceptance of international 
market value and long tCim economic development aid; foreign investment in land military bases; U.S. technical and finaocial assistance to mndar:ds of individnal 

~ 
will be signifJCllldy influenced by confidence in juridicial system. imrove .W:e!"" aii:ilities :ind to closely alilf" Guam human rights and history 

an U.S. Dl!U~ recs; U.S. sponsors Guams of association with the 
participation in i- and multi!.~ p•as for regional United Stttcs; deferential 

~ defense; moderate-to-high industrial impact depending bcncJlts to individuals in 

~ on the U.S. view of the Asian region and Guam's in~us group likdy to 
occeptance of U.S. military presence as it relates to other be ed. 
nations in region. 

~ 
&cure tide ro private property; possible restrictions on u-ansfer of government and U.S. responsibiliry; this is the ~rim:uy U.S. interest in Rights proteaed in Guani 
released U.S. federal land to those who are neither Guam nationals nor indigenous; Guam and a defining pm of c rdationship; U.S. Constitution likely to be 

§ constitutlon to define land tenure for foreign nationals and commercial interests; domirui.nce in the region is the primary objective; but substan°" similar to 
fuler.tl landholdings reduc¢ to a more reasonable levd; U.S. militaiy bases possibly ongoing U.S. militaiy"invcstment in Guam will be U.S. mod , reinforced by 
l~ed at rue market rates, but more likely under a negotiated agreement in exchange dmcdy related to U.S. intcrcstS in deployment; U.S. dose association with the 

0 fur economic development and defense aid; as more land i.! requested by U.S., more retains the right to limit foreign access to Guam in case U.S. and •cceptance of 

~ a.id is received by Guam os substitute for &ir market exchange; foreign land of.a military emergency in exchange for economic aid international s12ndar:ds of 
ownership allowed, with some restriction on use and sale of government lands to over the long·tenn; bilateral and multiltteral !'2-cts are individual human rights; 

~ 
non-citiwu; likdy prohibition on ownership of land by foreign govcmments under possible; local influence ofU.S. military leadership deferential bcntlits to 
agrcerocnt with U.S.; tax incentives for private development of land spurs local and fluetuatcs indircctiy to the performance of Guam's other indigencous group likely 
international invcsonenr, inacasing the economic value of land in the medium ccrm. economic naors. to be affirmed. 

&cure tide to private property; feder.tl landholdings and policies toward land are U.S. responsible; fortification likely; higher industrial Stro't protected, with 

§ 
maintaincil, but their economic effect m:iy be mitigated by incremd political power impact; the political influence of the • · all ri of U.S. including 
in the U.S. sysrcm; U.S. r<e0gnition of the Oiamorro land Trust is likdy. is reduced by accountability ro Guam's reprcsenti.tivcs ln voting; rights of the 

0 the U.S. Congress. leading to a more consistent indigeneous group are 

~ 
application in Guam of military policies and smuegy. indiStinguiWble from 

population ar-large. 
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Decolonization -- An overview of Guam's Status and Options 

--.. --~--- ·------ ------·:-.-:-· ··---·-··----···---- -·--·-T;~~1;,s··;;,i-~h~--1;e~-pl;·o~ -coloni;~d - -~~ti~;;~d ·;;;·-;;;;,;;;,: l:r.s: 1eprcs.1Hacives 

people>. In specific cases, the United made a poiiu clint they did not panicipatc 
Nadons has wt.'.ghcd in m esmblis:h the in Guam policies. The role of immigmnts 
rights of rhe people in a particular from Asian countries w.s similarly 
Territory. The latest example is rho disregarded by U.S. rcproenrarives as 
i<lenrific:Hion and registration of the having any dfm on Guam's ~ovcrnmcnr. 
legitimate people of Western Sahara, who Migration policies of .colonial powm 
are eligible to vote in a plebiscite on that have long been seen as a tradicional 
1i:rritory's status (U.N. Sccuricy Council practice of oolouial concrol; cidm to 

Resolutions, 1997-99). ·assume control over the peoples of 
From its firsc repons ro the Unicc<l wlonial cmitorks, or cu a»imilace their 

Nations, the Uniced Stutes dearly populmions. lntcrnati<>nal sL1n<lards in 
understood 1ha1 the people or Guam were oppusicion to migracion as an inrnume111 
che Chamorro P">ple. In the late I 9~0s of colonialism was made even more cloar 
and 1950s, U.S. reports to cl1c U.N. did by the ll.N. 1'11111 af Ac1iun ji1r ti" 
not identify milirnry pcrsonnd, wbice civil lmplmw1t11tian of the Dtd1m11io11 (on 
servants or ocher immigmnt<aspartofrhc Decolonization, U.N.G.A. Re.,. 35/118) 

"!1u n•ttm1 of land 110 longer llJL'd by tbt militmy lw bu11 pwhtd si11r<' tbe First Gucrm 
Ltgi1~tt111~, in the dmji Co111mo11111<trlr/J A<·r 11111! by vrigin11/ !1111d"'"'""· Ow11mhip of/and 
iI cf defining. i:lrmmt v/G1111111i pv/itiml Jtaf/IJ 11nd eco11amh- di:vdopmmf. 

people of Guam. in 1980 which noccd: 
Even in chc 1960s, when qucuionc<l at 8. McmLcr Smcs shall adopt the 

the U.N. about military personnel necessary me-.u.urcs to Ji.courage or 

Cl 
0 
0 

§ 
en 

Legal and Judicial Framework 

Guam legal rights gummeed by Org•nic Acr rnd Gu•m Cude, and limiccd protections under U.S. Constitution; 
leg:tl righrs generally follow U.S., with a few exceptions; srnndar<l gumnrm ofindividual protcccion againsc abum 
by governm,m; Organic Act incorporac<'S !Jill of Rights, cxccpr gmnd jury i11dictme111 and ch·il trial by jury; Ankle 
I. section 9, clauses 2 and 3, «nsure habeas corpu; and no bill of atmindcr, prohibir ex post facto law, and law 
imrairing obligations under conu-;rn; Arriclc IV cxtcnds to Guam rhc rclacion of Srates 10 each other, including che 
ful faith and crc<lic dame aud privik-g"' and immunicics dause of dd,.cns of the variom StJtcs; Guam's judicial/ legal 
;ystcm i; an c>rablishcd system ofjurhprudcncc Laml on!''"'"'"'"" of U.S. l.tw; rdatil'dy mblt legal and cc1>nomic 
climate; Courr ;yscem gencmlly pattcrnd afcer ocher U.S. juris<lidtons, except Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal>, 
rachcr than che U.S. Supreme Court, has appellate jurisdiction over dcdsions of che U.S. Dist rice Court of Guam. 

Le~:tl rights negotiated, but subjm ro Guam comtitution and laws: IL'gal and t•wnomic mbilicy at least rcmpornrily 
allmc<l, eV<ll iflcgal scructurc is maintained; economy adversely ailcmd iflegal siabiliry and cite proteccion of 
ecouomic riglm are r<moved or significantly alrercd. · 

L<:gal rights panfally negotiued, g'net31l)' co111rolled by Guam consritution and laws; Guam could drhcr rcenat.1 
existing laws or crcare an entirely new code and conscitution different from the stacus quo; legal and economic 
scability potentially affected temporarily, even ifleg:il struaur< is maintained; economy could be adversely ;ffecred if 
lcgal mbility or prorcction of economic rights arc signific:incly alcercd; mojor chonge in the currenr judici>I structure 
of rhe isl:10d unlikely, except recourse ro U.S. foder:tl courrs; feder>I funding of the judiciary subj""t to negorfation. 

Legal rights s:tme os status quo, except enhmccd by a<loprion of cmire U.S. Constitution; Guam Code Annor:ued 
h» provisions r<Specting business and the <eonom)', with U.S. fodcral oversight; cunrraccs clause in Anicle I of U.S. 
Constitution, the lukings clause of the 5th Amendment, civil procedure, remedies, busin~ regulation, real property 
law, busitms suucmre and function, Uniform Commercial Code and Uniform Consumer Credit Code all apply; 
legal stability and the prormiqn of economic rights; ony major d1ange in the mrrcnt judicial muccurc of the island 
unlikely, except a slighr change in role played by Ninth Circuir Court of Appeals relative to Supreme Court of Guam; 
U.S. federal funding assistance ro Guam Courts continues. 

Education 

Poorly fonded due to fiscal constrainrs 011 
GovGunm :i.nd mrno\'cr ofimmigr:i.nr children in 
school sysccm; DODEA has established a rwo·class 
public c<lucarional ;ysrem; com of public 
education unusually high due 10 muhili11gual, 
multicultural bacl<grouncl of student lX>pulatiim; 
•ignificam fi:deral suppon of 11011-DoD progranL\; 
Dcpc of Education grnnt> und smdcm Gnaucial aid I programs. 

Conrinuarion of exiscing standards with large 
resource allm:axion dirL-acd to long-term n:sidems; 
'"1loti:11<d levd of U.S. foderol education gr.mes 
ond scudenr finuncial aid programs lower rhan 
srarus quo; Ioctl school system empowered co 
develop locally/regionally relevant curriculum; 
imcrnarional standards applicable; DODEA 
rnminues under U.S. sinndarth. 

Continuation of existing c:duca.rional standards, 
widt muurcc •llocarion <lircttcd toward lung-term 
residents; negociarcd level of U.S. fcdcrol educariun 
grants and srudem financial aid programs (likdy 
lowor than sr.u1s quo); DODliA continues under 
U.S. smndards; loc.il school system empowered ro 
devdop locally/regionally relmm curriculum; U.S. 

: (and other) accreditation smndanls applkable. 

I 
Likdy 10 adopt state-level propcrcy taxes to fund 
education; •doption of U.S. performance si.ud:mls 
and higher federal cducadon gr.t.ms; reinregration 
of DODEA schools and csrablishmcnr of uniform 
U.S. standards; costs of public education high due 
to multilingual, mulriculmral background of 
srudenc populotion; rducarional grams, student 
financial aid from U.S. increases bemuse of 
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Decolonization -- An overview of Guam's Status ~d Options 

Population Distribution by rcentage 

1940 

White 
37.9% 

1950 
SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of Census Decennial Rcports1 J990 
OTI IER: Filipino .:md other immignmrs primarily from Asin 

White 
30.9% 

1960 1980 1990 2000 

at Happens Mter the Vote? 
Guam's Sdf-Detcrmimuion Vore - sclt:governing cerritory's preparation ro 

or choice of the people's preferred ~elf- ;u;sume chc powers of sdf-govcrnmem. 
governing status - is the fim srcp in The fir~t element requires the 
the Oecolonizarion process. administering Power's agreemcnr m 

Moving from a non-self-governing transfer Powers, while chc second (and 
stacus ta a self-governing scams related elemcm) requires rhe 
requires more tl1a.n just a vote. le development of a conscitutional 
requires an end to colonial rule and the , govanmcnt co assume the powers of 
esrablishmem of a new govcrnmenr. scll:govcrnrnenr. 
This process m1uircs the adminisrering The U.S. i.~ obligated to tmnsfer 
Power ro turn over its comrol ro rhe sdt:govcrning powers co Guam should 
new governmental system. Guam choose independence. The 

The transfer of self-governing sharing of powers under Free 
powers co the people of Guam requires A~sociation would be a 1K-gmiared 
two interrelated components: (1) the process, while Statehood would require 
transfer of powers from the J the approval of the United States 

L'.n~~s~~'.'.1:~~::~~~.~· (2~:~~~::::~- -~~=~~1'.~11~-~~~--~cares of rhe Un_i_r:d 
11 

Stares. The U.S., through th< U.N. j document would conform w die 
Chaner ,rnd irs subsequent nitificariou j intcrnaticmally accepted standards of 
of the lnwrnational Covenant on Civil j' univ<tsal franchise and die equal 
and Political Rights ( 1993) is protccrion of the righr. of all cirizens 
commitred ro suppon a self-govcrninr; jl wirhour regard m race, sex or religion 
stacus for Guam although obviously it (Sec, lmcrnatioual Coveuani on Civil 
has rights ofits own wh~n ii comes ro I and Political Rights). 
transferring powers or establi!hing Afrer Guam has csrablished a 
negotiated ries with Guam. I Consticurion and the United State' has 

!'art of rhc U.S. obligation in the ! extended the powers of sclt~ 

transfer of powers to Guam is to assure I government to Guam consistent with 
that the self-governing sracus that I the Constitution of Guam, rhen Guam 
Guam chose - and the Consrimrion will be selt:governing. 
that Guam establishes •• saristles The hope of self-governmcnr, which 
inrcrnarional srandards of human J has remained alive through almost four 
rights. Thus, as Guam develops its .

1
• hundred years of external rule, awaits 

Consritution it is assumed char rlw , <Jur informed ck-cision. 

····-· ·-·------·--· ........ _ J _ ---·--·--.. ·------- -···-·····--···--····-





Gmail 

CANCELLED: First Notice of Public Hearing -Thursday, March 16, 2017 at 6:00 PM 

Senator Therese Terlaje <senatorterlajeguam@gmail.com> 
To: phnotice@guamlegislature.org 
Cc: Senator Therese Terlaje <senatorterlajeguam@gmail.com> 
Bee: neil@postguam.com, Sabrina Salas <sabrina@kuam.com>, parroyo@k57.com 

March 9, 2017 

MEMORANDUM 

From: Vice Speaker Therese M. Terlaje 

Chairperson, Committee on Culture and Justice 

Thu, Mar 9, 2017 at 7:15 PM 

Subject: FIRST NOTICE of Public Hearing - CANCELLED Thursday, March 16, 2017 at 6:00 PM 

Hata Adai! 

Please be advised that the Committee on Culture and Justice has CANCELLED its notice to conduct a public hearing 
on Thursday. March 16. 2017, beginning at 6:00 PM in I Liheslaturan Guahan's Public Hearing Room (Guam 
Congress Building, Hagatna). On the agenda are the following items: 

Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) - Theres·e M. Terlaje 

RELATIVE TO SUPPORTING THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF GUAM MOVE FORWARD TO APPEAL THE RULING 
OF THE DISTRICT COURT OF GUAM TO ASSIST IN DEFENDING THE RIGHTS OF THE NATIVE INHABITANTS 
OF GUAM. 

Resolution No. 52-34 (LS) - Therese M. Terlaje 

RELATIVE TO SUPPORTING THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF GUAM NOT ENTER INTO A CONSENT DECREE 
WITHOUT APPROVAL OF THE GUAM LEGISLATURE AND THE GOVERNOR OF GUAM REGARDING THE 
RECENT THREATENED LAWSUIT PROPOSED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE OVER THE 
CHAMORRO LAND TRUST ACT. 

The hearing will broadcast on local television, GTA Channel 21, Docomo Channel 117/60.4 and stream online via I Liheslaturan 
Guahan's live feed. If written testimonies are to be presented at the Public Hearing, the Committee requests that copies be submitted prior 



to the public hearing date and should be addressed to Vice Speaker Therese M. Terlaje. Testimonies may be submitted via hand delivery to 
the Office of Vice Speaker Therese M. Terlaje at the Guam Congress Building, 163 Chalan Santo Papa, Hagatna, Guam; at the mail room 
of the Guam Congress Building, 163 Chalan Santo Papa, Hagatna, Guam 96910; or via email to senatorterlajeguam@gmail.com. In 
compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals requiring special accommodations or services should contact the Office of 
Vice Speaker Therese M. Terlaje, 163 Chalan Santo Papa, at (671) 472-3586 or by sending an email to senatorterlajeguam@gmail.com. 

We look forward to your attendance and participation. 

Si Yu'os Ma'ase'! 

The Office of Vice Speaker Therese I'vL 'I1erlajc 
Committee on Culture and Justice 
I Mina'trentai Kuattro na Liheslah1ran Guahan 
34th Guam Legislature 

Guam Congress Building, 163 Chalan Santo Papa, Hagatfia, Guam 96910 

T: (671) 472-3586 F: (671) 472-3589 

senatorterlajeguam@gmail.com 



COMMITTEE VOTE SHEET 

Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) - Relative to supporting that the Government of Guam 
move forward to appeal the ruling of the District Court of Guam to assist in 
defending the rights of the native inhabitants of Guam. 

Vice Speaker Therese M. Terlaje 
Chairperson 3 / f 7 ( &-o 17 
Senator Telena C. Nelson 
Vice Chairperson 

Speaker Benjamin J.F. Cruz 
Member 

Senator Joe S. San Agustin 
Member 

Senator Frank Blas Aguon, 
Member '{"/, 

Senator Louise Borja Muna 
Member 

Senator Fernando Barcinas Esteves 
Member 

SIGNATURE TODO 
PASS 

TO NOT 
PASS 

TO TO 
REPORT ABSTAIN 

OUT ONLY 
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I MINA'TRENTAI KuATTRO NA LIHESLATURAN 

2017 (FIRST) Regular Session 

LEGISLATIVE SESSION VOTING RECORD 

Resolution No. 51- 34 (LS) 

NAME Aye Nay 

Senator Thomas C. ADA 

Senator FRANK B. AGUON, JR. " Senator William M. CASTRO " Speaker B.J.F. CRUZ 

Senator James V. ESPALDON " Senator Fernando Barcinas ESTEVES " Senator Regine Biscoe LEE " Senator Tommy MORRISON " Senator Louise B. MUNA " Senator Telena Crnz NELSON " Senator Dennis G. RODRIGUEZ, Jr. " Senator Joe S. San AGUSTIN " Senator Michael F.Q. SAN NICOLAS 

Vice Speaker Therese M. TERLAJE " Senator Mary Camacho TORRES " TOTAL: 12 0 
Aye Nay 

CORRECT: 

~-

I= Pass 

Speaker Antonio R. Unpingco Legislative Session Hall 
March 17, 2017 

Not Voting/ Out During 
Abstained Roll Call Absent Excused 

" " 

" " 

" " 
0 1 2 3 

Not Voting/ Out During Absent Excused 
Abstained Roll Call 



OFFICE OF THE VICE SPEAKER 

THERESE M. TERLAJE 
Chairperson of the Committee 

On Culture and Justice 

I Mina 'trentai Kuattro na Liheslaturan Guahan 
34 111 Guam Legislature 

COMMITTEE REPORT DIGEST 

I. OVERVIEW 
Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) was introduced on March 9, 2017 by Vice Speaker 
Therese M. Terlaje, and was subsequently referred by the Committee on Rules to 
the Author on March 10, 2017. 

Resolution Nos. 51-34 (LS) and No. 52-34 (LS) were introduced during the March 
9, 2017 session within hours after Vice Speaker Terlaje learned about the 
threatened lawsuit against the Chamorro Land Trust Commission (CLTC) and a 
day after the Davis v. Guam District Court decision was released. It was urgent 
that both resolutions be passed immediately given the April 7th appeal deadline 
for the Davis case, and the CLTC deadline of January 2017 (2 months ago). The 
matters discussed in Resolution Nos. 51-34 (LS) and 52-34 (LS) are complicated 
legal issues that will require extensive analysis and immediate decisions by the 
Attorney General and Governor of Guam. The resolutions were meant to show the 
support and solidarity of the Legislature with the Executive Branch and the AG, 
and in no way prevent the government of Guam from seeking other options. There 
were enough votes and support from the other senators during the March 9th 
session to pass both resolutions, but Senator Michael F .Q. San Nicolas and a couple 
of other senators requested that a public hearing be held. Speaker Cruz indicated 
that a special session would be called as soon as a public hearing was held, since 
the next session was not planned until after April 17th. Unfortunately, Speaker 
Cruz left off-island on the day of the public hearing, which was held five working 
days after the March 9th session. 

Guam Congress Building, 163 Chalan Santo Papa, Hagatfia, Guam 96910 
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The public hearing notice was sent out on March 9, 2017, with ample time for 
senators to consult with or invite interested parties to participate in the public 
hearing. The hearing lasted over 5 hours; only Senator San Nicolas and Vice 
Speaker had questions for the panel. One attorney was asked to wait for further 
questioning by Senator San Nicolas after the other testifiers had their turn. The 
attorney waited, but Senator San Nicolas left before the hearing was concluded 
without resuming his questions to the attorney. 

The audio from the public hearing was uploaded to the Legislature website and 
attached to the committee report, along with all written testimony, a digest, and 
all other requirements per the standing rules. 

The committee report was filed with the Committee on Rules but the COR Chair 
refused to approve it for upload to the website prior to the March 17, 2017 session. 
The report was made available on the session floor. 

Discussion on the resolutions was halted by a motion of Senator Thomas A. 
Morrison which Vice Speaker Terlaje did not support. Senator San Nicolas left the 
room during the vote. Both resolutions were adopted. 

These resolutions do nothing to change current Guam policy and simply convey 
that the Legislature supports the defense of current policies and preservation of 
options at this time. Nothing in this resolution prevents the pursuit of all avenues 
available to the government of Guam, nor prevents any senator from proposing 
another policy or course for the government and people of Guam. 

The Committee on Culture and Justice convened a public hearing on Resolution 
No. 51-34 (LS) on March 17, 2017 at 9:00 AM in I Liheslatura' s Public Hearing Room. 

Public Notice Requirements 
Notices for this public hearing were disseminated via email to all senators and all 
main media broadcasting outlets on March 9, 2017 (5-Day Notice) and again on 
March 14, 2017 (48-Hour Notice). The notice was also published in the Guam 
Daily Post on March 10, 2017 and in the Pacific Daily News from March 14th 
through 16th. 

Senators Present 
Vice Speaker Therese M. Terlaje, Chairperson 
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Senator Telena Cruz Nelson, Vice Chairperson 
Senator Regine Biscoe Lee 
Senator Joe S. San Agustin 
Senator Michael F.Q. San Nicolas 
Senator Frank Blas Aguon, Jr. 
Senator James V. Espaldon 
Senator Thomas A. Morrison 
Senator Mary Camacho Torres 
Senator Louise Borja Muna 
Senator William M. Castro 
Senator Fernando Barcinas Esteves 

Appearing Before the Committee 
Bob Pelkey 
Harold Cruz 
Ofing (Josephine) Jackson 
Vicente Garrido 
Enrique Torres 
Robert LG Benavente 
Jamela Santos 
Attorney Michael Phillips 
Senator Carmen Kasperbauer 
John Raymond Aguon 
Senator Hope Cristobal 
Lasia Casil 
Ray Lujan 
Darrin Pangelinan on behalf of Lakretia Castro-Santos and Social Work Student 
Alliance 
Rosario Perez 
Jose Garrido 
Josette Quinata 
Carlos Camacho 
Maga'lahi Aniti 
Dr. Michael Bevacqua 
Trini Torres 
Si:fiot Ronald Laguana 
Ned Pablo 
Frank Munoz 
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Senator Michael San Nicolas: Madam Chair, may I just request a brief point of 
order. In the ruling of the Davis case, part of what was brought up was the 
official record of what was stated during some government proceedings. I'm just 
a little concerned that if we make similar statements in the course of this 
resolution that it might actually be used against the case in any potential appeal 
and so if I can request respectfully that perhaps I see Attorney Mike Philips in 
the audience or if the Attorney General's representative is present, if an attorney 
can first come and speak to maybe any kind of guidance we can get as to what 
may or may not be put on the record that might be used against the case in the 
future, because when I read the case, they did put transcripts in there about 
certain statements that were made that was used to reinforce the argument of the 
opposition. So if we could perhaps get some very clear legal clarification on what 
may or may not be a risk. Madam Chair. 

Chairperson Terlaje: I don't see a representative of the Attorney General here. I 
don't know if there is anyone else in the audience who would like to address 
that, but I don't know the answers. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: Ok then, if I can just clarify Madam Chair that 
way at least everyone will have in mind what I am talking about. In the ruling on 
the Davis case they specially used the fact that we spoke about this needing to be 
specifically for Chamorro people that they used that as the grounds to rule partly 
that was part of what they used on the grounds to rule against the people of 
Guam and so if we testify today that this needs to happen for Chamorro people 
and it comes out looking like that's all it's for, they will take these transcripts and 
use it in the appeal. And the purpose of this resolution is to actually support an 
appeal so I just want to make sure that we are careful because we don't want to 
actually undermine the very case that a lot of us are here to support today. Ok? 
Thank you Madam Chair. 

Chairperson Terlaje: Thank you very much Senator San Nicolas. That is correct 
that comments by elected officials and the public were cited in the decision. And 
that is good caution. I am going to very briefly read the resolved clauses of this 
Resolution 51 just for the record and for those who are watching. 

Resolved, that I Mina'trentai Kuattro Na Liheslaturan Guahan does hereby, on 
behalf of I Liheslaturan Guahan and the people of Guam, support that the 
Government of Guam move forward to appeal the ruling of the District Court of 
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Guam to assist in defending the rights of the native inhabitants of Guam; and be 
it further Resolved, that the Speaker and the Legislative Secretary attest to, the 
adoption hereof, and that copies be thereafter transmitted to the Honorable 
Elizabeth Barrett-Anderson, Attorney General of Guam, and to the Honorable 
Edward J.B. Calvo, I Maga'lahen Guahan. Thank you. 

Before receiving oral testimony, Chairperson Terlaje read into the record, a letter 
on Chamorro Self-Determination delivered by Dr. Robert Underwood yesterday 
to all senators. The letter, dated March 16, 2017, addressed to Vice Speaker 
Therese Terlaje from Dr. Robert Underwood is attached. 

Chairperson Terlaje invited those listed on the sign-in sheet to give their 
testimony. See attached Sign-In sheet. 

The following people gave oral testimony and their testimony is attached or 
transcribed below: 

Bob Pelkey: In Support of the Resolution No. 51-34 (LS). Written testimony is 
attached. 

Harold Cruz: In Support of the Resolution No. 51-34 (LS). Written testimony is 
attached. 

Ofing (Josephine) Jackson: Buenas. Manana si Yu'os para hamyo todu guennao 
hulo'. Hu tungo' ha' na Matso pa'go names, noh? 
Pat Biba Ha'anen Nuebu para hamyo todu guennao hulo'. 

Antes di bai hu sangan hafa bai hu sangan, fanmanohge fan ya ta cho'gue fan 
este i Inifresi sa' ginen i kerason-ta este yan ayu i Fanohge Chamoru. Yanggen en 
tingo' ... 

[Recitation of INIFRESI.] 

Manana si Yu'os para hamyo mafiaina-hu yan mafie'lu-hu. I na'an-hu si Sainan 
Ofing Jackson yan i asagua-hu si Danny Jackson. Guahu i sekretarian Nasion 
Chamoru ya hunggan gi Nasion Chamoru ginen i Maga'haga si Catherine 
McCollum yan i Maga'lahi si Danny Jackson, in apreba este na "Resolution." 
Dangkolo na saina ma'ase' sa' manhuyong hamyo ya en cheche'gue este. 
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Hunggan direcho este para hita i taotao tano'. I direcho-ta este ginen i saina-ta-
our ancestries ... i guelo' yan i guela'-si Nana yan Tata. Hagas ma gotte na 
estague pa'go na nisisita pa'go na para ta fanmanohge ya ta cho'gue este i bidan
fiiha este siha i taotao sanhiyong. 

Hafa na para hita ha', bula "unconstitutional"? Puet ayu i fishing rights ... Public 
Law 29-127. 

Ma sangan ta'lo gi i A.G. "unconstitutional." Hafa na para hita guini gi tano'-ta, 
bula "unconstitutional"? Taya' ambre iyo-ta Constitution! I Constitution i 
Amerikanu este--ahe' ti hita. Ti hita--kumahulo' si nana-hu, yan si tata-hu, si 
guelo' yan si guela' ... kao manngahulo' gi siyan-fiiha ... gi gima'-fiiha ... gi maseha 
amanu para u fanmanohge ya para u ma swear in gi i Organic Act? Tiu ma 
cho'gue ayu i Organic Act para hita. Para i taotao sanhiyong-ahe', ti para hita. 
Anggen un taitai ayu i Organic Act, atan--sen atan, sa' parehu ha' yan i 
Constitution-fi.iha. Hafa iyo-ta rights gi i Constitution? Taya'! 

Ti sifia hit mambota gi delegadu. Ci delegadu, taya' iyo-ta rights, para u kuentos 
gi halom. Taya' iyo-ta rights ta'lo para in fambota para presidente. Hafa ayu na 
Constitution? Constitution Brodie! Para siha ayu. Abe' ti para hita i taotao tano'. 
Taya' iyo-ta Constitution. Iyo-ta Constitution: Inifresi ... Fanohge Chamoru. 
Kontra. Maila' pa'go ya ta fanngontra. 

Maila' pa' go ya ta cho'gue este. Hafa na este na taotao si Dave Davis ... hafa gui' 
yan hita ni' Manchamoru? Humalom ya ma cho'gue hafa malago'-fiiha. Si 
Gatewood, ha bira gui', ya 13.stima -- CHamoru - Tydingco, taotao CHalan Pago, 
parentes-hu, ha cho'gue gui'. Mangge CHamoru gui' na haga'? Mangge? 
Mangge? Dinanche si Harold ni' ayu i, "hafa este i District Court of Guam?" Ti 
debi di este i District Court of Guam gaige guini gi i tano'-ta. 

Manha.Iom i protesta, u hungok gi nigapfia na manha.Iom, na manggaige guihi ni' 
manma protetesta. Manhanao gi sanme'nan i District Court of Guam, manma 
dulalak. Yanggen gaige hu' guihi ti bai hu ma dulalak sa' un tungo' hafa bai hu 
sangan? "Tano'-hu este. Hayi hamyo? Kao matto magi i presidenten-miyu ya ma 
na'i hamyo na tano'? Taya'. 

Taya' guini tano' -miyu. Fanmambasta manmafiule' tano' ni' ti tano'-miyu. 
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Humanao yu' hulo' un biahi para ayu i GCIC Building, ya ma sangaru Im' na hu 
nisisita na bai hu huyong guihi sa' i tano'-fiiha. Tumohge ha' yu', "Ya hayi 
hamyo? Mangge i tano'-miyu? Gaige i lot guini gi iya Guahan. Gaige i building gi 
iya Guahan. Anggen ilek-miyu na tano'-miyu este, pues chule', katga i Guahan, 
yan pega guatto gi Amerika. 
Hafa na sigi ha' hamyo ilek-fia estague tano' Guam? Chule' edda', hatsa edda' gi 
guma'-miyu. Oh, maseha gi halom tano', ya un nginge'. Kao pao Amerikanu pat 
pao CHamoru. Chule' i edda' ya un bira huyong sa' bula --- ya ginen i saina. 

Hu sapotte, in sapotte este i Resolution yan este ginen i Chamorro Land Trust-
tododu. Maolek sa' manmanohge ya ta cho'gue este ya ta kontra este siha na ma 
bibida di u ma cho'gue gi i tano'-ta sa' manggaige i saina-ta guihi pa'go na ora, 
pa' go no momento, ni' manmatai... manma a'atan hit papa'. Manma bibira siha-
sigi ha' manma sangan na manma bibira siha gi halom atuhot, ti sifia ambre. 
Ginen i tataotao-fiiha na manggaige ha' guini na mane'ekungok. Pues na'direcho 
este. 

Vice Speaker, saina ma'ase' nu este. Un lakngos ya un manna'hungok ni' i taotao. 
Hamyo ni' Manchamoru, fanmanohge. Enough is enough. It's time ... it's time. Ti 
Para hita este na papet. Para i famagu'on-ta, ya i famagu'on ni' manatatte. Hasso i 
famagu'on-miyu. Hasso i fieta yan fieta siha. Hasso i fietu yan fietu siha. Hasso 
hayi manggaige gi santatte-ta. 

Esta kuanto na bufielos dagu ta kanno', kuanto na bufielos manglo' ta kanno'? 
Na'i pa'go i famagu'on-ta, i fietu yan i fieta. Saina ma'ase' ta'lo nu este yan biba 
CHamoru. 

Vicente Garrido: Buenas. Guahu si Vicente Garrido. Saludu para hamyu todu 
ni man senadot pago ni man presente yan eye man mapos na tiempo. Hunggan 
gof supputi esti na bill. Hu gof supputi. Para guahu i opinuhu ni banda, i ruling 
by Judge Gatewood on his pleblecite to me is terrible and insulting to the 
Chamorro people. It's totally a slap in the face for the Chamorro people. And 
it's also a sad month, for the Chamorro people. Knowing that this month is Mes 
Chamoru and the Chamorro is also celebration Guam history and Chamoru 
heritage. Matu de mafa sineksi esti. Dave Davis, and I don't care whether he is 
here or not. I don't care. He's listening. Dave Davis is a racist. He is a pure 
white man racist. He is an interloper. And if you don't know what an interloper 
mean? Interloper? The one that interfere in somebody's business or personal 
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business [nai]. Ume entilu na bisnis na Chamoru ni put esti yun niha ni put 
pleblicite. Si Dave Davis ti ma colonized na taotao. Hita ni Chamoru na man 
colonized. Ahe ti guiya. Kon todu eyu siha i man matu magu ni put fanaga 
guini yan pon fan chelu i oppotunitidot guini gi islata. Ti man ma colonized 
enao siha. Ha tunguha si Dave Davis na taya bisnisna para halom na pon fan 
bota gini pleblecite. Pues para guahu Judge Gatewood, I believe is confused 
about this pleblecite, Chamorro only vote. That's the way I see it. That's my 
opinion. I am not a lawyer. And I also, Judge Gatewood says, this pleblecite is a 
public issue. It's not a public issue. This is not a public issue. The pleblicite for 
Self-Determination is a Chamorro sentiment, it's a human rights issue. Human 
rights issue. Hafa un na para public issue? Hita ni Chamoru man ma colonized 
guini gi islata. If Judge Gatewood is so hot shot about the 14th and 15th 
Amendment in the Constitution. How come he's isn't saying, that we are 
supposed to become U.S. citizens and we cannot even vote for the United States 
president? How come she's not saying that? But she went on and agreed to 
support a racist person, who come here and make Guam their home? And this is 
the same guy, Dave Davis, who is trying to destroy us on the Chamorro Land 
Trust. Lanya. I know that for a long time. I know it. I'm a member of Nacion 
Chamoru. I'm a former Ma'ga'la'hi of Nacion Chamoru. Also, a veteran of the 
enlisted Army, Infantry, Combat Veteran. I've been around. I've been around. 
I've been through hell. And I know what it's like. But this is another hell for me 
here on this island. Chamorros must stand up gachong. I heard some of the 
senators say, 'Oh, we're already here,'. Esta man dadanahit guini. Hunggan nai 
man dadanahit lo ti man hihita. Ti man hihita! Ti man hihita, umbre. Todu lai 
napiniti lai. Napiniti. Wow, man, when I see the headline, "Pleblicite Law 
Unconstitutional," taya yuta constitution. hafa na para, munggi i constitution? 
We don't even have a constitution. Pues ta'lu, you know, Judge Gatewood's 
decision, really, is a true example of what it's like to be a colonized judge. Let's 
face it, lai. Let's face it, and make no mistake, that Guam's government is 
nothing more but a puppet government. A puppet government being ruled by a 
foreign power, the United States federal government. And another thing that 
Judge Gatewood said, 'Oh, I can understand the people, they colonized, for their 
desire to decolonize themselves.' And we must recognize the people who are 
giving me pas ... now. I think it should be the opposite. I think Judge Gatewood 
should say that the people who come to this island should respect us and 
recognize ourselves. Siha debri du respeta. Hafa. Lannga matu hao magi gi I 
tano'hu' des pues para bai, siguihamu respeti ti respepeti hao? You kidding me? 
Lao I'm sorry, but that's the way I see it. I support in this appeal and I hope, 
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Judge Gatewood, because, like I said, the decision on this plebiscite that Judge 
Gatewood is terrible [1:07:38] and is insulting to the Chamoru people. Si Yu'us 
Ma'ase. 

Enrique Torres: Good morning, everyone. Good morning madam chair. Good 
morning the rest of the body. My name is Enrique Torres; I'm from the village of 
Yo:fia. I come here on my own, as a private citizen. Remember these slogans or 
the battle cries as you may call, "The British are coming." remember the "Alamo" 
remember "Lusitania" remember "Pearl Harbor" remember "The World Trade 
Center" remember "The Pentagon" and "the flight crash in Pennsylvania" 
Nowhere in history does anyone ever ask or ask us to remember "Guam" The 
occupation of Guam. The atrocities committed here. Nowhere else in the United 
States, when there where there's are concentration camps. Nowhere else where 
there are properties taken away. Also the Jews, where their were in the process of 
being eliminating from the face of the planet, to genocide. The Spanish tried to 
do that to the Chamorros and during the occupation of the Japanese. I've I have 
looked at the war, videos and listen to my parents. These are real human rights 
violations. But then again human rights were here before you asking for you to 
help us with our human rights. Not our privileges, this is our human right. We're 
asking you to help us with our human rights, not our privilege. So, the Governor, 
the leaders, my brothers and sisters, the sons and daughters, and referring also to 
my brothers and sisters in the continental United States of America, and to the 
rest of the world. Join us, join us with this appeal. Show us our solidarity. Don't 
forget we also feel that the war reparation is still injustice. In many parts of the 
world, when it comes to human rights of the native inhabitants they are 
recognized in Canada, the tribe there is called the "First Nation" we are just 
asking that the Chamorro people of native descent or at least the belief in the 
culture belief in the tradition consider themselves to be Chamorro and after the 
fact that they were born here, their parents who were born here, their great 
grandparents were born here, so the aborigines in Australia. I was in the 
Philippines, just getting my teeth looked at, and I was listening to the discussion, 
they were in Filipino tagalog language, and it was between my dentist and his 
colleague, the plastic surgeon, they were talking about citizenship, on the United 
States citizenship wow I was really wanting to get into the discussion, so I kinda 
asked them to clarify what they were saying well they were saying you know 
after the war, World War II, they were asked to decide they wanted to become 
American citizen, decide, wow, and their fathers were in that, that responsible 
citizen to decide the determination and they turned it down because they didn't 
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want to be considered brown Americans and they said, I don't know but I am a 
brown American and I told them some of the privileges of an American citizen, 
not all and I hope one day that I get to be rewarded with what is due us, if we are 
going to be U.S. citizens, full fledged Americans, and also in that discussion, I 
know made that distinction we got that American lots of freedom, we got 
liberties, we can own homes, and all that are our human statuses, civil rights, we 
live in a civilized society, and if you know the Philippines, you can see there's 
from a third world country and maybe now it's considered closer to the 
equivalent to the United States, so it was then we were talking well he so all of 
that and there's still some issues right, "yeah we still have issues", and he stated 
11 How old is the United States government? To look upon, and then I thought 
back and well they moved, they removed themselves from the British and they 
became self governing in 1776, so roughly two hundred and sixteen years, and 
he kind of laughed and the Philippine government is only seventy six years old, 
yes we have corruption, not to say that the United States has no corruption, yes 
they are some violations of human rights and all the things you can come to 
realize, the United States are not really a, or is all built up to be, so they still have 
some more time to develop, time to change, change is what we are asking for, so 
Guam, you are government leaders, give our people, Chamorro nation, First 
Nation, however you part of this second chance or move forward, rethink about, 
the native inhabitants, rethink what it is qualify for plebiscite, I am not an expert, 
but give us a choice, give us a dialog, rethink about it, and we want to be 
recognized in this global community, as self governing, madam chair I support 
this bill, this resolution, and you, in front of us our leaders, almost have eight 
hundred twenty five years, of experience, we don't look at you as young, 
Chamorros, or leaders or people who want to carry our fight forward, you are 
the ones who are here before the rest of us to bring us to this quest, I applaud 
you for taking this opportunity to move our request forward, look amongst 
yourselves, look amongst deep in your hearts, deep within your ability to 
research, the ability to expert consultation throughout not just Guam, at the rest 
of the world, United Nations, do your due diligence for us. So in closing I say to 
Matthew, Patrick, and Nathan, my sons, your dad asks, would you make your 
choice for your life decisions but remember my legacy, as I remember my 
legacies of my ancestors, I supported our quest, I support this bill, resolution 52-
34, towards self determination, for as long as long as it takes, thank you very 
much. 

Robert LG Benavente: Hafa adai, Hamyo Todos guennao hula'! Guahu si Robert 
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Leon Guerrero Benavente-che'lon defunto Maga'lahi si Ed Benavente. You 
know, last night ha' I went to the Chamorro Land Trust just to figure this thing 
out-figure out what's going on with the Chamorro Land Trust. Even my 
brother was making ... on behalf of the Chamorro Land Trust. That was a while 
ago. And I was just trying to look where he left off so I could carry on what was 
left. The problem lies with our leaders, really. If we had, for example when we 
implemented the Chamorro Land Trust in the beginning-1995-1995, right? 
Our leaders should have looked for something that won't harm the Chamorro 
Land Trust in the beginning and protected instead of squabbling. Every 
administration, directors, changing their own policies and so forth. I'm glad 
there's a lot of young senators out there who have bright minds opened, hearts, 
and so forth. Lan:fia' lai, I'm fed up. For this kind of issues, Ga' chong. I just came 
from the woodwork-lan:fia' ga'chong. And this should have been done 
yesterday to sustain the Chamorro Land Trust for our future generations to come 
which is not me-is your children-our children ... like my brother always said, 
"I tano' -ta, I famagu' on-ta, kareta-ta, asagua-ta, guma' -ta ... " it is us. It is only us, 
that we could fix this problem. If we stand together like-man, I hear everybody 
else here talking about their life history. Thank God you guys listen, you know? 
But let's proceed forward and do something with it. For example, what are we 
going to face Judge Gatewood? On my first example, I will take an issue from the 
United States itself. The Indian reservation, is that segregation? Hawai'ian Trust 
Act is what-racist? How about Chamorro Land Trust now which is a territory? 
As leaders here-thank God I didn't win for senator. I will fight this through, 
and I will walk out to any Congress or Washington if they don't hear us. My 
goodness, I am 64-years-old ... great grandfather esta! What are we waiting for? 
Our foundation is falling like it was a paper rag down there. Lastima latte! My 
goodness! Ai, Ga' chong. Let's take those acho' atupat and start throwing it back. 
There are 15 of you guys, apparently. We have our leaders here. We have our 
lawyers. Our judges-local judges that has been-manma na'fanmamahlao
shamed-from the District Court. Why didn't the District Court fight that 22 
years ago? Why? They just waited for Dave Davis? While those things were 
happening from 1995, they should have protected the Chamorro Land Trust 
entity. Take it out from the government. I mentioned that to-even former 
Senator Ted Nelson when we had that hearing. We should take 
away the Chamorro Land Trust - away from the entity of the government so the 
government won't be liable for lawsuit. Hafa lai? Form a tribunal council in 
there. My goodness, Ga'chong, wake up and smell the coffee. I'm a veteran. I 
don't need this (gestures to the microphone). I'm a veteran, and I served my time 
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in the military, but it's insulting for me to hear it again and again, Ga'chong. I'm 
too old for this crap, and I don't care what race or color, you probably should 
understand where we are coming from as Chamorros. If we go to your country, 
we won't have that opportunity like Guam. "Guam is a U.S. Territory
everybody could come in." "You're not invited, Buddy ... " You came here for a 
reason-not to kill, not to murder. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: Sefiot, can we just make sure you're speaking into 
the microphone? We need to capture this for the recording and also for the 
people who are watching, because what you're saying is very, very important. 

Robert LG Benavente: Oh, I'm sorry. Next time put a cushion down there. 
Anyway, I'm being realistic. I am for sure in my heart, and to all these people 
that are here today. Even my cousin, si Bob Pelkey. Everybody here-I 
practically know everybody. From si Mike, from Victoria ... all 25 years ago ... 
this is all the hearts that we have. We got the hearts here. We got the fuel. By 
numbers? We don't need to-take the census di fino' si former Senator ... when I 
was reading the messenger ... we'll take the Census from the 1900s of the 
Chamorro natives and utilize that. Dalai, Ga' chong, everybody died from that 
Census? I don't think so. Use that for your arms. Use the Indian Reservation. Use 
the Hawai'ian Trust Act-use that. Let's see what Francis Gatewood would say. 
Racist? Discrimination? I would love to say something nice, but forget it. I don't 
want to come back again and again, but Senator San Nicolas, I know you're very 
vocal with so many things. But as far as-and I hope that everybody does in the 
future-because I will still vote for you-I don't care what party you're from, but 
as long as you do your job, do it right. Right now, it's from one administration to 
the other, to the other senators-they will do this. They will do this, every two 
years. They will do this for the poor-nothing's happening. Nothing's 
happening, but crisis on our hand today. I'll just leave it at that, Senator. And I 
thank God that everybody is here to testify today on behalf of the Chamorro 
Land Trust and also Resolutions 51and52-I'm very supportive of that, because 
it goes in the same bowl. This is where we came from, and so we have to stand 
up for who we are. Si Yu'os ma'ase', lai. 

Jamela Santos: In Support of the Resolution No. 51-34 (LS). Written testimony is 
attached. 

Attorney Michael Phillips: Buenas dias Madam Chair and members of the 
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committee and this legislature. I think most of what could be said, has been said. 
I want to make sure; I'm clear for the record that I am in support of both 
resolutions and the causes behind them. I think if we start with an agreement, 
there can be no legitimate authority without the consent of the governed. Then 
the equation is simple. It really comes up to that hasn't been done yet. And so, 
without the consent of the government, anywhere, this is not unique to the 
Chamoru people. You cannot have legitimate authority. Now, that does not 
mean that you cannot have an opinion and we received an opinion recently by 
someone that currently enjoys the power to render opinions. But of course, it's 
confined to a system and this is not new for our people. It wasn't new in 1898, 
when there was a pledge that the native inhabitants would have their futures 
determined by the Congress. That hasn't been done. It's the same definition of 
Native Inhabitants, I can assure you. Nothing was done in 1936 & '37 when their 
pleas and there was a rejection from the Native Inhabitants and many years in 
between. Even in 1949, when the, basically the military governor interfered with 
[the] legitimate process, that Speaker Won Pat and many assemblymen and 
senators had the courage to commence. It took a lot of courage. When the 
military governor interfered, he had the authority to do that, but he did not have 
the legitimate authority. And so, obviously, history changed. But one thing our 
people didn't do in 1898, and the early 1900s, 1917, [19]36, 1949, was they didn't 
run and I think in part because of these issues, they were extremely educated, on 
a day to day basis of what was going on. They didn't run, but they also 
understood that certain people and certain positions of power were entitled to 
their opinion, but it didn't legitimize it. And that will always be the case. The 
example given, I think are very, very simple, but, they're not complete. You 
could go on, and on, and on, and probably provide for the record of a thousands 
of examples like, 'Wait, how come over here its okay. Over here it's not okay? 
And so, Madam Chair's one of the attorney that argued the Chamorro Land 
Trust Act, the implementation. If we had not won that day that would not mean 
that it's not correct. It's would just mean you did not win that day. If you ask me 
back then, did I expect to win that case? I did expect to win that case. If you ask 
me in the current situation that Guam faces before the District Court, would I 
have expected to win or an attorney, the case that we are talking about. The 
answer is no. But it doesn't change right and wrong. It can't change right or 
wrong, because it's not based on an interpretation that a court system is not 
legitimate. We don't even enjoy the same judge, so to speak, that States enjoy. 
But even if we did, it still would not be legitimate and therefore you really have 
no authority. Because you don't have the consent of the government. The 
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blessing that comes with the consent is it benefits everybody. I take very 
seriously, what Senator San Nicolas's comments. Because I read those in the 
case, honestly whether it's just as someone from Guam or an attorney, it 
bothered me, as kind of different. I'll just say it was different. [01:37:46] And, 
it's not a secret that the Chamorro Land Trust Act is supposed to benefit the 
Chamorro people on Guam. It's not a secret. And it's not a secret that the 
Chamorro Self-Determination is for the Chamorro people. Where I think the 
misconception is very similar to Affirmative Action in the past, especially when 
it was mostly needed, Civil Rights and many other things. Treaties with Native 
Americans tribe [01:38:14] that did and currently do reside in America is it's for 
everybody. Everybody benefits. When you have a displaced Native Inhabitant 
group, as a people, as we do on Guam; when you have a unique people being 
extinguished and that is prevented because you're preserving a homeland for 
them, everybody wins. Everybody wins. But of course, that's policy. And 
someone would be right in saying, 'You know Mike that is your opinion.' It is. 
But I'll tell you where I don't believe there's a debate and that is until there's the 
consent to the governed, there can be no legitimate authority. And we need 
legitimate authority. To the extent that people step forward and say, 'I agree, I'll 
put my signature there.' Well, we have the Treaty in 1898 when that was 
promised. We have the U.N. Charter where that was promised. And I think, like 
myself, if you signed a document and you're pledging that you can be held to 
this, it's a commitment, then I should be able to hold you to it. All we're doing is 
holding, in this case, the United States to commitments that they made. But even 
if they didn't make these commitments, everything you heard here today would 
still be correct. Even without it. But what adds, as they say sometimes, fuel to 
the fire, is [are] these commitments have been made over and over again. What 
are you going to do, go to court and find the U.N. Charter unconstitutional? You 
can't. They're at the same level. Even dealing within that system, you're going 
to find that inconsistencies. And so, you've got to ask yourself, 'What are we 
going to do?' Well, I'm going to tell you, the adversity that we face today, ladies 
and gentlemen, is nothing, compared to what the Chamorros and anybody on 
Guam, faced over the last 100 years. Nothing. It's nothing. That doesn't mean 
your responsibility is not as immense, maybe even more, because you are at a 
pivotal point in history today. But, at the same time, just think back at the 
consequences that would befall a Chamorro leader or any public servant back 
then when those decisions were made. I can assure you, that even though 
they're not well covered, they're not well documented, with Speaker Won Pat 
and those that supported his acts, not very much is written of them. But they 
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were courageous. There were consequences. I can tell you that there were 
consequences for B. J. Bordallo and F. B. Leon Guerrero going to Congress and 
saying what needed to be said. Those were not covered very well. And it's 
obvious, because those that write history are usually the people that are in 
control. And so, today and tomorrow, you have to decide. Well, if, for example, 
these two (2) identical programs: the right to self-determination and the 
Chamorro Land Trust Act. If they came from the Congress [01:41:09] of the 
United States the chances of any challenge succeeding in the courts, very 
minimal. It's almost certain that they would pass muster even within the federal 
system. But it's the same program. It doesn't make it wrong. Because of the 
fact, the people of Guam decided on their own. That they're going to get things 
going and they're going to have the Chamorros exercise self-determination. It 
doesn't make it wrong that the Chamorro people and everybody on Guam 
decided that we're going to have a Chamorro Land Trust Act. It's not 
constitutional in the sense like [01:41:14] with Hawaii, where it came from the 
Congress and it was negotiated, I'm assuming, and it is part of their constitution. 
But it's the same thing. And so, you would ask yourself, 'Why would want to 
run from a fight over a program, that if you do it, it's called constitutional. If I do 
it, it's called unconstitutional. Words are the same, everything' s the same. And if 
I can, I would like to end in one thought, because it's something that surprised 
me, but it's stuck me over these many, many years. I think it was 1992or1994. I 
was at the Democratic National Convention. And I was told to link up with a 
congressman name Mike Honda. I had no idea who he was. And it ended up he 
was he was pretty much a living legend. [And] he's pretty much one of the prime 
individuals responsible for the compensation for Japanese-Americans that were 
wrongfully interred. But what's not written very often is the fact that as a 
Japanese-American, he refused to support a bill of reparations that didn't contain 
language saying, 'Not one Japanese-American was ever found to be a traitor.' 
Not one. So, he was asked, 'Why would you stall a bill that's going to give 
everything else that he's wanted, just because he wanted just that one phrase.' 
He said, 'Because 50 to 100 years from now, there's going to be a little Japanese
American girl in a classroom and someone's going to say, 'You're people were 
traitors.' And if we don't empower her to say, 'That's not true.' And as part of 
the law, we make it very clear, that not one Japanese-American was ever found 
to be a traitor. We leave that little girl vulnerable. And that's where we are 
today. We've heard the stories of our selling their land and all that. It's comical. 
But in 50 to 100 years, it may not be. Because again, the person who writes 
history is the person in charge. And they actually are trying to convince our 
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people that after the war we wanted to sell our land and we gave it willingly and 
all that. It's fairy tales. Fairy tales. But as the generations go, we don't em.power 
our people with that written history to be clear. That's not what happened. It 
seems to me you're a little bit embarrassed of history and you should be. But 
the point is, we all know that, but those that come after us won't know. The 
worst thing we could do is when someone writes a letter. And really ladies and 
gentlemen, it's some person in the department. We do it here and they do it 
there. They've done it for years and both sides. We've had the United States 
federal government sign off on the Articles that everybody on Guam. voted for in 
the Commonwealth Draft Act. Everybody that was entitled to vote was allowed 
to vote for the Chamorro Land Trust Act. Was allowed to vote for Chamorro 
Self-Determination, and the majority did. Now, is that perfect legitimacy and the 
consent of the governed? Well, it's a lot further than one person in court and it'll 
take you a lot further than one bureaucrat in D.C. I would suggest. But on top of 
that, it was reviewed by Congress and the Task Force that was put together by 
the Congress and the Executive Branch at one point signed off on those Articles. 
So, again, is that necessary, relevant in a court of law? I don't know, that's a 
different form.. But when we're discussing, you know, the good and the bad 
here, I think it merits the discussion, 'Wait a minute, at one point you guys 
signed off these programs.' And for more years that you opposed it, you have 
supported it. And that Chamorro Land Trust Act looks awfully identical to the 
Hawaiian Host Com.mission Act. And how does that survived? People say, it's 
Rights Kayatano. And I promise to end with this. Rice v Cayetano had very little 
to do with the actual act as much as it did over governance. And they basically 
said it, 'If you hold an election in our system., I don't see why everybody can't, 
you know, have a part in governing.' That didn't destroy the act. It just talked 
about the governance. And so, those are two (2) separate things. Again, the 
heart of the challenge of the Chamorro Land Trust Act is not governance, it's the 
act itself. It's the recognition that there are certain people that will benefit. I 
believe everybody benefits, but of course, there is a designation of a group of 
people that Native Inhabitants that have been referred to in different ways and 
defined in different ways over the years, where we are talking about the same 
group of people. Again, whether it's in their system. or our system. and whether 
certain people currently have power render certain decisions doesn't determine 
the legitimacy of that and it doesn't change whether it's right or wrong. But, 
your decision today, really, like Mike Hondas' refusal to accept reparations for 
Japanese-Americans without that specific language saying not a single Japanese
Am.erican was ever found to be a traitor. You are able to make that decision 
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today. Because you'll ensure that your grandchildren and great grandchildren 
and all of our descendants are never told that, 'Oh no, no you guys agreed that 
there was something wrong here.' And somehow unconstitutional is equated 
with immoral or wrong or without legitimacy and in fact in many cases it's not. I 
humble ask you take your responsibility very seriously, as I know you do. And I 
appreciate all of you that are here today. But I just want to make sure that you 
don't think that your acts even if it results in another court loss or somehow not 
as important as those that were made by Vice Speaker Won Pat and the many, 
many Guam Leaders that came before that Congress and with that I thank you so 
much for your time. Si Yu' us Ma' ase. 

Chairperson Terlaje: Thank you Attorney Phillips and I'd like to thank you for 
your work for getting the Chamorro Land Trust implemented in 1995. Si Yu' us 
Ma'ase. 

Chairperson Terlaje: I've been putting off the questions from the panel.. 
Attorney Phillips, if you don't mind, could we ask you a couple of questions? 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: Thank you Madam Chair. Hi Mike. 

Attorney Michael Phillips: Hi Senator. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: I'm trying to see, in my mind, how everything is 
going to unfold based on what you shared for example. And you testified that "if 
you were asked if you thought we would win the case, you said the answer is 
no". 

Attorney Michael Phillips: Yeah I don't think so. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: How about with the appeal? 

Attorney Michael Phillips: Of course Senator I qualify that I start and hopefully 
end with the idea that has nothing to do with whether or not we should try. 
Because the attempt and going on record as not agreeing, I think at times, maybe 
even this time, has more consequence. It'll have more consequences when we 
end up before Congress one day. Likely, I mean there's no guarantee of anything 
but that's where we were before and can you imagine someone like yourself 
negotiating on behalf of the people of Guam but yet your people, maybe even 
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yourself, before had consented and said you know you' re right. How does a 
congressman from a city or a county in Washington State look at that and say 
you're asking for something today that you agreed with 30 years earlier, 20 years 
earlier was wrong. And then you have to say well I wasn't really wrong, it was 
unconstitutional. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: I'm just trying to, if you can bear with, how the 
sequence will unfold. You felt we would lose in the District Court, if we appeal 
and we lose, and we go to the Supreme Court and we lose, what happens after 
that? 

Attorney Michael Phillips: Well there's two things: there's one thing that 
doesn't happen and that is there's never a record of the people of Guam agreeing 
with a certain act because of the fact that we were going to lose. That's number 
one but number two I think even during that there's no reason to wait but the 
avenue that I've always advocated is through Congress. But I will again qualify 
that, just like the Chamorro Land Trust Act, the fact that Congress gives or 
doesn't give does not mean that it's wrong. I, along with the chairperson and 
now judge Mike Bordallo, argued to have it implemented and I knew at that time 
the opposing side, now attorney general Liz Barrett-Anderson, representing the 
Governor and they were doing what they felt they had to do. That was one of 
their arguments but wait only Congress can pass programs such as affirmative 
action and things like that. The individual state, or in this case territory, doesn't 
have the authority to do it. We prevailed but at the same time if we had not, and 
the judge had ruled that yes Congress can do this but you can't, that wouldn't 
determine for anybody that the program or the act is wrong or that you 
shouldn't push for it, it just means that the system is there without the consent of 
the government, you're required to do something different. But it doesn't change 
the program at all. What would have changed though is if our people never 
implemented the act authored in 7 4 and was patterned after the Hawaiian 
Homes Commission act, it was signed into law I believe in January of 75. If our 
people had never done that, we would never be talking about the Chamorro 
Land Trust Act today. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: Actually, I wanted to clearly bifurcate the 
plebiscite ruling with the land trust ruling. Because I agree with you. I think that 
there is a lot of rational to protect the land trust. I, and I also agree with you, 
think that the rational to defend the plebiscite vote is very tenuous. And so just 
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approaching strictly from the plebiscite question, if we lose the appeal and we 
lose Supreme Court can you give me a clear example of what the next course of 
action would be after that? Because assuming that that happens, what do we do? 

Attorney Michael Phillips: I think that I wouldn't call it, with all due respect 
Senator, "next" because I think the efforts can be made simultaneously. But from 
everything that I've seen in my lifetime, and everything that I've read, under that 
system the more likely path to success is through Congress. But it's not for the 
faint of heart. I mean it can go on and on and on and they will continue to ask 
you to change your question. They don't like what you're asking, they won't tell 
you no, in my opinion, but they will say why don't you ask me a different 
question. And they will wear you down; or they'll at least try to. But under that 
system, when it comes from Congress, we've all seen with regards to the 
territories that Congress can do almost anything that it wants. And often times 
that's for bad and sometimes it's for good. Obviously this is a time that they are 
empowered by the Constitution, by the treaties to make that determination. And 
they have pledged that the native inhabitants of Guam will exercise self
determination. And so at that level and with that body Congress, not the 
executive branch but Congress, it's almost like sovereign immunity with the 
Guam Legislature. That's yours. It's nothing that people can argue about all day 
long but that's something that you have the exclusive right to determine or 
waive; nobody else can. So with regard to self-determination, under that system, 
it doesn't mean that its right, it just means that Congress is empowered to make 
that happen. In fact Congress and the United States have pledged to make that 
happen. So when you come from that source, I believe that chances are much 
higher than going through the District Court route. And the reverse holds true 
that the chances of failing, it's not a question that we're bringing or someone else 
is bringing to the federal court so it's not like we're asking them to uphold this. 
Or someone saying can you strike this down. It's a very difficult path because 
under the current rules as set by Congress that's not happening. So until such 
time that it happens, under that system it's weaker. That doesn't mean as I said, I 
need to keep saying it that I advocate not pursuing it because that would have 
drastic ramifications; very serious ramifications upon your efforts to Congress 
which could be a day later, or could be at the same time or it could be ten years 
later. It will have very serious ramifications. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: For not appealing? 
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Attorney Michael Phillips: Absolutely. Giving in to anything that appears to be 
consenting will have very serious consequences. In one of the cases I represented 
with a Chamorro family, they were occupying their ancestral land in Mogfog, 
Dededo. Senator Angel Santos of one of those individuals and on two separate 
cases. And what they perceived to be a big plus on their side, the United States 
federal government, was that they had a check that was apparently signed by 
one family member and we might find that funny, oh a check that one family 
member they allege endorsed, and they're waving it. And we look at them like 
"are you serious?" They felt that that somehow legitimized what they had done 
and that they were there to show the court that under this system, they gave in. 
We gave them some money in return. And again similarly here it's not about 
money, it's about the leaders of Guam deciding to either consent to that. And 
when you consent, it's not like in criminal defense you sometimes take a plea 
called "no contest" I'm not really saying you're right, I'm just saying you have an 
overwhelming amount of evidence. This is not a no contest plea, this is very 
different. I mean it's obviously something of a consent decree like with the 
department of corrections. Most lay people interpret it as we agreed that we 
needed to fix some things up there; we agree with that. Now I don't know 
whether that's true or not but from a lay person stand point, that's the way that 
everybody understandably interprets the consent decree that we weren't going 
to fight that one because we agree you're right there. Whether that's right or 
wrong, whether there was some other tactical purpose of doing it. If your intent 
was to fight it at a later time or the Ordot dump, or any of these other issues, I 
believe you chose the wrong path because at that point, everybody just shakes 
their head. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: So then I'm really trying to get a handle on how 
this would then given what you're sharing. So we appeal, we lose. We go to the 
Supreme Court, we lose. And I'm not saying we're going to lose but if that 
should happen, then we go to Congress. And so between all of that, all that time 
would've passed and then were going to go to Congress. Now, some of my 
colleagues are saying no and I'm sure that the statement is going to be we can do 
it at the same time ... 

Attorney Michael Phillips: ... Or not do it. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: ... But then the question becomes wouldn't 
Congress just say "well we want to wait for the courts to rule." And so as we're 
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waiting for the court's decision, and all this time is passing, we eventually get to 
the end of the road, and assuming worst case scenario we lose all the cases. 
Couldn't Congress come back and say "we're not going to do it because the 
courts already ruled no." And then if that happens, and Congress says we're not 
going to do this at all, because you appealed and you appealed and the court 
already ruled no, then what do we do? 

Attorney Michael Phillips: Senator, you argued the Chamorro Land Trust Act, 
the opposition, I think artfully and correctly pointed out, it was their best 
argument, that the people of Guam themselves cannot create the Chamorro Land 
Trust Act under the Constitution. It was supposed to come from the federal 
government. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: I want to bifurcate the land trust question with the 
plebiscite question because what I'm trying to get to ... 

Attorney Michael Phillips: If I could explain Senator, the reason I mention that 
is because that's nowhere in the current federal court opinion; and in my humble 
opinion, it should've been there. The idea that you can't, in the current system, 
decide on your own that you're going to exercise self-determination. It goes 
against the grain of most common sense interpretations of self-determination. 
But that is under the system the way it works and so, very similar to the 
Chamorro Land Trust Act, they're both legitimate and seen from their system, if 
it comes from their Congress. And so I understand can we bifurcate the two but 
what's missing in the current court analysis is that, kind of like a P.S. if this came 
from the Congress, it would likely have a very different result. And that's what 
we can't give up on because as long as we point that out and we maintain that 
and we hold them to an obligation that they've made, not just us but to the world 
that this would happen. Then it would be very difficult for Congress in the long 
run not to do that. But I would also like to add that if there's any concern 
appealing the case would delay things, nothing will proceed that fast in 
Congress anyway. I think historically we've seen that. I appreciate the concern 
but I don't think that's anything you need to worry about; delaying the process 
because Congress moves very, very slow anyway. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: My last question, Madam Chair, thank you 
because I'm really trying to wrap my head around what the right decision is 
going to be. If we didn't appeal, if we just said you know what? Exactly what 
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you said, until there is consent of the governed, there can be no legitimate 
authority. We're not recognizing the legitimate authority on this ruling of this 
Davis case. We're going straight to you Congress because they're apparently 
saying change it. So we' re not going to appeal this, we' re just coming to you. 
Couldn't we do that because I don't think they can tum around and say don't 
come to us and appeal it. I think they would need to, at that point, adjudicate 
from their perspective because their courts already ruled. And an act of Congress 
cannot be conditional upon the people appealing. So couldn't we just go straight 
to Congress at this point since we are already dissatisfied? And the reason I 
asked that is because if we appeal and go straight to Congress, then they can 
point to us and say "oh we're going to wait for that ruling". And what I'm 
worried about is appeal, appeal years and years and years. Why don't we just go 
straight? Why don't we just go straight and say "we're not going to recognize 
that ruling as legitimate, you guys need to get your act together and give us 
some kind of congressional relief. And then we get to the immediacy of the 
question rather than allowing them to point to court cases and drawing us out. 
So couldn't we just do that instead? And that's my only concern about this 
appeal. I'm worried that it's going to give them the rational and resources to 
draw this out and say, 'Oh no you guys are appealing your case, wait for your 
adjudication'. And then the courts can take almost as long as they want. This 
Davis case took six years. The Supreme Court could refuse to hear this case 
entirely. So perhaps we should go straight to the Congress and if you could 
chime in on that. 

Chairperson Terlaje: I'd like to chime in on that also Senator. I think the people 
of Guam should've been going to Congress all these years. I think that's what all 
of our leaders have always said, that we have many paths to self-determination 
and we use all of them as best we can. Congress has always been the path. It's 
the path we were on in our Commonwealth quest. We were there regularly and, 
yes, I agree that we should be there, should've been there and we will be there. 

Senator Michael San Nicolas: My only concern Madam Chair is that I have seen 
us belay legislative action because there's a pending court case. Like I remember 
us not acting on certain gambling initiatives because we were waiting for the 
gambling case to be resolved. And so if we initiate cases that gives Congress the 
rational to not act because they're waiting for the case to be resolved, then are we 
potentially answering ourselves by appealing when instead we should be saying 
you know what you're wrong and we're going straight to Congress to get relief 
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from you. 

Attorney Michael Phillips: Senator, what will be before Congress in the charge 
place is that the Congress of the United States shall determine the political status 
of the native inhabitants of Guam. That's their charge. And our presentation to 
them, while it passed historically, has always included a remedy for the fact that 
there is a illegitimate government until such time you have the consent 
of the governed therefore one of the articles of self-determination is one literally 
of many. So the push there is really comprehensive; it's everything. Like I said 
even the Chamorro Land Trust Act was mentioned in the draft Commonwealth 
Act; Chamorro self-determination, control of immigration. Many different 
articles and many different causes and issues. So this would just be one. I don't 
think that, of course you never know what one individual Congressman is going 
to say but I don't think overall it would be distracting. Although I do believe it 
would be if consent it. It really has significance when you consent and like I said 
going back to that story, whether it's true or not, one check, one member of a 
family having endorsed it was used to argue that somehow the land wasn't 
taken. 

Senator Fernando Esteves interjected asking Senator San Nicolas if there were 
any further inquiries for Attorney Michael Phillips, and if so, he should schedule 
a meeting at a later date due to time constraints. Both Senator San Nicolas and 
Attorney Phillips agreed. 

Senator Carmen Kasperbauer: Thank you senators, please forgive me if I don't 
mention each individual names, so we can go faster, but honorable senators 
thank you for having this and Senator Terlaje for spearheading these resolutions, 
and for all of you to be here, to hear us. Before I go on, wanted to add a little of 
humor with your interaction with Mike Phillips, I told him just tell them to just 
rage war with them, and we'll use machete for our weapons, because they seem 
to always have the upper hand. Anyway, I'm Carmen Artero Kasperbauer, I'm 
here to support both resolutions, Resolution 51 and Resolution 52, namely the 
Davis case and the dispute on the Chamorro Land Trust. My stand on both 
issues is that the Federal Government has discriminated the indigenous people 
of Guam and their descendants since the beginning of their take-over our island 
as a spoil of their war against Spain in 1898. We were made a colony of America 
and we are still a colony, nevermind that Congress passed the law making the 
Chamorros of Guam U.S. citizens. It was a deceitful gift of the U.S. federal 
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government. They had to hastily introduce that Bill and passed it without a 
public hearing with the people of Guam but the people of Guam did not know, 
that the bill was in the making, the bill was passed, until one day, as a child we 
were corralled in the school court, and they raised the American flag, and they 
told us to pledge the allegiance, because you are American, and I got mad, and I 
said NO, I'm Chamorro, and they said NO, you are American, I said I don't care, 
I am still Chamorro, I'm Chamorro. But for them to do that, I found out that they 
hastily introduced that bill, and passed it without public hearing, the natives of 
Guam, just to legitimatize their force-taking of Chamorro lands before 1950. They 
took Upi from the Artero family before 1950, and gave, they forced the family to 
1/8 of a penny of a square meter. They did not pay for the Ifil trees and you know 
Upi is not was not jungle, it was a forest, of Ifil trees, and Arteros own the land, 
and it takes about five to six men to stretch hands and that is how it was used to 
measure the Ifil trees. And they were cutting them down, and dragging by bull 
cart to Tagua. Oh by the way, Upi is Anderson Air Force base, and they are 
dragging it down to Tagua and of course Tagua is NCS now, and that was where 
the Artero's saw mill was, the only commercial saw mill on the island, and so the 
Ifil lumber were being cut there and the Artero' s were the providers of the 
lumber, Ifil lumber to all the churches and all the homes on Guam, there are 
others but you know, the smaller scale. But the Artero's had the saw mill and the 
Ifil forest out there. The military forced my grandfather's family to take the 
money or else they were going to deport my grandpa to Spain because he was 
not a U.S. citizen, he was married to my grandmother, before 1898. And during 
that treating, my grandfather had a right to be a citizen of the island, but yet he 
didn't know, and the family didn't know, and they were scared, that they will 
deport our grandfather, my grandfather, so they accepted it reluctantly and we 
all cried, because let me tell you, all of you Chamorros here, hang onto your land, 
you know what my father said when I was a little girl during the war, he looked 
at Tagua which is NCS now, and he said "Katmen atana esti na tano. Tanota 
Tago esti" I'll translate for those who did not understand, "Carmen, look at this 
land, this is my father's land." And he said, "Le tanota tahu, ti tanofia. 
Tano'hu' ." But my father's land is not his father's land it is my land, then he 
looked at me and said "Le tanota tahu, ti tanomu. Tano'hu' ." but my land is not 
my land it is your land, "Pues adahi I tano pat famago'un" then protect your 
land for the children "I hagu mamalagu" the children are the future. But what do 
we do us Chamorro, we want money, we want to have beautiful houses, so we 
sell our land, and many of our own relatives are becoming homeless. We have to 
stop that, and no federal government, and no other government should take our 
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rights to our own lands and to provide homes to our own people, and we have to 
like I said if we have to rage war we will take our machete and war with the 
federal government because showcase to the whole world we are made a colony 
and we are still a colony, I don't care what you say, we are still a colony, and 
they are talking about discrimination, we are still being discriminated, I 
introduced the law that we should vote for president and we do, but they never 
honored it, so they only care for us because of what they want from us, we 
should go to Sumay, and rage war there and take back the land and give back to 
the people of Sumay, and so when Davis says and any federal courts says 
discrimination they are the biggest bigots they are the biggest discriminators, 
and taking advantage of little people, and the whole world should know that. 
And so this is the part of my testimony, but we must continue the fight, and not 
let it rest. We are kind and generous; Chamorros are always kind and generous. 
We allowed a lot of people to be here and we share with them but every country 
has their own rights to their identity, to their indigenousness. When you go to 
Japan you respect and adhere to the Japanese way of life and when you go to the 
Philippines you do the same thing, when you go to China or to Europe. Why 
should we lose ours? You young people I'm glad you are here, please fight hard, 
all of you that are here, I am eighty-one, I'm at the end of the battle, but you are 
just emerging please continue to fight for our rights, because you need it not only 
for yourselves but for your children, your grandchildren, and your great 
grandchildren. Thank you and God Bless You. 

John Raymond Aguon: Ahe ya bai to'gue, Gufilm si John Raymond Naputi 
Aguon, taotao Talofofo. Antes di hu hanao magi guini ilek-fia i subrina-hu, para 
un hanao hao taiguenao. Mumuda ha sa para un testigu, ti matto guini put 
banida, matto guini put i sinentete-ku. Guaha lahi-hu haga-fia, sinko afios. Eyi gi 
na gaige hu guini. Matto guini put supotte este na opinion na pao ma kontra, 
Sifiot Miguet San Nicolas kumekentos hamyu yan si Attorney Bordallo, Phillips 
Bordallo. Noh taimano mumuyi i aka'gue para i agapa, mumuyi sa' nu tumogi 
hu gi alacha, hu hatsa kannai-hu ya ilek-hu, "Hafa ta'lu malago-mu?" Un chu'le 
esta i tano-hu, un chu'le i areklamentun i lina'la i familiak-ku, lao an pun ke' 
chu'le i spiritu-hu , bai matai papa bai mumuyi hao, ya bai kontra hao, sa' taotao 
hao, yan taotao yu'. Eya' gi hu mumumuyi i patgon i famagu' on-hu. Guaha bai 
na'i hamyu hemplo, yan fan makmata guenao hulu. Guma-hu tres na kuato, i 
familia-ku ma hatsa, matto hao i taotao sanhiyong ya un hahne guma-hu, i tano 
islan Guahan. Put hemplo un sangani-hit na eyu' na kuato i yo' mu, pues ante di 
un huyong ilek-mu, estagui areklamento ngai' an pun maigo, ngai' an na pun 
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boka ya' guahu bai apasi i kelet. Taya guini racist, taya guini diskriminashon este 
peblisite, para ma na'i chansa i taotao i tano ni hagas ni man ma dineha. Pao ma 
sangan hafa mala'go niha. Hu ekongok gi K-57 si Andrea Pelicani si Tom an 
u'yu, hunggan U.S. citizen, I have the right to vote, hunggan. Lao ha.fa na U.S. 
citizen hu, ya I don't have the right to vote U.S. Senate, U.S. Congress, and U.S. 
President that makes the law that affects me. Hafa na ti unconstitutional eyu'? 
An humalom hao gi guma-hu un kombida otro taotao ni ti Chamoru, pues ilek
hu mafiao hao guatu sa hagu i fediralis, yo'ku landlord sa' ilek-mu na yo' mu I 
guma-hu un demanda, un arekla hit, eyu' na fafaisen en para un dakdak gi 
potan-hu yan hey, kao sifia guaha dididi hu sangani hao? Eyu ha ma gagagao 
nu este i Chamoru only vote. Pao hanao ya pun dakdak gi pettan kongresu ya 
sangani kao sifia guaha un sangani hao? Eyu ha' kumekelek-fia, ahe ti 
kumekelek-fia na pao un arekla gubetnon Guam, ya todu I taga.Iu, rasanu, an 
masea hayi gaige guini, un ma fa dudulak sa racist. I familia-ku man asagua yan 
Mexicano, bakuku, apaka, ah i haga-hu pao asagua yan Canadian, ti racist yu', sa 
en ma racist i familia-ku ti un aksepta enao siha na taotaogues. Lao en aksepta, 
eyu ha yu kumekelek-fia, ahe ti lelek-fia na ti debi ni un fan bota sa ti Chamoru 
hao, eyu' ha yu kumekelek-fia en pao na'i i familia-ku chansa gi guma-hu. Kao 
sifia hu kuentusi hao pues anai hu baba i petta ya hu kuentusi hao, ilek-mu 
hunggan hu hungok hao lao hanao sa eyi man gaige I otro na taotaogues ni 
sumasaga guma-mu yan fan akuentusi pues eyu na hu bira-hu tatte ya "ok" todu 
man gaige gi islan Guam ya man U.S. citizens ta bota sa esta' gue pun tinilaikan 
gubetno, eyu ha i infotmashon, taya este na botu kumekelek-fia na lai, lao 
meggai lai ma fa'titinas ya taya sifia hafa ta sangan, taya sifia hafa hu sangan, 
magahit yanggen dinanche' eyi i palao' an guini na taga.Ia, guma-fia Guam, lao ti 
sangan na ti tano-fia, guma-fia. Ya-fia i taotao, ya-fia i trongko, ya-fia tasi, lao ha 
sangan i minagahit, taya direcho-ku sa bisita yu' guini. Pago sangani i Chamoru 
hafa pa ma cho'gue i lina'la fiiha, ya ha sangan ha, na eh i man a'tungo-hu ni 
man taga.Iu malago hamyo para ta fan bota, nihi ta hanao tatte pa tano-ta, ti debi 
ni ta ma bota sa' ti tano-ta este, bisita hit. Mumuyi an man ma pedi hit pago, 
mumuyi ta fan pedi agupa, mumuyi ya sigi ha ta mumuyi para i famagu' on-ta ni 
man mamaila. Munga mumuyi sa esta lai. Taotao tumugi eyi lai, taotao sifia mu' 
na' suha. Ya ti esti ni man pon na'i hamyo infotmashon, mongge si Madeline 
Bordallo? Taya hu hungok na gaige gi kongresu, na eh amigo, otro na kongresu, 
maila ya un na ta fan asisti esti. Sa' ahe' ti keke pu'no i Chamoru Guam, esta ha 
en pinu', en keke spiha i Chamoru ni man gaige Guam taimanu ni bei fan la' la ni 
famagu' on mami? Eyu ha hu hungok put si Madelline i put i pay raise, ai 
ga' chong ... dosse anos ya pay raise. Maila fan sa' i sinentete-ku pago kocha hu 
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matai agupa, magof yu' sa hu mumuyi i patgon lahi-hu, sa angen dumangkalo' 
nai ya gaige yu' gi langhet, sa' hu tungo ha na bai hanao para i langhet, munga' 
humanao sasalaguan, siempre ilek-fia haga-fia hafa si ta.ta bida-fia na taiguini or 
hafa si ta.ta ha' cho'gue ya tai guini. Sifia ma oppe' si tata-mu ha so'ta karabao gi 
huyong, sinesemnak po halom ya pun testigo guini i benbendan i lai, i 
benbendan i kongresu, put hagu, para lina'Ia-mu. Mumuyi este an ti taiguenao 
pago, ta mumuyi agupa, esta ki ta' ganna sa anggen ta cho' gue este para hanao 
para i kongresu, hu komprendi hafa ilelek-mu Sifiot Miguet eya'gue lokkue 
lelek-fia si Sifiot Miguet guini, dos Miguet. i anggen ti un cho'gue pago nai ma 
aksepta hafa malago-niha ya mumuyi, ya siha hu aksepta i hafa malago-ta. 
Dispensa yu anggen dumisitentu, lao en sasangan i piniti-hu, sa esta cha di mas 
ni para ta fan ma ga' ga' gi mas mismu guma-ta, umbis i karabao i ga' ga' taya ni 
en fan kuentusi hu lao hu asisti ya hu na'i hanom, taya gumimen ha' setbe hu 
dangkalo na Si Yu' os Ma' ase, pues hita ni taotao, ta cho' gue enao para en man 
mamaila siha taotao-ta. Hu supotte este yan i land trust na appeal. Dangkalo na 
Si Yu' os Ma' ase, Biba Chamoru, Biba taotao Guam, Biba Man Chamoru! Saina 
Ma' ase! Adios. 

Senator Hope Cristobal: I'm here in support of both of the resolutions, 51-34 and 
52-34. And I want to thank you because I see, Vice Speaker, your name on the 
resolution and I'm wondering whether any of you senators up there are going to 
be supporting this resolution after hearing all of us here today. We are not just a 
rag tag group of the people here. We are here because we want to express our 
heartfelt petitions to you to continue the fight. And if I could, I don't know how 
many of you understood what Ray has just said. I don't know how many of you 
truly understood but I'm sure that if you didn't understand his words, that you 
could perhaps absorb the vibrations and the vibes that he brought with him 
today. This is a very emotional time for our people and I think we come here 
because we look at you as our leaders. We can touch you. We can feel you. You 
can talk. You can respond to us. And you are the only ones that we can hope to 
find remedy for our problems here on our island. I do not have a prepared 
statement today but I will speak from my own experience. As you know, I 
authored the Decolonization Commission Law. As you know I authored the 
Chamorro Registry Law as a companion to the Decolonization Commission. That 
occurred after I returned from testimony in Congress in October of 1995, I 
believe, '96 when they, House Resource Committee had a hearing on the Guam 
Commonwealth draft. We knew then after that hearing, the sentiments, the two 
sentiments of the United States government. And we knew then that the United 
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States government has failed us. The United States government continues to fail 
the people of Guam. If we fight the fight through the court. There is little room 
through US juris prudence to win but we will fight because that is what gives us 
hope to see that our leaders are going to pick up the best that you know, what 
you have told us during the campaign that you would stand by us and we are 
looking to you to do that for us. It's a challenge because our land, which by the 
why is perhaps the connection to the United States. It's about our land. The 
takings our lands. The United States didn't come here because they are interested 
in giving us rights. Excuse me. They came here because they took, they wanted 
to take our lands. And that is the only connection the United States has with us. 
They don't care that we are human beings. That we have human rights that they 
have to contend with. The loftiest ideas of America is despicable to us. When 
you look at our Chamorro culture and how we deal with ourselves and our 
connections among ourselves, so they talk democracy? This is not just American 
democracy. We have learned of about democracy and the ideals of democracy 
but we see that the practices of democracy hinders our growth and development 
as a people of the land. And with all due respect, Senator San Nicolas, the idea 
to seek voting for president is not going to maximize the existence of the 
Chamorro people in the homeland. It will do nothing but allow them to go into 
the ballot box and put a little tick on a piece of paper that does not acknowledge 
who I am as a Chamorro in my homeland. Please withdraw that resolution. It 
does not benefit us at this time. We can perhaps, once we decide on a political 
status be looking at a presidential vote. At this time we need to hold up our 
people. We are all out here, many of us crying, pleading, hugging each other, 
giving each other warmth, trying to survive through these times during Mes 
Chamorro. We need to bring back the Chamorro registry. And you can do like 
former Vice Speaker Ben Pangelinan has done. We can take all those who were 
registered in the Chamorro Land Trust and put them in the Chamorro registry. 
The Chamorro registry was passed by law so that we can identify ourselves as 
Chamorro people that need special care in our homeland. It's still alive and it's 
still in the books. The Decolonization idea came from the Chamorro Registry but 
the from the Chamorro Registry stands. If you look back, even Pacific Daily 
News supported the idea of having a Chamorro Registry so we can identify 
ourselves for cultural purposes. I understand the difficulties and the struggles 
that you will have and I understand that perhaps we will lose and we will lose in 
the US courts. But we look to you. We look to you perhaps through a resolution 
like this but perhaps through other remedies where you can craft out a way 
where we the people of Guam can survive as a people. The difficulties that you 
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will have is because Guam has two personalities. We are a US territory and we 
are also a non-self-governing territory, acknowledged by the United States. 
Every year acknowledged by the United States, every year at the United Nations. 
And at the UN, you know although it's just a forum, we go and we plead our 
case as to how the Chamorro people are faring in a colonial setting. And just to 
digress quickly, I think one of the best things that any of you can do is relocate 
your senatorial offices to the steps of the White House and sit there and hold up 
a sign, "Chamorro Self-Determination". That will get us somewhere, not to the 
courts but it will make a statement to the world that we are denied this historical 
right of ours as a non-self-governing territory we talk about decolonization. The 
only people to decolonize are those who are colonized. And so senators, the vote 
for decolonization is qualitatively a different kind of a vote. It is not the same as 
the vote for senator. When you vote once as a people to decolonize, that's it. 
You're done. We move forward and we decide what status we want. It's a 
different kind of a vote. You must ask yourselves, why are the people in Arizona, 
and by the way, Dave Davis is a resident of Arizona, why is Arizona not 
conducting a plebiscite? They are done. They are done and over with. They 
have decided to become a state. We don't vote on our decolonization every two 
years. It's once in the lifetime of a people. It's a people's right, not an individual 
right. It's a people's right. And it is not the right of the land called Guam. That's 
why Davis is wrong because when we arrived on that airplane on the US air 
force up at Andersen, he voted with his feet when he arrived here. People who 
come here for other reasons than the fact that they are interested in the Chamorro 
people come for other reasons like economic reasons. They have already voted 
with their feet. They should not be voting for another people's right. It is the 
most flagrant discriminatory act that the United States has imposed on us but the 
ruling of the District Court. They have now perpetrated a racist discriminatory 
act on us. The US has failed us will continue to fail us but we must not stop 
fighting. My suggestion regarding the land trust and how we can perhaps 
quickly remedy and I go along with the idea of some of you, is that we have over 
5000 people sitting, waiting for Chamorro Land Trust lands for so many years. 
Give it out tomorrow. Give all the land out to all those people on the land and 
we'll be done and over with. We'll solve that problem. There is a lot going on 
island and I know you have your minds on all these little struggles but this is a 
big, big fight for us. And I really applaud and I beg you and I know Senator Will 
Castro, you campaigned on protecting and helping people with the Chamorro 
Land Trust and I hope that you fight that good fight. And thank you Senator, 
you recognized the need to touch base with the grassroots. I applaud that. And 
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Senator Mike San Nicolas, I applaud you looking for remedies, but you have to 
get our people's consent to move forward with a presidential vote, I'm sorry to 
say. I beg to differ with you. We need to not go that route at this time. So again, 
Guam with its dual personality of a non-self-governing territory and you're 
made to address it and the recognition that you are a senator of a colony. You 
must realize that. You're a senator of a colony. We need dignity and you are the 
leaders that will help us get our people to attain political dignity. And we look 
to you. We cannot just do lip service. We've got to fight tooth and nail and a 
resolution must evolve into something bigger. Yes, let's take the fight to 
Congress, but let's fight. It's what gives us the energy. We need to energize our 
people right now. We are all lying down. We feel defeated because these 
decisions by the US Department of Justice, by the District Court and all the talk 
by the media out there. You know we need friends but we also offer you our 
prayers as you do your work that is very difficult. Difficult decisions knowing 
that you are just a senator of a colony. I know you took the oath but we need to 
begin to re-think that oath because the reality is, the fight that we are fighting is 
because we, the Chamorro in our home. You know I just saw my old professor, 
Dr. Batansas (sp) and he drilled into our head how home is a place that you go to 
feel good. Isn't it? Home is a place that you go to feel good yet when you look 
around our home, you look at the social stats, and look and find out who is not 
feeling good in our home. It's not our visitors. It is not all those people driving 
around in their BMWs. It is not these businessmen that have come out here to 
establish business because there is militarization of the Chamorro people 
happening and they are going to exploit that. We are the ones that are not feeling 
good in our home. We occupy the lower statistics of our people. Our homeless 
are increasing and voting for president is not going to remedy that. But fighting 
for dignity, fighting for political dignity is worth the fight. Just to add a little 
more, when you look around, we are the ones making the mistakes in our home. 
We are the most incarcerated people in our home. Those are symptoms of being 
a colony so we need to lift those burdens off the shoulders of our people so we 
can thrive. That's what we are looking at when we look at you as everyone has 
expressed how youthful you all are but behind that youth is the energy and some 
positive vibes that we get. And we hope and pray that you will all succeed for us. 
Si Yu' us Ma' ase and thank you very much. I'm sorry Senators, can I just finish? 
I'd like to invite all of you and everyone here in this room. We are holding a 
rally at Adelup from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. on the 3151 of this month to express our 
Chamorro-ness and to request for respect for the Chamorro people. Today I 
brought this banner, "Respect the Chamoru People" to emphasize the fact that 
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we need to improve in that area. Si Yu'us Ma'ase. 

Lasia Casil: Hafa adai Vice Speaker and Senators. Saina Ma' ase for allowing me 
to speak today. I'm here to testify in support of Resolutions number 51and52. Si 
Yu' os Ma' ase Senator Terlaje for moving swiftly to introduce these bills. My 
name is Lassia Casil, I'm the founder and president of Save Southern Guam. I am 
a resident of Santa Rita and Agat; my family is originally from Sumay. In 1865, 
African Americans were granted 40 acres and a mule as reparations for the 
newly freed slaves. I'm not going to sit here and compare plight to those of the 
African Americans that were stolen from their homeland and enslaved. That's 
not my point. My point is that the president of the United States and the U.S. 
government took action and make right what was wrong. In 1868, they made all 
the former slaves U.S. citizens, forbidding the States to restrict their rights. In 
1870, the 15th amendment was ratified allowing African Americans to vote; this 
didn't include African Women but that's not my point. Again, the president of 
the United States took action to make right what was wrong. In 1941, the U.S. 
government fled our island and left us to fend ourselves. When they came, there 
were no reparations, they took our land, there's no citizenship. And even when 
we were given citizenship, it's a second class citizenship. 67 years later, we're 
still second class citizens. The U.S. government and the president has not taken 
any action to make any of these wrongs and make them right. We're still fending 
for ourselves. We created the Chamorro Land Trust for ourselves. This is our 40 
acres and a mule. We created the plebiscite for ourselves; this is our 14th 
amendment. We are paying back our own war reparations from our own 
pockets because the U.S. government still refuses to step up to the plate and 
make things right. With all due respect to Judge Tydingco-Gatewood and her 
ruling, this proves that the game is rigged. To systematically oppress our people 
for over 400 years based on our race and turn around and use those same rules, 
put in place by foreigners not our people, to deem us racist on a nonbinding 
vote breaks my heart and my spirit. But it also makes me stronger. Senators there 
is a monster eating away at our island, bite by bite. Were fighting it in Pago bay, 
were fighting it in Agat, were fighting it in Talafofo, were going to fight it at Gun 
beach, Lost pond; it's all going to be gone. This is what we do in Southern Guam. 
The land that connects us to our culture without the land, we have no culture. 
Senators I brought this book today to share with you. It's a book about Sumay. In 
it is a list of 775 names, I'm not going to read it out loud I'm just going to add it 
to my testimony. There is many more names that need to be added this. But 
twice a year, were allowed to visit Sumay. We don't need to add another chapter 
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to this book. We don't need a lost village of Yona, a lost village of Dededo or a 
lost village of Merizo until, what? We have a lost island of Guam? And then 
what? Do we get to come twice a year on liberation day and all souls day? When 
there's nothing left for us. I'm going to be brief, but I want to close with this. My 
father served in the U.S. military for 20 years and when he came home, all he 
wanted was land to farm with. This is his land, Chamorro Land Trust 
Application, he's been waiting. Last year, my father is so old now. He's probably 
never going to get it. He transferred it over to me. Other than my life, it's the 
most precious thing my father has ever given me. And I look forward to one day 
being the steward of this land as so many other people waiting for their lands. So 
please, I implore you, Senators. Please protect us, our people, our culture, our 
way of life, from further harm. Si Yu' os Ma' ase. 

Ray Lujan: In Support of the Resolution No. 51-34 (LS). Written testimony is 
attached. 

Darrin Pangelinan on behalf of Lakretia Castro-Santos and Social Work 
Student Alliance: In Support of the Resolution No. 51-34 (LS). Written testimony 
is attached. 

Rosario Perez: In Support of the Resolution No. 51-34 (LS). Written testimony is 
attached. 

Jose Garrido: Si Yu'us ma'ase' na un na Guahu finenena bai Hu kuentus. Um 
Guahu si Jose Ulloa Garrido. I belong to the Garrido clan of the Harmon cliff line, 
the volcano is smoking, I think there was enough said, by the way I support both 
resolutions, I think there was enough said about the history of Guam, the 
Marianas Island actually, because we were separated in 1898. And so that history 
before that is Marianas history, I know a little bit of the anthropological 
background of the island, I know a little bit of the archaeological background of 
Guam and the Marianas Island, I know the histories of the Marianas Island and 
Guam. I am not an expert but I certainly can find answers to any questions that 
you might like to ask. I am also a World War II veteran; I am a victim of the most 
brutal treatment of Japanese occupation. I did not die as you can see but I was in 
Manenggon, I was in Matat Talofofo, where we lived for four years, and then we 
moved to Asan, where I grew up to be an encourage able young man, going 
about their business, just being a happy go lucky, young man, until I found out 
that maybe, I shouldn't be that happy. Enough had been said I know that 
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Attorney Phillips have actually rendered enough answers to the questions that 
we could understand but were not all attorney's. And I don't claim to be a 
lawyer, but I do know a little about laws, and its contradictory ramification and I 
know in some part some of these problems that we are encountering recreated 
ourselves. And I am not blaming our past leaders, for putting us in such terrible 
situation as far as our human rights is concerned. They were only trying to help 
us, to protect us, and the best they could imagine and if we were U.S. citizens 
that the federal government will not step all over us. That's the basic history of 
why our former leaders decided to go to Congress or to the President and ask for 
us to become U.S. citizens. And we've been asking since 1899 and we've been 
turned down, until 1950. In any case, move fast forward, I can ask the question, 
how can Kanaka Maoli not be Kanaka Maoli? How can our Samoans not be a 
Samoan? So my question is to the district court and to the Department of Justice 
is how can I as a Chamorro not be a Chamorro? How can I? The perspective that 
I have because this is the thought process as Chamorro' s that were looking out 
for the best interest of the people and they say that is racist. I don't want to 
mention that anymore that racist issue. Racial blame? But let me say something 
about that ruling. Judge Gatewood listened to that Dave Davis and I bet she 
listened attentively, very attentively. It took her about having six months and I 
bet you that her advisers are two racists from the Navy, who were attorney's and 
every now and then where there's case in the District Court, they would ask 
them to become deputy U.S. Attorney General. One being their last names, 
Lynch, and the other one being Schwab. They might be another one, whose last 
name is Sheldon, I know them well. Basically these were attorney's who work for 
the federal government and are anti Chamorros. I know them well. I've been in 
this business since 1987. I'm seventy three almost right now, and quite frankly I 
am tired of being an activist. I'm a nationalist so I don't have to be going around 
being an activist physically but I can be a nationalist in all aspects of all my life. 
When Judge Gatewood said, I'm sorry I understand that the Chamorros are 
colonized for one thousand years, and they have been dealt with all kinds of 
human rights violations, I have to rule in favor of Dave Davis, because of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth amendments rights are being violated. For what? His 
right was being violated because we didn't allow him to participate to determine 
our political status. The question is who is the self in the self determination. The 
self is quote and unquote not only the Chamorro people but every community 
that has become colonized and not exercised of their right as self determination. 
The non self governing people is the self in every plebiscite. And there are at 
least seventeen or nineteen non self governing people including the Chamorro 
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people that have not yet be given the right to self determination. It's recognized 
internationally and affirmed on their international law. That we, the Chamorro 
people, on Guam are the colonized people. Davis wanted to make sure that he be 
given the right to determine the political status of the colonized community. And 
that's where it gets deeper, when a person is given by the district court by the 
power of the constitution to participate and to be with the people who are 
colonized to determine the political status of the colonized people, Davis was 
given a special right. Which means that his right is paramount over us. Why? 
Because in fact he's not making a determination of the political status of the 
island. He's making a political status or a decision of the political status of the 
Chamorro people should have these rights didn't have before he had a civil right 
that was accorded to him by the United States as an American citizen and you 
know what he had those full rights that we never did. That's why I'm saying if 
you look at this angle that a person was given a right to determine the same 
Davis the judgment gave me the right to determine what this colonized 
Chamorro right status is. Am I equal? No. I am higher than her because I am 
determining the political status of Trini? Why there was no self determination 
the highest power of determination is self determination in other words the 
person who is colonized shall exercise the right to decide by herself or himself 
with outside interference to determine whether he or she wants to be enslaved 
for ten thousand years, or to be free forever. And we were give three political 
options. Which of course really isn't statehood it's not really freely association of 
the United States, actually the original is integration, full integration without 
independent countries. So we could have been we could have voted maybe if 
they allow us to be fully integrated with Australia for example. Or we could have 
free association with New Zealand. But no we decided to be colonized with the 
United States for one hundred ten years we decided maybe we stick around 
with. I admit senators the United States are the best colonizers in the world, but 
that's not the argument here the argument is human rights and under the 
principle of decolonization, economics and your population of the colonized is 
irrelevant. If there is two or one Chamorro on Guam and he is the only 
remaining Chamorro in the world he has the right to self determination to 
determine what political status he want to be in it has nothing to do with 
population. In any case that's just my argument not being an attorney how I can 
legally articulate that but I'm just saying that the ruling that was handed down 
by Judge Gatewood, poor Judge Gatewood, is that he gave Mr. Arnold Dave 
Davis special power the right over us to determine our future. I don't know if 
you can see that but are we supposed to interchange our testimony or shift to 
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Chamorro Land Trust because I have a document here that I don't know if your 
folks have ever seen it I just want to explain maybe two minutes. 

Chairperson Terlaje: Yes but technically the hearing is separate but I'll allow 
you to give your testimony for Resolution 52. 

Jose Garrido: Are we doing Chamorro Land Trust testimony today? 

Chairperson Terlaje: The Resolution 52 is after this hearing on Resolution 51, but 
I will allow you to if you can conclude it in two minutes. I'll allow you right now. 

Jose Garrido: I actually took four hours of annual leave to be here but I got to go 
back but I'm still an activist but I do have to work for a living so you know 
unlike Dave Davis he didn't have to. Let me show you something here I hope I 
articulated enough with in regards to my testimony on the ruling that our rights 
it gets exercised all by ourselves is unconstitutional alright. But this when you 
see sometimes when you are an activist you live in a state of confusion and 
chaos. In any case I'm holding a document here that gave birth to the Chamorro 
Land Trust and the entity that required to have, that is the U.S. Congress this one 
is the United States Department of the Interior Office of the Secretary, February 
26, 1952. I don't know if you seen this, my dear Governor Skinner and it was a 
letter from the Director Chapman, the Secretary of the Interior back then. He said 
by virtue of this convenes the Government of Guam obtains a feasible and 
determinable title to the lands sole transfer the Government of Guam may 
without the approval of the Secretary of the Interior sell or lease or otherwise 
dispose of these lands thirty thousand acres. They thought that they took too 
many acres of the Chamorro' s in fact at the time they owned acres eighty percent 
of Guam so they realized man they got to give those lands back so they gave 
thirty thousand back when they first established the Government of Guam by the 
Organic Act. Lease or otherwise dispose any of these lands for (1) rehabilitation 
and resettlement purposes (2) homestead purposes they convenes have been 
made the Government of Guam in order to ensure the successful completion of 
the Guam Rehabilitation and Resettlement Program which was initiated by the 
federal government to make lands available for homestead purposes to enable 
the Government of Guam to give adequate consideration to the matter and other 
long range public purposes and to accommodate substantially the legitimate 
desire and aspiration of the people of Guam that the public lands of Guam be 
administered locally and be made readily available to meet their land 
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requirements. They're not talking about Dave Davis, they are talking about us, 
Chamorro' s Let me show you what is you know there is a lot of legal written 
words in here but let me go down whereas in section 40 public law 33 of the first 
Guam Congress approved August 29, 1951. Directs the following priorities shall 
be observed with respect to the sell and lease of Government real property for 
residential or agricultural purposes. First, person who have had all their land 
they used the nice word acquire but let me change that person who have had all 
their lands taken by the United States, the Naval Government of Guam, and the 
Government of Guam and who have own no other land since January 01, 1946. 
Saying that these returned lands is lo give some of those properties to those 
Chamorro peoples lands that were taken. Second, person who have had a 
substantial portion of their land taken by the United States, Naval government, 
Government of Guam, since July 01, 1944. Which is my grandfathers property 
included. The remaining portion whose land is not adequate or sufficient for 
reasonable agricultural or residential purposes. The rest is for rehabilitation of 
the war torn, PTSD Chamorro people. And this is the purpose that gave birth to 
the Chamorro Land Trust it was not a Chamorro Land Trust it became the 
Arendo but many of our people didn't follow through with the intent and so 
quite a few lands can develop and I don't want to be ensuring that because 
everybody be making a mistake but senator the late senator late Paul Bordallo 
and everybody with him decided to sit down and say let's see if we can 
accomplish some dignity here and give answers to our people and our home and 
village and all that and they came up with the Chamorro Land Trust this is the 
answer to that Dave Davis because those lands in the land trust did not we did 
not receive that through the goodness of the United States those were lands that 
were actually taken from our people and to somebody to say that is 
unconstitutional I'm just letting you know that the land trust did not develop 
initially by our people it was develop by Congress in allowing the Secretary of 
Interior to come up with some kind of redress for all the things that were done to 
our people. And many of us have suffered for that. I don't have any lands in the 
land trust right now but all our property were taken by the military on both my 
mother's side and my father's side. And am I bitter? What do you think? I wasn't 
born in closing I wasn't born an American citizen, I was not never was they 
passed the Organic Act when I was seven nobody ask me to be an American 
citizen. What they forgot to do is that even our own people of congress is to pass 
a law that says once a Chamorro that reach an age of eighteen they should go in a 
federal office, the district court and declare your citizenship. I don't believe they 
could pass a law that make people citizens and when they passed the Organic 
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Act, that made citizens of the United States here on Guam they made a thousand 
of people who had died U.S. citizens. Think about that, pass a law that make 
people U.S. citizens in Pigo cemetery. My grandfather and my mom and my 
father and my grandfather my grandparents were not U.S. citizens they have 
been abused and misused and their human rights have been violated by the 
United States and counting. I'll continue to fight this by any means at some point 
in the future if we can't resolve diplomatically we'll resolve it in other means. 

Mr. Garrido also referred to a letter from the Department of Interior dated 
February 26, 1952 which is attached. 

Josette Quinata: In Support of the Resolution No. 51-34 (LS). Written testimony 
is attached. 

Carlos Camacho: Vice Speaker Terlaje, honorable Senators. After sitting out here 
for a couple hours, I realized you were on Resolution 51 but I saw a lot of mix of 
51 and 52. So I hope that I can speak on 52-34. Earlier today I was listening to of 
course the passionate discussions with a lot of our indigenous friends here in the 
session hall especially with attorney Mike Phillips on certain parallel vehicles we 
can use in Congress to identify probably solutions. For the record, my name is 
Carlos Camacho. I'm here as a private citizen and my main expertise is in 
housing. As I know the impact on the fair housing act and the discriminatory 
sanctions it has on the markets without the land trust restrictions. I understand 
what they are looking for and why they're claiming there are some violations on 
the fair housing act. But what I wanted to just share for the record is that, 
ironically, Attorney Mike Phillips said that if we have certain vehicles that are 
already in Congress that identifies us a qualified land trust community, then 
maybe that's the vehicle we should use to work with Congresswoman Bordallo. I 
was talking to her chief of staff, Jolm Calvo, earlier and I wanted to share the 
things I've found during my tenure at the housing development. Congress 
passed a law, public law 102-547 and that law is catered to the Native American 
home loan program for Native Americans. That's in 1992. In 1997, five years later 
when that was passed, Governor Carl Gutierrez and Secretary of Veteran's 
Affairs Jesse Brown utilized that law to promote a native indigenous Chamorro 
veteran's program through an MOU with the government of Guam through one 
of its housing authorities through Guam Housing Corporation. And that's here 
signed into law by the Secretary of Veteran's affairs of the United States 
government authorized by the Senate and the House of Congress. So what I did 
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was I took this MOU in 1997 and decided to look at the different U.S. codes that 
was referencing this MOU. And it referenced §102547 and like Mr. Garrido when 
he found another statue in the Department of Interior, I want to read one 
paragraph that defines why they use this vehicle to provide to an indigenous 
Chamorro, which is a veteran Chamorro. And that's why there's a conflict with 
one arm of the federal government saying were discriminatory but maybe 
through a Congressional action like this, we' re not discriminatory because it's 
going to an indigenous family. So let me just read that one section of this law. 
What this law says in section d: "on any island in the Pacific Ocean, if such land 
is the cultural tradition, communal owned land and determined by the 
Secretary". It's a very short paragraph so I did further research and communally 
own land is basically land owned by the government as a whole. So we meet that 
definition. So based on that law, in 1992, under Governor Gutierrez and 
Madeleine Bordallo's time they took that and persuaded the U.S. Secretary Jesse 
Brown to sign the MOU. Guam was given 40 million dollars for the native 
veteran's to build their home. The reason we haven't used those funds, is 1: we 
don't have the infrastructure resources as we all know that's why there's 8,000 or 
5,000 people waiting in the waiting list. We have the land but we don't have the 
infrastructure. So in 2008, Governor Felix Camacho contacted U.S. Secretary of 
the United States Department of Agriculture to see if we could be part of SUTA. 
Now SUTA is known as the "Substantially Undeserved Trust Area." What that is 
basically infrastructure program to provide water, sewer, and roads through a 
federal vehicle. Remember I just mentioned the Veteran's vehicle so the SUTA is 
under the United States Department of Agriculture. That's 2008 when the request 
came in. In June 13, 2012, the U.S. government code of federal regulations code 
and quantified that law. Under SUTA, section 1700-105 here's what they stated. 
This is documents by the federal government providing these programs to 
indigenous communities. It said that letter F: "evidence that land is located on 
Guam, American Samoa, or the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 
Islands, and they tied this Veteran's program, and is eligible for the use in the 
Veteran's administration direct loan program for the purpose of Veteran's 
purchasing or constructing homes or on communal owned land." 
In 2012, we finally got an infrastructure vehicle. Now what I'm trying to say here 
is these are the tools that, you, the policy makers can use to work with Madeleine 
Bordallo and Congress. While one arm of the government is saying that we're in 
violation of the fair-housing act based on race, color and creed, we got another 
arm that recognize us in public law 102547 and the law that Mr. Garrido had 
mentioned with the Department of Interior. We got conflicting laws that 
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indentify us to use these programs defined under these two vehicles for Guam 
under the Land Rrust definition of these laws. So Attorney Mike Phillips when I 
was listening to him talk to Senator Mike San Nicolas, if there was already 
precedence, if there were case studies, why can't we take this now and say yes, 
you did cite us in violation of Fair Housing Act under race, color, creed. But 
ironically, you provided a federal legislation which is given to indigenous people 
which is our veterans that are well deserving but we have federally recognized 
indigenous Native American, Chamorro veterans that is qualified. So I just want 
to share that for the record, that there are two different federal arms. Of course, 
I'm assuming that the U.S. Department of Justice, and I got to be very careful in 
saying this because I do a lot of federal programs during another hat I wear, so I 
don't want to get a slap on my hand. Because we don't violate FHA, knock on 
wood, but I wanted to share that there are different resources with one stating 
it's available through an indigenous group and identify Guam in those public 
laws in U.S. Senate, in House. But I never seen this mentioned in case studies 
when they were fighting this in court. So these are things that I already provided 
to the Speaker of the House and I'll provide this to the rest of the Senators. It's a 
tool that's available, it's a tool that is recognized Guam as a communal land trust 
property through two federal agencies. And that's all I got to say, I just wanted 
to share my knowledge in the housing industry that these are programs that are 
available immediately for land trust properties. I think that if we want, we can 
utilize and thanks to Senator Tom Ada, who now finally put the missing piece to 
this. Remember we got the SUTA program but it is a program by the RES Rural 
utility service but you need a source of funding to take this resource available. 
And Senator Ada finally passed a law to take commercial land and I know there 
was a lot of conflict with that but to take the revenues to benefit the indigenous 
families who want to build homes so we can bring the proper power, water and 
sewer. That was the missing equation to get all these lands out. So you got all the 
tools, 15 Senators here that can take this and work with the Governor and 
Congressional branch to pass policies to leverage these programs so we can 
finally bring infrastructure to our Chamorro indigenous families. Thank you 
very much. 

Maga'Iahi Aniti: Hafa adai, Guahu si Magalahi Maga' Aniten Roberto. Guahu 
guini, matto hu' guini pao sinangan i kuentos magahet, maseha taimanu ma 
na'puti i taotao ni i sinente-iia, lao, nisita i kuentos magahet pao ma sangan. Sa' 
ai, Guam. I kuentos magahet guini, unconstitutional and constitutional. Hamyo 
ni mansenadot, un pega i kannai-miyu gi Biblika no, gi inauguration? Pues, lek-
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mu "I swear to uphold the Constitution of the United States of America." Ayi gi, 
magahet yu', right? Kuentos magahet. Mangge' i Constitution of the United 
States tras gi Biblika? Lekfia gi Biblika, "Thy shall not lie." Hafa na siga' i dakon 
la'la' Guam? Sa ta ya' guini Constitution. Ta ya' guini U.S. citizen. Ni hayiyia' 
guiya hita, maseha hamyu ni muswear- taya' guini U.S. citizen. Taya' guini 
Constitution. Hamyo pappet government of Congress. Created by Congress. 
Sigia' i kuentos pre-Organic Act. Basta umekungok i Organic Act. Taitai i Treaty 
of Paris. Taitai i Treaty of Human Rights and Cultural Rights by the United 
Nations ratified and passed by Congress. Taitai i Decolonization Committee of 
1946, signed and Guam was always entered by the United States in all of those 
treaties that were signed and ratified. Pues sigia' hi guini ni dakon. Ya taya' guini 
Constitution. America has no authority on Guam, what-so-ever since 1941 when 
they abandon this island ... before the Japanese take over since they abandon this 
island they lost all rights to this island. A yigi' kuentos magahet. Lao sigia' hit ya i 
pagamento mas empotante i pagamento kontra i kuentos magahet. Hasso hamyo 
nai - swear on the Bible - "I swear to uphold the Constitution of the United 
States of America." Pues lafi.a, mangganna si Dave Davis! Hafa nao? Hayi guini 
U.S. Citizen? Hayi? Mangge guini i Constitution? Mangge? Ayu gi' kuentos 
magahet nai. Hafa na sigi ha' hit ta fan ali' e', ta fan hunta put ta sangan para i 
piniten i tano'. Lao ... ti sifi.a u na'para ha' lao sigi hamyo, sigi ha' taotao America 
this, American that. Hurrah America. Proud CHamoru. Guao, binedoson 
taotaomo'na yu'. Guao, i Prime Minister of the Republic of the Sanahi 
Archipelago. Hafa na sigi ha hit pot dalaliki i dakon? Ya i salappe' ayigi' mas 
presisu. Mangge i lai ni muprotetehi i Kottura? Mangge? Unu ha' malago' -hu po, 
sanga'ni hit fan, unu ha' na lai ni moprotetehi i kottura. Taimanu na tano' -ta 
este? Taya' guini tano' -ta. Pura' hit ta hongge, ta osge ya ta honfi.o' i lain 
Amerikanu papa' gi aga'ga' i taotao-ta. Ayigi' Guam. Nai'an ayu pao para? Ta 
debi ta fana' a.Ii' e' guini pot este. Ta debi pao magas si Dave Davis gui halom gi 
kotte - si Gatewood ni unconstitutional. Taya' guini, puru' a dakon. Ma 
e' ekungok. Ma o' osge. Ekungok hafa u sasangan sa' ham yo ni chomoge' gi 
Bibilica, "I swear ... " Kao dakon yu' pa' go? Ha? Kao dakon yu'? Ya ta guao 
muswear. Lao, hafa nao pon swear ni dakon? Lek-ii.a i Biblika, 'Thou shall not 
lie." Esta mandagi hamyu. Kantodu si Gatewood mandagi. Ya guiyi lokkue', "I 
swear to uphold the Constitution ... " Lao kuanto yofi.a salary? Pues i kuentos 
magahet nai ta lalai guini. Ayu gi lelek-hu. I kuentos magahet para hita i taotao 
tano', puru' a dakon macho' cho' cho' guini. Constitution. Mangge i Constitution? 
Hafa na unconstitutional? Lao mangge i Constitution la'i? Mangge i yo-ta rights? 
Mangge ikualiti? Mangge i democracy? Mangge i justice? Mangge? Guaha guini 
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tumungo'? Mangge? Mangge i lai ni muprotete'hi hit? Lao, America, i yo-ta 
master maseha hafa na treaty ma cho' gue pot Guam - ya ayu gi mas puti nai
siha pumega ha.lorn Guam. (Chuckles) Siha ma na'halom i na' an Guam, lao 
mangge i cultural rights? Mangge i human rights? Mangge i democracy? Mangge 
justice? Mangge equality? Mangge i Constitution? Pura' guini unconstitutional. 
Hafa na sigi ha' hit ta na'tatkilo' lai otro gi chagugo' guini magi na tano'? Hafa 
este? Hafa guaha Guam? Ha? Pa ta amen, pa ta chiku dagan ayi a'paka'? An 
matto hita puma' hit, "Mungnga ennao. Lachi bida-mu. Aina binaban taotao 
hao." Ya guao, "Yanki go home." Unggan, Yanki, go home. Unggan 
independence. Unggan the Republic of the Sana.hi Archipelago. Yan, unggan 
RSA not USA. Ngai'an pot ta na'para i dakon ni la'la' guini na tano' yo' ta 
fanacho ni magahet ni kuentos magahet? Mungnga i dakon, na para i dakon 
guini. Ya mampos megot i dakon. Lao, i koston na guini, hafa na metgot ha' i 
dakon? Pagamento nai, i salappe'. Ya bula debi. Nisita kareta. Sigi'a pao ma 
hatsa ta'lo preson i gasalina. Lek-ku, sifia ha' ta chule' magi i gasolina less than a 
dollar a gallon. Lao, "Ti sifia, manlalalo' sa i Amerikano. Ayigi nai Constitution 
nai. Lao, i magas guini - Congress - todu hamyo tumungo' ennao. Un taitai todu 
ennao. Taitai i Organic Act. Taitai i Treaty of Paris. Taitai i treaties ni mafa'tinas 
gi United Nations, ni ma ratify ni Amerikanu, ni Congress. Pura' hit i dakon ta 
daliliki. Mungnga hit ni magahet. Nisita ta yute', ta na'para i manhonggen 
dakon. An pa ta sangan na taotao tano' hit ta ya' guini tano' -ta. Ko dakon yu' 
gui? Ta ya', ni hafafa' guini tano' -ta. Ya, i lai guini, lain Amerikanu. Lao hayi 
magas gi? Congress. Lek-fia gui gi Organic Act, "I grant you U.S. citizenship 
without the rights to vote for president. But I watch the people of Guam to be 
obedient to the sovereign laws of the United States of America." Kao dakon yu' 
talo' gui? Eyige' lek-fia gi pappet. Yan hafa na ta hohonfio' papa' ya ta na'puputi 
i taotao-ta ni i dakon. Hafa na ta sifia pumara? Ha? Mungnga ma hongge yu' pot 
fabot. Mungnga ya' ma hongge yu'. Spia taimanu nao dadagiao. Lao, taya' lai 
salappe' -hu pao na' i ham yo. Ta tatao Congress hu'. Mangge si Madalena gui? So
ku na debi lek-fia Constitution, "Two members to Congress. With full voting 
rights." Mangge? Hafa, mangge House of Representatives? Hafa na sigia' hit gui 
i dakon? Hafa na ti sifia hamyo tumachu gi i kuentos magal1et yon sangan, 
"Pura' ennao dakon." Hafa na debi po honfio' papa' ennao na law gi papa i 
taotao-ta, gi aga'ga-fia? Hafa na tai sifia manachu taigui? Ha? Mandangnge' hit. 
Taya' nifen. Hafa guaha pot salappe'? Pues basta! Pu ti lai hafa guaha. CHamoru 
Land Trust. Plebiscite. (chuckles) Pura' nachalek si Camacho nai a sangan ayu 
ilek-hu, "Hafa na esta papa' go taya' na manana'i i taotao tano' i tano'?" Ya sesso 
ma sangan taya' salappe' pot i infrastructure. Atan ha'. Atan hafa guaha Guam. 
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Puti. Puti. Lao spia taimanu nao dadagi hamyo. 

Now I can translate everything I just said. Not all of you understand what I said. 
But please, do not believe me. You are a puppet government of Congress created 
by Congress. All laws in Guam is unconstitutional because it's up to Congress. It 
says that in the Organic Act. Why don't we go to the Treaty of Paris? Why don't 
we go to the United Nations which the United States has signed, and they're the 
ones that put us in. Why do we have to continue hurting our own people because 
of the U.S. laws, which is thousands of miles away. We have to go to America 
and go, "Master, can I have permission to grant my people land? And, can I have 
permission for open skies? Can I have this ... can I have that? Please give us 
permission my Master?" Ayigi bidada-ta. That's what we do. When is that to 
end? Why can't we just say, "There is no constitution on Guam?" Those laws that 
Gatewood or hardwood or whatever her name is, says for Arnold Davis, "It's 
inappropriate. It should not even stand in court. It is all based on lies. If you 
break the U.S. Constitution Bill of Rights, and every document, you can find 
based by ... written by America, everything is false on Guam. It's a farce! It's all 
lies. Why do we allow it to rule us? To ruin us? Why do we allow it? One reason 
is we've lost confidence. Second reason is money. For the love of money. Hafa 
mon? That is the truth. In psychology nai, that is the truth. And, I thank 
American for forcing me to learn, cause when I was a child, I was punished for 
speaking my native language. That's why today, I don't even know how ... I'm 
not good at reading or writing. But leche ko', when it comes to white man, I'm 
beri good. Pare' I'm beri good. Cause it was forced down my throat. So, I'm 
throwing it back. Now, go into those treaties, go into those paper works, those 
documents because this is all a farce. We shouldn't even be here, today, for this. 
Arnold Davis should have never won nothing. Cause, constitution, 
unconstitution. Hell, the Constitution doesn't even apply on Guam. (chuckles) 
Thank you. 

Dr. Michael Bevacqua: Buenas yan Hafa Adai. Hu agradesi i chansa para bei 
ekungok i ginefpa' go yan i minangge na diniskuti guini pa' go. Ti bei kuentos 
apmam. Hu sapopotte i Resolusion put i kao para ta apela i diniside-fia si 
Tydingco-Gatewood annai ha aguiguiyi si Dave Davis ya ha kefunas i direcho-ta 
komo taotao. Annai hu hungok put i diniside-fia i hues, gi minagahet ti 
nina'manman yu'. Hunggan, na' desganao yu', lao ti na' manman. Anggen ta gof 
atan i hestoria-fia i Estados Unidos, fihu hu tuge', gi Fino' Ingles, na i lugat ligat, 
the legal place, para i mannatibu gi sanlagu. Kalang un maze gi Fino' Ingles. Gi 
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Fino' Chamorro ilek-mamami yan i famagu'on-hu, "fanabak'an." It's a place 
where you get lost. And so, anggen un atan i hestoria-fia i mannatibu Amerikanu 
siha yan sifia lokkue' i eksperiansia-fia i taotao gi CNMI put federalization yan 
todu ayu siha, gof annok na este lugat ligat, the legal place para i mannatibu un 
fanabak' an, ya guaha fanhalum' an, lao ta ya' fanhuyong' an. There's always an 
entrance lao there's never an exit. Mafa'tinas este na lugat, este na fanabak'an, 
anggen un atan kolo'lo'fia i Marshall Cases gi sanlagu. Annai manhalom i 
mannatibu manggaidirecho, manggaisovereignty, lao i fanabak' an, the legal 
maze, ha chule' ayu siha, todu ayu siha ya ha na'i siha tatte ni' dependency, 
domestic dependency, territoriality yan colonialism, todu enao siha. And so, para 
Guahu, ti na'manman na ti manggana hit nai gi kotte, gi kotten Federat. Lao 
malago' yu' na bei echo i sinangan-fiiha dos na malate'fia kinu Guahu na taotao, 
si Mike Phillips yan si Robert Underwood, guini pa' go annai ma sangan na i bali
fia este, i apela, ti put kao para ta fanggana, sa' gi minagahet, este na sistem 
mafa'tinas kontra hita, it is stacked completely against us. Gi Fino' Ingles, it is 
designed to remove our rights and our claims, not to protect them. Gof annok 
este gi diniside-fia si Tydingco-Gatewood. Kumuentos si Julian Aguon ya didok, 
tomtom gof malate', gof maolek iyo-fia arguments. Lao si Tydingco-Gatewood 
ha yute' todu ayu siha, ya ilek-fia este i constitution, este na amendment yan 
todu este siha. Lao gof ya-hu i sinangan-fia guini si Mike Phillips annai ilek-fia, 
just because it is unconstitutional it does not mean its immoral. Or just because 
guaha un hues ya ilek-fia, pat ha diside na unconstitutional pat inorganic este, it 
does not mean that it is not right. And so debi di ta hassuyi este. Gi sinangan-fia 
si Robert Underwood, even if we don't win, para hita gi halom ayu na 
fanabak' an, those of us stuck inside the maze of colonialism, the native maze of 
domestic dependency, taya' fitrne put i direcho-ta pat i lugat-ta. We have nothing 
that is very firm about our position. Lao we do have spaces where we can voice 
our opinion and tell our story. Put hemplo, kada sakkan, sifia manhanao hit para 
i United Nations. Ya hunggan, buente taya' hiniyong kada sakkan ginen i United 
Nations, lao mana'i hit ni' ayu na lugat para ta sangan, para ta sangani i mundo 
ni' estoria-ta. And so este na kasu lokkue'. You know, na' triste annai hu taitai i 
disision-fia si Tydingo-Gatewood. Sa' anggen ta tulaika didide' i hestoria ni' ha 
u'usa para u diside este na case, sifia matulaika todu. Bei sangan este gi Fino' 
Ingles, sa' kumuekuentos yu' put i tinitihon-fia i Estados Unidos. When you 
think about what the United States was supposed to be founded upon and ideals 
and such like that. It is very fascinating how those ideals evaporate when it 
comes to the colonies, except in the name of depriving the people in the colonies 
the very things those founding fathers were fighting for. It is unfortunate, but 
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expected. And so every place that we can tell our story, to try to get the United 
States, .the rest of the world or even our own people here to understand, this is 
not about the US constitution. As one of the Senators up there, who I was talking 
to the other day, Senator Esteve said, the US constitution may be the law of the 
land, but it is not the law of the world. And you shouldn't assume that for 
colonized people the constitution should apply like that, the more that we can 
convince the United States, our own people and the world of that and to see us as 
we really are. Not America in the making, as a territory becoming, always being 
included and becoming a fuller part of the United States, but as a colony, that 
needs to make a choice about what we want next. Si Yu' us Ma' ase ta'lo para este 
na oppotunidat. 

Trini Torres: Hafa Adai todus hamyo Liheslaturan Guahan ya magof hu sa' 
mangaige hamyu ya ene' ekungok han. Guahu si Trini Torres ya esta la amko-hu, 
esta masasangan ni manamko siha na fa'na' an amko' -:fia hu. Ya hagas ha, guao 
nai, nu atman nu Maga Haga' Chamoru Nation, pues annai bumasta hu sa' mu 
ma' estra hu, nu sigi ha' ta'lo activist ha' enche' che' gue lao, enche' che' gue ha' i 
che' cho' mami lao hunggan, chatsaga nai este pon sigi chumonek pa i direchon i 
taotaota yanggen pun facho' cho' cho' lokkue' full-time nai, ya hunggan, mappot. 
Ahe' ti pot mangago' hit, ti pot mandangage' hit ya bai sangani hao i estoria-ta 
ya ben fan magof. Okay, Bai fino' Engles sa' para hafa na bai translada ta'lo. 
Okay, I support both Resolution 51- 52 and the thing is you know when we're 
talking about self-determination and Mike Phillips was here and you were 
asking so many questions, yes, but I believe that self-determination should not 
just stay in the courts of the US because whenever you stay in the courts of the 
US you're gonna lose no matter what. When you're using their own court 
system, you're gonna lose. So, that's why we need to continue onwards towards 
the international court system, because the United Nations, you know, they 
support us, and even the US signed the Charter of the United Nations was one of 
the primary members and the US have to abide - they promised to abide - they 
are obligated, and they committed themselves to abide by what, whatever 
resolutions, whatever the activities the United Nations is going to undertake. 
Though they don't always, but the United Nations can force them by telling them 
certain things, visiting to the -visiting them to Washington DC and telling them, 
and by embarrassing them too, you know, by publicizing things and telling the 
rest of the world that this is how the US is behaving, and not listening to them. I 
myself went several years ago and the reason why I guess I feel comfortable 
going to the United Nations - because after working in Africa-I worked for the 
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United Nations there. I was doing medical research, scientific medical research 
for the University in Ethiopia and I went all over the country doing my research. 
But then during the revolution, and I'm not talking about living under 
communism too, dictatorship, I lived under that, but I worked for the United 
Nations in Africa. That's why I'm comfortable, because I spent about three and 
half almost four years with them, and I wrote so many articles for them, reports 
for different countries, and I became kind of like, just drafted editors because I 
was good in writing, and I was even asked to write so many speeches for the 
secretary general of the UN headquarters there. So, and I also have a daughter -
a daughter is, could be natural birth, right or you could have raised, reared - so I 
have one that I raised, in fact two kids from Africa. So, I have one working at the 
Geneva, an international court, (chuckles) okay, in Geneva Switzerland, so I went 
there. But I know how the system works, and that's what I was pressuring you 
guys, and you should look into that! I even give - when I came back - I collected 
those brochures on how to complain to the United Nations because I did 
complain, I wanted to complain and officially you have to write it down, you 
know, so I gave him those booklets to read through and see how we could put 
our case through. But I did write complaints and I even had Chamoru Nation 
also sign along with me that the US, it has been violating our human rights, and 
that the United Nations is obligated to confront the US to help us, to lift those 
violations from us, that means remove, because it's still violating us, they're 
colonizing us. And, they asked me, in fact they talk to me in person, and also 
asked me a lot of documents which I provided. I brought it there, you know all 
those documents I brought and I submitted them. And, I attended the conference 
there, and I read my statement out and I did accuse the US publicly in my 
statement that they violated our human rights, and they had been blocking our 
rights to self-determination. And that's why we have not exercised it, even up to 
now. So they should have all those documents. It's not that we have not 
complained to the United Nations, we have, and I have the documents, I even 
have some of the letters in the folder that you have, Vice-Speaker, you know 
because I also took the, our case, the fishing problem that we're having here to 
the United Nations and talked to them about it, and that thing is in that folder 
too. So, we have to really push upwards, not just depend on the US courts, 
because we'll never get ahead. Even with the Organic Act, they did their best, I 
know, because they provided some things for us, like some things that you 
know, that go for inequity, like the, similar to - in fact the Organic Act - I mean 
the Chamoru Land Trust, which is similar in, like a program as the in 
comparative to the affirmative action, that the minorities, especially black 
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Americans were given in the States. I know also how it works because when I 
work in the States for some reason I took the test and everything to get into an 
AETNA insurance company and my grades were so high and they hired me 
because you know I was very good in math and English, and this and that. So 
they use my name as one of the minorities to fit into the affirmative action. I said 
fine with me, that's fine because even private companies hire minorities -
colored people - under affirmative action. So, you know, things like the 
Chamorro Land Trust is an inequity type of program that the US government -
especially Congress - passes in order to alleviate or eliminate some of those 
inequities that they've been mistreating us with-the injustices they have been 
doing to us, so that's why in the meantime while we're working to follow 
through with the Chamoru Land Trust we should also go to the United Nations 
in New York City and in Geneva. Remember, Geneva has been the first UN part, 
first UN building called the Human Rights, right? And then they built the other 
one in New York City. But the Geneva one is still standing, and they're the ones 
taking care of human rights, so if we have complaints with human rights, we 
should take it there, as I have already started doing. So we should, and we 
should not stop, and we should never give up. By the way, I do support 
Resolution Number 52 also on the Chamoru Land Trust. But let me tell you the 
story of our people so you remember, because history was not taught to our 
people. When we were small, they didn't' teach us in English, we were taught in 
English, every, all the books were in English and everything and we were 
punished if we spoke our language. Okay, when the Spaniards came to our 
island, okay, and I'll say our island because it's my island too, and I don't care 
who says it's not my land, it's my land. We have fought, our ancestors have 
fought for our land! The Cho' chogu people, mind you, that has been, had been 
the biggest village in Guam, the biggest sengsong. It occupied areas up to 
Mangilao, all the way Barrigada, Kafiada, Barrigada, in To' to', down Mongmong, 
Maite, down Anigua, down Adelup, Ma'ina, all the way Sinajana, all around. I 
know because I live in Cho' chogu, I still live there now. We still have our family 
property. And, they did, the military took some of it but we refused to give it up, 
we refused to lease them and it's still our land. So thats what we're still fighting 
on, even up to now, that pipeline that goes through To' to' is still my land. It 
doesn't belong to the military, I don't care what they say cus if they do 
something to me, there's always something I can do! I'm not going to be jumping 
East and then West, and if they close that road and you know they divide it, I 
will go to war with them! I can explode that pipe and they know that! No, but 
they should know that! Just like what's going on the pipeline going to Alaska. 
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Okay, that's what one Chamoru woman fought, my mother, to let them open the 
gate that runs through the pipe and so we never gave up our land, they did not 
take it, they cannot take it, and we refuse to lease it. So, if my mother who just 
got up to third grade that time, and I could understand what she's going 
through, we can fight, and the Cho' chogu people fought with dear life against 
the Spaniards and they didn't have any weapons, no arms, nothing excepts their 
fists and you know, spears what they made. Sorry, but I have to finish this story 
about our people, they fought with nothing! They are the Cho' chogu people, I 
told you the areas that they encompass, the big, largest sengsong. The Spaniards, 
you know, they killed our people, and mostly the women, because of the Maga' 
Hagas, they don't like the women to be the leaders. That's why our women 
disappeared- the Maga' Haga's, because the Spaniards killed them off, but we're 
coming back, and I'm one of them. Okay, now tl1e point is that they fought for 
their dear lives - for three and a half years they kept fighting guerilla warfare 
with the Spaniards and they got so scared, but they didn't give up. And, how the 
Spaniards were trying to defeat our people, they were telling our other people 
from somewhere from other villages not to associate with the people from 
Cho' chogu because it would be a sin if you believe in the spirit, in our people, 
our Cho' chogu people, but what happen, those people turned out to be our 
ancestral spirits, so do not be afraid! They were teaching our people that they 
were the devils. The spirits of our ancestors, the taotaomo'na is what i'm 
referring to, those are your great-grandfathers, your great-great grandmothers, 
everybody, your ancestors, my ancestors. So, that's how they fought, they 
fought, they were defeated, they were all killed, but they fought with their dear 
life. I just want to tell you they were courageous, so you need to build that 
courage with you, cause they fought with everything, with their hearts, their 
minds, to allow us to live today. That's your history, now don't forget it, nobody 
taught it to you but you can find it in all the history if you read because I studied 
our history to the detail, so that is our history. Taotaomo'na is not to be feared, 
they can help us, but you have to be careful, cause they may understand what we 
are speaking about, but maybe we can be miscommunicating and it could be 
more dangerous than what you ask, that's all, I ask, tell you. But I can speak to 
them. My brothers used to speak to them, and it did work, I know, I've 
experienced some of the things they did to help us, and that is through our land, 
you know, gaining our land. Somehow, they can make the heavy equipment stop 
because that's what we asked them for, to stop the heavy equipment from going 
through the land, and bulldozing all those trees to build whatever they want. 
They stopped that because we asked our ancestral spirits. We talked to them, and 
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they did it, mind you, those people knew who they were, because they could not 
restart their equipment - the bulldozers, their shovels, their everything, they 
could not restart it with all the mechanics they brought in there, they had to use 
the trailer to take them out. Okay. So, do not be afraid of our ancestral spirits, 
because they are here with us! Yes, they are, I believe that. Okay, thank you. 

Sifiot Ronald Laguana: (Testimony was given orally in Chamorro. English 
translation is provided below.) My name is Ronald Tenorio Laguana, familian 
Gadde', Labuchu, I am here testifying today (in support of both resolutions) so 
that let out my feelings for the sake of all my children and their children and 
their children so that they would not incur the sacrifices that what we are now to 
incur and in their future. Sinot Aguon who is absolutely correct, he too came 
here with his message about his children, grandchildren and their future, my 
message is carried as well in support of these two resolutions. My six 
grandchildren, more over grandfathers son, Eli who is 8 months, Alex, Liam, 
Heidi, Beau, and Dakota. They are why I'm here today for one day to which 
when we are all gone, will not suffer and face this dilema. I as well stand with 
my brothers, Mala'et-Bitter(Ben Garrido), Fa' et- Salty (Joe Garrido) Aniti
Devil(Howard Hemsing), si Daddao- Francis Munoz(Meanly aggressive)- Pagat, 
Ofing, Pagat and to all my brothers whom with us here today, I am extremely 
elated that they are all here today, the Nasion Chamoru. Our faces appear. We 
weren't called together today, yet we gather here today in solidarity. I praise you 
Ms. Terlaje and all of you who are here today, from deep within my heart I 
praise you all. Just as with the late Ben Pangelinan, who has also fought for our 
plight in this battle. Same with Sen. Ted Nelson, who is still with us today joining 
in the fight for this cause ever since I was a child and up till today as he speaks in 
our native tongue since the past and up till today, I praise him and you all again 
and again in prayer and with high praise and status. Just as with the others 
earlier. This is extremely important and I pray for you and all the others who 
aren't here today. This is the biggest subject matter that we are faced today. We 
must be resilient and fight this matter to the highest authorities in America, and 
yes, we may laugh and ridicule my brother Aniti, yet he is absolutely correct. I 
stand with him. Such as with the Americans and the federal government, they do 
not understand our sufferings, our past and our history as far back through 
Spanish times, Early American period, World War II, and still up till today still 
under American occupation, we must all take on this matter seriously. We 
continue to endure the pressure and sufferings of injustices. We must all unite, 
same goes to everyone out in public, we must all standup and march in protest 
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and so that I too can sleep well. We must all unite, with our congress woman
Madelleine, our governor, and all the people of Guam. We must come together 
and unite as one, the entire Chamoru people of Guam. Have mercy on this 
matter, this is our inherent right, and from our elders and our Lord Jesus Christ, 
the creator our language is that we speak with the humble words of our 
ancestors that I say my message. That is all I have to say to you all! Thank you. 

Ned Pablo: Buenas, guahu si Ned Pablo. Esta bai sangan na hunggan hu 
suppotte enao na resolution ... ni pon kontra, ya munga pumara pon kontra i US 
District Court yan maseha hayi ni para u kinentra hit put para u ma na'libianu 
siha kontra hita. Hita taotao tano'. Hita i duefion este ... i Chamoru ... Ya fuera di 
enao, ti hita na maisa manmalago' para u ma ... achihet ya para u fanagotte 
kannai. I Chamoron Notte Marianas maninteres. Ombres kada diha, kada 
minutu, sigi ha' humahalom i Chamoron Iagu yan i Chamoron Notte Marianas, 
yan este magi Guahan. Sigi ha' manma sasangan, in, in supoppotte hao ni hafa 
bidada-mu. In suppotte hao put todu un chocho'gue na un mimumuyi para i 
direchu yan irensian i Chamoru guini gi guinaha-ta Guahan. 

Estague' si Louis Manglona ha sangangani hu'. "Respe ... uh, kon resp ... ai Kon 
respetu yan saludu para todu i taotao Guahan. Fandafia' ya en na'palappa i 
banderan-miyu sa' hami giya Marianas in supopotta hamyo siento put siento put 
i direchon-miyu nai Manchamoru. Pues fanas ... asonsiente kannai ya gof adahi 
na u maktos. Na'fanmetgot hamyo. Put uttimos, in guaiya hamyo sa' si Yu'os en 
fangginiha mo'na. Ginen Luta, memorias." Pues ti hita na maisa esta manmalago' 
i mafie'lu-ta gi iya Notte Marianas ... i Chamoron Lu ta, Tini'an, yan Sa'ipan para u 
fandafia' ya pa ta kontra. Ta kontra i federales, i US District Court ni maseha hafa 
para u ma cho'gue ni para u ma amot hit ni i direcho-ta yan i irensia-ta. Hamyo 
hu gagagao senadot, kontodu i maga'lahi, yan i segundo maga'lahi. Debi di un 
fandafia' ya un fanagotte kannai, yan na'siguru na, na metgot hamyo. Kana' hu, 
hu sotta todu i, i fuetsa-ku gi nigap sa' ti nahong maigo'-hu, sa' duru i fe ... 
federales ma ... ma estototba hu'. Sigi ha' ma tattitiyi hu' gi chalan pat maseha 
manu para bai hanao put, pat manu gaige yu'. Lafia' na klassen taotaotagues. 
Kao magahet na di... dimakrasia enao?! Duda hu'! Ti hu hongge esta enao siha. 
Piot put i ma cho'gue enao put i hu sasangan enao hafa i minagahet?! Ya hu po'lo 
siha, hu planta siha esta gi edda'. Hinasso-fia na ma ... ma planta hu', a.he'! Siha 
pa'go, ta guaddok i edda', ya ta tatme, ya ta tanom siha papa' gi edda'. Tana' ... ta 
hafot siha papa'. Hinasso-fia na para u ma gobietna hit ya para siha para u 
dinesponi hit i Chamoru esta? Ti bai sedi enao. Ya hamyo gi mantakkilo', debi di 
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un ekungok i taotao. Piot mismo i Chamoru! Sa' hita, hita i taotao tano'. Ya esta 
bai sangani hamyo anggen un nisisita ayudu ginen i taotao, achokka' Chamoru 
pat ti Manchamoru esta meggai manmahongge ni hafa bida-hu. Bai agang siha 
ya bai in sangani siha ngai'an yan manu ni un nisisita ayudu. Bai na'siguru na 
manggaige guenao yan maseha manu. Put hafa, an pon prutehi yan pon difende 
i kottura yan i lengguahi, i irensia, i hinengge, an i direchu. Pues esta bai sangan 
sigi ha', duru i taotao manrna:fiiefiiente. Ya masangangani hu' todu. Ya esta bai 
sangan Tydingco-Gatewood, an esta mana'halom este i... iyo-ta resolution ni para 
bai in kontra hao ... Adahi ha sa' ti bai in nanggan atman. Siempre bai in gaige 
ta'lo guenao gi kanton chalan, gi kanton tasi, gi otro bandan i kotten-miyu sa' ben 
na' ... fanna'ekungok hamyo na ti manossitan hit esta! Hagu pon ekungok hit! Ti 
hita i Chamoru, i taotao tano' bai in ekungok hao esta! Fanpatiki lai ni maseha 
para u sinangani hit i taotao na ti put, ti nisisiariu para ta ekungok este. I, i lai(n) i 
ruling-fiiha ni ma doseha. Cho'gue todu ni ... gi asifiat-miyu ni pon kontra este. Ya 
guahu, bai gaige i fuetsa anggen un nisisita. Bai agang i taotao. Esta 
manmakmata. Ya po'lo, ta li'e', kao hafa humuyong-fia este ... Anggen 
mafa'taya' ... Achokka' ti un sangani hu', lao esta siempre in ripara na ma afa'taya' 
hit. Bai in afa'taya' siha tatte sa' siempre bai in bira hit tatte guenao. Ya pa'go na 
biahi hu tungo' na siempre mas meggai po fatto. Hongge, sa' siempre bai sigi ha' 
bai kuentusi siha gi FaceBook, yan maseha i taotao para u sigi po a'akuentos ya 
ma na'tutungo' hit i hafa i guaha. Eyu ha'. 

English translation of Ned Pablo's testimony is attached. 

Frank Munoz: Thank you vice speaker, Sifioras yan Sifiot. Finene'na bai sangani 
hamyo, matto yu' guini bai hu supotte, In support of uh, your Resolution 51 and 
52 and everything else that has to ... you know. Chamoru yu' by birth, finafiagon 
Chamoru. Tumatachu yu' lokkue' sa' Nasion Charnoru yu'. Ti ma'a'fiao yu' matai, 
ti ma'a'fiao yu' mumu, lao bai pasensia ya hu e'ekungok i ma:fie'lu-ta guini 
manamko', parehu ha' yan manhoben. Ya gos gaisensia hunggan, ah, 
manma:fiiefiiente todu, everybody's feeling it nai, manmasiesiente sa' it hurts, it's 
like a betrayal, and uh, I'm all in support of all the testimony here ni mafie'lu-ta, 
our brothers and sisters nai. And especially uh, more power to my brothers and 
sisters who are here who are probably uh, in line for uh, in uh, our probably uh, 
possiblities of uh, standing and fighting for our uh, rights, our human rights. 
Anyway, uh, I wanted to, to let go a little bit of my, my feelings, my sentiments 
put si Dave Davis. I know Dave Davis. I know that he's a retired military man, 
hu tungo' ha' na ritirao. Ya desde ki eyi Chamorro Land Trust malingu ha', nu 
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hinasso-iia nai. Uh, lao ha na'piniti yu' sa', he hurt me because he forgot one 
thing ... That as we were working with the military and locat we had a very good 
relationship. Mfumge' na, na, na, na inetnon. Sa' when they have problems up at 
the Airforce or in the Navy, manhalomham ni local and we were helping. We 
were working together to save their children, to save their enlisted men. Uh, I 
miss that; I love that. Hu gof guaiya ayu and that is our government and uh, and 
the, and the federal, the military side. We were hand in hand working together to 
help fix our problems. He really hurt me, and I don't care if he's listening. If he's 
listening, he better hear me out. You, you broke my heart Dave Davis! I feel you 
betrayed me because our primary objective in this island as Chamorros and 
people of this island is to help one another, to work together ... Nobody is 
hungry ... They ... Now we have homeless, but we are all working together to fix 
this problem. He has nothing to do with that! He refuses to have anything to do 
with humanitarian acts! So he wants, if he wants to fight, we'll fight! I'm not 
saying guns and roses, but we have leaders that we elected to stand up and 
fight... with the governor, lieutenant governor, fifteen senators, and the majority 
support of the people of this island. Plus we have some uh, some legal counsels 
that are willing to uh, assist, which is all good. Thank you very much for giving 
me this time, and uh, more power che'lu. Saludu para hamyo todu! Biba 
Chamoru! 

Dr. Rosa Palomo: In Support of the Resolution No. 51-34 (LS). Transcription of 
oral testimony attached. 

Desiree Ventura: Hafa adai Senators. Si Yu'os Ma'ase forthis opportunity to 
respond to this resolution, Therese thank you for introducing it. There's not 
much I can say that has not been said. I think everyone has said many of my 
feelings. But I can say that I'm here to offer my support for this resolution 
because I understand that independence in any way and form is an impediment 
to social justice and peace. Self-determination is the right of the colonized. It's not 
an opportunity for everybody who benefits from our repeated colonization to 
weigh in on our future and what happens to our island. That's not what it's 
created for. Self-determination is to restore justice. We cannot restore justice by 
asking our oppressor to fix it. It just doesn't work that way. And so I just want to 
remind everybody that when we vote against the right to self-determination, we 
actually vote for the continued marginalization of our Chamorro people and our 
culture. It's a vote for the further destruction of our land and our environment. 
Our people currently fall victim to the highest rates of poverty, violence, 
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preventable diseases and imprisonment on the island. These problems are the 
result of systematic oppression through colonial structures that fail to fully 
recognize the presence and history of our people. We cannot restore justice by 
asking the people who created these structures to fix it for us. I don't have much 
to say except that I support this and I think it's important and I have to get back 
to work, and I have to pick up my baby. But thank you for this opportunity and 
just one quick thing I wanted to say is thank you for your patience and I know 
it's really easy sometimes to dismiss messages and activism when it's not 
packaged in ways that our comfortable to us or ways that seem inappropriate. Or 
even un-cool but that's an easy, lazy way to be and I really ask that instead of 
paying attention to the packaging that we focus on the truth of the messages 
embedded within those pleas to be heard. I'm very grateful for all of you so 
thank you very much. 

Shannon McManus: Ungil Kebesengei, Hafa Adai senators and vice speaker. My 
name is Shannon Kedei McManus Im the daughter of Steven Camacho Castro 
Familian Loddo from the village of Chalan Pago, and Andresina Obak Sengebau 
from the hamlets of Ngaraard and Peleliu in the Republic of Belau. I am here as a 
daughter of Micronesia to stand in solidarity in support of both bills with the self 
determination plebiscite and with The Chamorro Land Trust. My fathers family 
along with many Chamorros who suffered and continue to suffer displacement 
in their own home has yet to receive land since applying in 1995. My mothers 
family is a different story of displacement and immigration post WWII. She has 
invested her life here as an educator but she has made it adamantly clear that 
this plebiscite is not her right or the right of tl1e non-Chamorros. We celebrate 
our independence as a Palauan community every year here in Guam as well as 
our Filipino Kababayans, while our Chamorro people celebrate Liberation or 
rather our recolonization by the US.The people of Belau had their tum and made 
their choice. It's the Chamorro people right and your duty to uphold that right. 
So we thank you for taking up this cause. I just wanted to read something that I 
think reflects today's gathering. This is a poem by my grandfathers brother, 
Palauan author Valentine Sengebau. It's called Microchild. Si Yu'us Ma'ase and 
Ke mal mesulang. 

Poem entitled Moonchild is attached. 

Alissa Eclavea: In Support of the Resolution No. 51-34 (LS). Written testimony is 
attached. 
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Chairperson Terlaje: Thank you, Everyone, for coming and staying and waiting 
for your chance to speak on the resolution. 

The next agenda item, Resolution No. 52-34 (LS) was heard. 

The public hearing was adjourned at 2:36 PM. 

III. FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Committee on Culture and Justice hereby reports out Resolution No. 51-34 
(LS) - RELATIVE TO SUPPORTING THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF GUAM 
MOVE FORWARD TO APPEAL THE RULING OF THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
GUAM TO ASSIST IN DEFENDING THE RIGHTS OF THE NATIVE 
INHABITANTS OF GUAM, to I Mina'trentai Kuattro na Liheslaturan Guahan, with 
the recommendation ~ DD PAS~ 
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I MINA 'TRENT AI KUATTRO NA LJHESLATURAN GUAHAN 
2017 (FIRST) Regular Session 

Resolution No. 

Introduced by: 

~ -34 (LS) 

s-1 
Therese M. Terlaje~J-

RELATIVE TO SUPPORTING THAT THE 
GOVERNMENT OF GUAM MOVE FORWARD TO 
APPEAL THE RULING OF THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
GUAM TO ASSIST IN DEFENDING THE RIGHTS OF 
THE NATIVE INHABITANTS OF GUAM. 

BE IT RESOLVED BY I MINA'TRENTAJ KUATTRO NA 

LJHESLATURAN GUAHAN: 

-s -
:::?!: 

1 

2 

3 
~~ 

WHEREAS, the government of Guam should move forward and appeal the ~ -..c 

4 ruling of the District Com1 of Guam, Davis v. Guam, Civil Case No. 11-00035, in 

5 defonding the rights of the native inhabitants of Guam; and 

6 WHEREAS, the people of Guam have waited many years to be heard and their 

7 voices should not be minimized or lessened, as this ruling attempts to accomplish; 

8 and 

9 WHEREAS, the native inhabitants of Guam are entitled to their right to self-

10 determination; and now, therefore, be it 

11 RESOLVED, that I Mina 'trentai Kuattro Na Liheslaturan Guahan does hereby, on behalf of 

12 I Liheslaturan Guahan and the people of Guam, support that the government of Guam move forward 

13 to appeal the ruling of the District Court of Guam to assist in defending the rights of the native 

14 inhabitants of Guam; and be it further 

l 



1 RESOLVED, that the Speaker and the Legislative Secretary attest to, the 

2 adoption hereof, and that copies of the same be thereafter transmitted to the Honorable 

3 Elizabeth Ban-ett-Anderson, Attorney General of Guam; and to the Honorable Edward 

4 J.B. Calvo, I Maga'lahen Guahan. 

DULY AND REGULARLY ADOPTED BY I MINA'TRENTAI KUATTRO NA 
LIHESLATURAN GUAJIANON THE DAY OF MONTH YEAR. 

2 
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Friday, 17 March 2017 

"CHamoru must stand up, ga'chong" -Island leaders challenge local 
lawmakers 
Written by Timothy Mchenry (/local/author /9200·tlmothy·mchenry) 

(http://digg.com/submit? 

url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.paclficnewscenter.com%2Flocal%2F13079&title=%26quot%3BCHamoru%20must%20stand%20up%2C%20ga%26%23039%3Bchong%26quot%38% 
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the hearing was held at the Guam Congress Buidling. 

Guam • It's an issue that has captured the hearts and minds of CHamorus across the island. The recent Davis decision has sparked dally protests everywhere. from the 

District Court of Guam to the Guam Congress Building. Friday, dozens of Guam residents testified In front of lawmakers to bring to light what they call years of oppression 

and unfair treatment of the CHamoru people. 

It's an Issue that has been thrust back Into spotlight after Chief District Court Judge Francis Tydlncgo-Gatewood ruled that the guidelines for which the plebiscite was 

created are discriminatory In nature. Friday, dozens of community members testified on a pair of resolutions, both debating whether or not legislature should support an 

appeal in the Davis case and for approval from the Guam Legislature and the governor of Guam before possibly entering into a consent decree with the Federal Government 

over the Chamorro Land Trust Act. 

Young men's league of Guam President Bob Pelkey, was first to take the stand. Pelkey affirmed the YMLG's position supporting an appeal to the highest court. 

'My brothers are here to remind anyone .and everyone listening that the Indigenous CHamoru people have suffered from historical injustices spanning centuries and that the 

ruling by the U.S. District Court of Guam is another straw upon the back of our colonized people. Further, the threat by the United States Department of Justice Is but a 

splinter in the eyes of our people who toil day in and day out to sustain a living and live in peace to marry, love and raise a family free of political interference and imperial 

oppression.' says Pelkey. 

Gatewood ruled earlier this month that Dave Davis, a non-native, non-Indigenous CHamoru was discriminated against by not being allowed to participate In the plebiscite 

vote, a political demonstration given to native Inhabitants of people who were living on Guam at the time congress created the organic act. The plebiscite Is Intended to 

allow native Inhabitants of Guam to choose Guam's political status with the us-free association, Independence, or statehood. As Pelkey stated earlier and Vicente Garrido 

reinforced, the Davis decision is an example of the unfair and often uneducated treatment of the CHamoru people at the hands of the united states government. Garrido's 

statements along with many others captures the angst felt by members of the community regarding recent actions by Guam's local court and the us government. 

http://www.pacificnewscenter.com/local/13079 1/2 
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Testimony: 'We will fight' 

Legislature votes on plebiscite and land act resolutions 

John O'Connor I The Guam Daily Post Mar 18, 2017 Updated 14 hrs ago 

INDIGENOUS RIGHTS: Bob Pelkey, second from left, testifies during a public hearing on indigenous voting rights before the 3~ 
Legislature, Friday, March 17. Norman M. Tarucffhe Guam Daily Post 

After hours of deliberation and with an impromptu late-night session, lawmakers yesterday vote 

3/20/2017 9:06 AM 
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adopt resolutions 51-34 and 52-34. The vote came just a few hours after a public hearing on bo 

resolutions, which stemmed from recent developments regarding self-determination and Chamc 

land rights. 

Vice Speaker Therese Terlaje introduced the resolutions at the conclusion of the March legislati 

session, shortly after Chief Judge Frances Tydingco-Gatewood of the District Court of Guam rul 

that Guam's plebiscite law was race-based and therefore unconstitutional. The judge's ruling fol 

the U.S. Department of Justice's notice in January that it found the Chamorro Land Trust Act 

discriminatory in nature. The DOJ used similar arguments regarding racial preference. 

Resolution 51 intends to express support for an appeal of the District Court plebiscite ruling, wh 

Resolution 52 would support holding off on entering a consent decree regarding the Chamorro I 

Trust Commission without first gaining approval from the legislature and governor. The Justice 

Department offered the government of Guam the chance to enter into a consent decree to avoi< 

getting sued in federal court over land trust policy. 

Resolution 51 passed unanimously with Sens. Tom Ada, Michael San Nicolas and Speaker Ber 

Cruz excused. Sen. Mary Torres was the sole opposition vote to Resolution 52. Torres had raisE 

some concern earlier in the evening as to the urgency with which the legislature was moving for 

with the resolutions, remarking that the public hearing had occurred just hours before and the b' 

had difficulty reaching its legal counsels for advice. 

Residents raise concerns 

Activists, former senators and everyday residents testified before legislators for nearly five hour 

yesterday morning and afternoon in a culmination of anger, support and spontaneous recitals 01 

lnifresi and Fanohge Chamorro as a matter of expressing respect for Guam and the rights of its 

indigenous people. 

Former Sen. Hope Cristobal, who authored Guam's decolonization commission and Chamorro 

registry laws in the late 1990s, stated that the U.S. government continued to fail the people of G 

She said that while taking the issue through the U.S. justice system would likely lead to more 

disappointment, Cristobal said it was still necessary to see local leaders take a firm stance on tt 

issues. 
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"We will fight because that is what gives us hope," Cristobal said. 

Attorney Michael Phillips, who played a role in the implementation of the Chamorro Land Trust , 

said he believed these matters should still be pursued in court, despite the likely chance of failu 

added that local leaders should also urge Congress to take up these issues for Guam because 

body had ultimate authority over the territory, and an act from Congress would likely not fall so E 

to judicial scrutiny as an act from local lawmakers. 

He also urged senators to support the government in holding off on a consent decree regarding 

CLTC because a decree could be used against Guam's interest in the future. 

In a release issued after the public hearing, Gov. Eddie Calvo said he had no intention of engag 

a consent decree to resolve potential legal liability with the Justice Department regarding the CL 

Calvo said his administration would be working with Attorney General Elizabeth Barrett-Andersc 

determine available options, which would also be discussed with the Legislature. He also urged 

between his administration and the Legislature, despite differences in other matters. 

John 0 1Connor 
Reporting on utilities, healthcare, education and other topics. 
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Chamorros express support·for federal-challenge 
resolutions 

Shawn Raymundo, sraymundo@guampdn.com 5:34 p.m. ChTMarch 17, 2017 

Emotions ran high during a public hearing Friday morning at the Guam Congress Building, where Chamorro 

residents criticized a federal court decision that states the island's proposed political status plebiscite is 

unconstitutional. 

Dozens of residents attended the public hearing to testify in support of a pair of legislative resolutions, calling 

for Guam to appeal the federal ruling. 

(Photo: PDN file photo) Vice Speaker Therese Terlaje introduced the resolutions, the first of which - Resolution 51-32 

(http://www.guamlegislature.com/COR Res 34th/STATUS%20Res.%20No.%2051-34%20(LS).pdQ - urges 

Attorney General Elizabeth Barrett-Anderson to appeal the District Court of Guam's ruling to strike down the plebiscite law that limits voter participation 

to native inhabitants. 

Resolution 52-34 (http:/lwww.guamlegislature.com/COR Res 34th/STATUS%20Res.%20No.%2052-34%20(LS).pdQ also asks Barrett-Anderson to 

challenge the U.S. Department of Justice's claims that Guam's Chamorro land Trust lease program is discriminatory against other races. It states that 

GovGuam should not enter into any agreements without approval from the legislature and Gov. Eddie Calvo. The Chamorro Land Trust holds public 

land for the benefit of the island's indigenous Chamorros, who are allowed to receive low-cost, long-term leases for residential and agricultural use. 

The land Trust also leases some of the land commercially to generate revenue for programs to benefit the Land Trust. 

"The plebiscite is not a public issue, this is a human rights issue," Dededo resident Vicente Garrido told lawmakers. 

The plebiscite vote, which has been delayed several times since the late 1990s, would determine the island's preferred political status with the U.S. 

government - statehood, free-association or independence. 

Last week, in response to a legal challenge by non-Chamorro resident Arnold "Dave" Davis, Chief Judge Frances Tydingco-Gatewood ruled the 

plebiscite law is unconstitutional and violates the 15th Amendment because it imposes race-based restrictions. The Guam Election Commission has 

stopped allowing people to register for the Guam Decolonization Registry, which is a list of eligible voters for the plebiscite. 

Robert Leon Guerrero Benavente, 64, said he's a veteran who's gotten too old for this type of thing. 

"It's only us that can fix the problem," Benavente said, adding: "We must work together." 

Bob Pelkey president of the local group Young Men's league of Guam, criticized the recent court ruling and the DOJ's charge against the Chamorro 

land Trust program, noting that Guam's native Chamorro inhabitants have suffered from colonial rule for centuries. 

"My brothers are here to remind everyone and anyone listening that the indigenous Chamorro people have suffered historical injustices spanning 

centuries end the recent ruling from the District Court of Guam Is yet another straw upon the backs of our colonized people," said Pelkey. "Further, the 

threat by the U.S. Department of Justice is another splinter in the eyes of our people who go day in and day out to sustain a living. To live in peace, to 

marry, to love and raise a family free of political interference and political oppression." 

Piti resident Jamela Santos, 39, is a Filipina born and raised on Guam. 

"I have called Guam my home. I have left home and I have returned home. Guam is the only place I know as home," Santos said. 

"And even though I breathe the air I breathe; eat foods from the rich soil of this blessed land; drink of the waters; swim in the ocean abundant with life, 

even though my existence today is shaped and supported and nurtured by Guam, my home, I do not claim any identify as Chamorro, or as a native 

inhabitant," she added. "That is notfor me to claim." 

Santos objected to Davis' argument that his rights were violated because the law wouldn't let him participate in the political status vote. 

"As a person of Filipino ancestry who calls Guam home, I do not feel that my rights are being violated because I cannot participate in the political 

status plebiscite," she said, adding, "This vote is not for me. It's fdr my Chamorro brothers and sisters, mothers and fathers, nanas and tatas." 
Election Commission closes Recolonization Regjstry 
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Dozens voice support for appeal of federal 
court ruling 
Posted: Mar 17, 2017 4:17 PM 
Updated: Mar 17, 2017 4:18 PM 
By Ken Quintanilla CONNECT 

More than a week after District Court decision that ruled a native-inhabitants only 
plebiscite is unconstitutional, dozens of island residents came out packs to the 
Guam Legislature to support efforts for an appeal. Public outcry and passion 
against a recent decision by the US District Court of Guam made its way to the 
Guam Legislature Friday. 

"We don't vote on our decolonization every two years," said former senator Hope 
Cristobal. "It's once in the lifetime of a people, it's a people's right - not an 
individual right, it's the people's right!" 

Last week District Court of Guam Judge Frances Tydingco-Gatewood ruled in favor 
of plaintiff Arnold "Dave" Davis that a ·native inhabitants only vote would impose 
race-based restrictions on the voting rights of non-natives, in violation of the 15th 
Amendment. Today a hearing was held on Senator Therese Terlaje's Resolution 51 
- expressing support for its appeal. 

Bob Pelkey is the president of the Young Men's League of Guam, the region's 
oldest Chamorro fraternity. "My brothers are here to remind anyone and everyone 
listening that the indigenous Chamorro people have suffered from historical 
injustices, spanning centuries and the ruling by the US District Court of Guam is 
another straw upon the back of our colonized people," he said. 

And while she's not Chamorro, Jamela Santos says Guam is the only home she 
knows. She says with her Filipino ancestry, this vote's not for her adding she 
doesn't feel her rights are being violated because she can't participate in the 
political status plebiscite. "It's okay, I stand by you. I want you to be able to say 
how you wish to govern yourselves, make rules that make sense for you again 
because those were taken away from you against your wishes," she said. 

Attorney Mike Phillips played a role in getting the Chamorro Land Trust 
implemented in 1995. While he told senators he didn't think they'd win the Davis 
case, he does believe not pursing an appeal will have serious ramifications. "From 
everything that I've seen in my lifetime, and everything I've read, under that 
system, the more likely path to success is through the Congress," he said. "It's not 
for the faint at heart, it can go on and on." 

And while he say's it'll be a difficult path, others like Cristobal says they must not 
give up. ''They have now perpetuated a racist, a discriminatory act on us. The US 
has failed us and will continue to fail us, but we must not stop fighting." 

Acting Speaker Therese Terlaje called lawmakers late today to vote on Resolution 
51 along with Resolution 52 regarding the recent threatened lawsuit proposed by 
the US Department of Justice over the Chamorro Land Trust Act. 

http://www.kuam.com/story/34936189/2017/03/17/dozens-voice-support-for-appeal-of-federal-court-ruling 
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Chelu Cruz 

And Jt the em1 of tile oav w1·1at t1oes JIJ tn1s get u:;? Do we get to be more tret-'i Do 1"e 
9et to tr1mh more independently? Do v,e gt-t to sit arouno rnort- all aay or 'liOfk our butts 
off rno1e? Do 11,e get to trnvt-1 more wl1en ana wnt-1ever vit- •1<1:mt? We alrtziay hi.WE' all 
t11cit. If tr1e us Cong1 ess gave us •Nliat m: want. wouh) we be more free think n1ore 
1nrJepe-ndent1y wo11\ n.:uder or sit aroun1J travel nME"' Nope, nothing will cr1an9e 

Gumn offers !lie US n strategic location. a IJufter zone for H.:wvai1 ana the West Coast 
Tliats wliat we offer t11e US Wl1at lloes tlie us ofter us·1 Freedom. lt1eptndence. at;ili!y 
w v .. orK and earn a living travel and countless more benefits we do not appreciate 
bec.iuse we wke 1t tor grnnred I am happy just me way we are. Heck we could be like 
Ct1uuk or Yap I have lived there and JlthOugh its nice tor awt'i1le. I rniss the air 
cond1t1oning US steaks. ability to earn a gooa wage and the freedom to fly w11erever 1 
want Think aMut It long i:ltid !lard On Guam. we l1ave 1t pretty 1jr1rn goo1l What 
messes us up 1s our pol1t1ca1 leadership corruption. lack of respect for each other and 
the env11onrnent. Tliink long and 11aru. Wt1::it some think 1s 1ndepen1Jence •:,orks ·Nell in 
the academic environment But.in the real world. it will fall ilat on its race I have and 'Alli 
i.11•:.avs vote 111 favor of keepin9 Guarns political status exi:lctly w11ere It is I am not tile 
only one t11ousands will vote tile same wa)1 

•J\"11'''\ FllAll.11-1.IVI! nCll 1•1111,.11 IJ 1.,.11;1 I.lit' 

nortl1ern wat<:r leris ... Tl:e i:Sloe is tile 
hazard0t1s material tilat may seep int•; the 
g10tint1 overtime ana .:il'foct the no1tl1etn 
;:iquifei; •11hkh :t.p1ilies our diid irg v:ate1; tlit 
water 'Ne :ho'i:er in.· Lee sai•J. He thanked 
the list Gt at least si· (11.«:eninie1:t age111:b ... 
··!1J1i:, 

family of 1m11de1ed woman wants S103K 111 

1 estitul1011 lro111 Keith Ga111do 

(jarri<lo is s~rving life behind bar: wit.11 tf1e 
possibility ot parole atter 15 ye,1r' for th1 e.; 
cc1wktions, indt1ding the 1m.1 d~r uf 63-;ear· 
cld Nancv l·lainas. 

GCC inle1 nat1011al compet1twn teaches students 
eve1 yday i1111io1 lance of math 
Over 400 stta1ents participate1j in the Gt,a111 
Community Cclle•Je Math Kall•Jaroo 
international competition tcda1. n,~ event is 
gea1~d toward students t1cm first throuqh 
t·.-1elfth 91ade and aims tu 111.:t onlv teacl; 
m,ith skills, but apply them to fun ana 
everyday activities. GCC etilicatio11 
t1epartment diair Marsha Pllstrozn; e.1pl.1in.;0:1, 
'It's a national compi:titiGn, an1j then we kinti 
oi 1va11t to treat the Stlidents arter t.iking th~ 
test to a free carnival. 8ut the o:arni'laf is 
matJ·: th~111ett sc, .. 
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Core Issue Hurn.:in & Polirh:al R191·1ts suppres~.1on urito the Clmmo1 ro people frorn 
Gu'-lm 1v1a11ana 1slani:1s 

It is i:le::ir that mam Cliarno1 ro, 1ncluiJ1n9 inystit vie•:.: tlii:-se recem legal i:Jevelopments 

3s ytt anoUli:'r systemic l!ttray;:il towaws me· C1"1amorro people oi c,ua111 from in m1:. 
case tne Amencun juaic1a1 system '.'11len 11 comes to 11av1ng me opponunll!' to seek 
pol1t1i:al self-determ1nat1on or anrnn Guthent1c pol1tirnl voice and pol1t1rnl po•Ner v,H1·11n 
me r:ontE'xt of co11grE<ss1unally pro1Juced statutes tlli:lt govein tt·1e 1est1a1nts amJ 
i:onstra1nb of islnnders since I 9:50 Befo1 e ·1 %0 Cl1amorros were unaer naval m.:11 t1al 
law v,h1cr1 l:iegan in Hl99 and our wartime oi:cupm1on w::is 111storic 1n tlli'.lt ·:,e were the 
only poplllallon r1av1ng to enaure capture l!y i:l rore1gn aaversary 

Social niea1ci tli:-d to ttlls issue ;1i1;ws a hust of views t°JUt tl1e pu!Jlic co11versat1011ill 
v.restllng must continue ani:l needs to C(Jntinue 1n on:1e1 that the Charno1 ro people nni:J 
lusm1g 1ust1ce aniJ z: correc.ponam!J systemic peace on our terms as much as 1s 
f!OSSlble 

Tl1e Cha1norro people of Guam have eno1 mous poti:-nt1a1 powe1 .:mel say m gi:iverning 
tl'1E'ir o·:m affairs <Jn1J seeking Jtistice preser1t aav <:ind it 1s pi:lrily a matter (If dernlon!Zlng 
our m1mis and putting as11:Je anv unreasonable rears 

Vfr ari:- mov1ny 111l11t'1igt1t 1.l111::i:t1011 aruJ pfJlltlcal v,111 ;:1 lHiltv of t:tfo1t .inll Llrn1ty of 
pu1 pose are neetlecJ 

But all angles or every element In t11e debate must be rnre1~ ana cons1derea bec::iuse 
while n1Jny view these recent legal developments as another slap In the c11mnorro face 
Davis i:loes 1·1ave the ngl1t unaer tile current system to sue ana t1·1e District Court of 
Guam Judge Frnnces Tydingco Gatewoo1:J was simply 1:1oing her jorJ no more no Jess 
in rn~, opinion we must respect tile process 

Tt11:: syste1111·1as 110•:,i:vi:-1 placell st:ve11: structu1al lllnits on sei:-kln!J autlienui: 
democracy f1)r tile c1·1amorro people or Guam ancl me rn-cwnst.-mces in Mlicl1 tt·i1s 
arose 1·11stoni:ally informed Mv, the uniaterally prmiuced congression.il lllll was sl1aped 
It 1s colonial lly i:lll me<Jsures in rorm process ilncl outcome 

Yet 1 respect me S\·Stem Tne system 1:Joes llO\',ever provide clear ae1vantage tor 11·10:.e 
wM Mve come to Gu3m ntter me Orgarnc Act 1•.·as put into place and security· 
restncuons were lifted 111 1962 ani:J Ct1arnorros hi:lve suffere1:J great t11stonca1 mjustices 
Jna r.1opulat1onal trauma ;:m1j cata!itropl'1e uncter i:olonialism r1e1c1re ttl°' Org.:mic Act was 
put 1nw place and U-11:1io 1s tiope tliat justice in>muuonal jusuce will p1evail for tt·1e 
Cl"ll)Jn(l[I (I people 

It w111 be narcJ fought i:lnel sliould bt: io11g11t every step or t11e way 

te9.t to a tret ca11:i-.;i1I. But th8 i::1rl'ival is 
math ti'e111.:lL s.: .... 
'kri:. 
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re5tnctJons were 11rtea 111 ·1 !:!l:iL ana cnmnorros nzwe surrerer) wem r11srn11ca1 111iust1ces 
ana populat1ona1 trnunm ano cmasrropt)e unrJe1 co10111alisn1 before ttie Organic Au 1•,;as 
pw into place ar111tt1e1e1s nope t1·1at ju:;[ice institutional justice will prevJil for r1·1e 
cnci1riorro people 

It will be trnrd touglH nnd shOulrJ be tougtit evtry step ot t11e ~,a1· 

The admin1ste11ng power lei) l)y Presillent Trnrnan did not tt1111k mrough all the 
m1pl1cat1ons or prol1uc1ng ;:i111J piJss111g an Organic Act over tune nor tild the VVl11te 
House at tile wne understand fully tile sense of betrayal anrJ po·:terlessness i.11'1l1 
1 esentrnent ::md frustration ana contusion thiJt ttle Cr1<:imono people or Guam felt rrorn 

:3eptemtJer or ·1944 up through 19E.Cr and l)eyor11:J 

Engl1sti language and c1·1amorro language gaps ana um1e1 stund111gs di1J nothing to 
a>5uage t11e stress felt l:rv me c1·1atno1 ro people 

Focus llv the aammisterirrg power the colonizer was placed squurely on tf'le strme91r: 
11nportance of Guam within t11e context of the overall nauonal security 1jes1res of the 
United Sti.1tes winning Micronesia from 'Norld 'Nar Two lx1tt1es for mese x1panese 
aarninisterea isl::inas and tear of Soviet gu1ns regaramg tf'le nuclear a1 rns race 

Catriner representm1on at tlie Departments of State oerense and 1nte11or ia11ea 1n one 
cispect. tlKH aspect •:ias to iUll)1 111clurJe in all steps or 1:ie11rierm1on ana negotiation equ.:i1 
input rotJust delx1te. ana equal 1Jern1011 mJk1ng powers for the c11amorro people of 
Guam witi-iout continual on tile grouncl naval interferences aM populiltionill restrictions 
and cirbitra1y stananrus anrJ rules put 1mo place b\· tile navy 

·~uam remamo of 11 nmense geo-politlrnl value to the Pentagon an1J tlie nauorml securny 

services anll tiomelJnrJ securltv communities because of me 1s1an1:J's location 1n tlie 
wesrern Pacific Guam 1:; also tiome to a polltirnlly colonized people ancl co10111zut1on 
11as greatly impacted both tl1e Climnorro people and 1t has greatly 1rnpactea elements of 
the u. s. federal government tllat have derived use from congress owning Guam. 

Let t11e pulJlic conversarion contmue and app&31 the 01smct Court oi Guam ruling 
bemuse Guam 1s our tiomeland an ancient space tl1at was not even fully debaterj 1n 
ttie Un1te1J Nanons at tt1e mne wt1e11 the U111ted States was in negouations wHh tne u N 
secullt)' Cout11:11 Tt1e scope of discussion at tr1e time was tied to tile Trust Terrirones 
only Talks were also st11ct1y limited tor U N Securnv counc11 del1ber<lt1ons w1t11out 

1s1ander input l)ecause ol tilt "Sll ate9ic area" Cles1gnauon agreed upon I)\' its 
membership wit11 U S support and sponsorship Debates on Gunrn and r.11crones1:.i uiiJ 
not take place at any level w111·11n tJN Genernl Assembl11 sessions. 



Election Commission closes Decolonization Registry 
Shawn Raymundo, sraymundo@guampdn.com Published 3:56 p.m. ChT March 16, 20171Updated16 hours ago 

(Photo: PDN file photo) 

In light of last week's federal court ruling that struck down Guam's plebiscite law, the local election office has 

stopped registering native Chamorro inhabitants for its Decolonization Registry. 

Since 2002, the Guam Election Commission has worked to register Guam's native inhabitants to. participate 

in the plebiscite vote, which was repeatedly delayed and would have quantified the island's preferred political 

status with the U.S. government - statehood, free-association or independence. 

The local law limited voting in the plebiscite to individuals who met the legal definition of Chamorro - those 

who became American citizens through the Organic Act of Guam in 1950. 

Arnold "Dave" Davis, who is neither legally nor ethnically Chamorro, first challenged the local government's proposed plebiscite in 2011. He argued the 

law is discriminatory on racial grounds. 

The District Court of Guam sided with Davis' argument last week, ruling it's unconstitutional to limit voters to participate in an election based on race. 

The Election Commission ceased efforts to sign up Guam's native inhabitants for the registry, which contained more than 13,200 individuals, 

according to GEC Director Maria Pangelinan. While local officials, including elected Attorney General Elizabeth Barrett-Anderson, are considering an 

appeal, Pangelinan said her office is following the letter of the law. 

"That's what our mandates say now, based on the court ruling," she said. "So, if that changes, than we change with it." 

Pangelinan said the Election Commission had been in the process of cleaning up the registry by eliminating duplicates. They hadn't removed any of 

the deceased from the list yet, as that would have occurred when the plebiscite was officially scheduled. 

"We've been in the process of cleaning that list up. We've been looking at duplicates, been looking at incomplete applications," Pangelinan said. "We 

haven't done a final go-through, I guess. We were still in the final stages of cleaning up." 

Pangelinan said that at times it was tough getting native Chamorro residents to sign up for the registry because many didn't know much about the 

plebiscite. 

"What I've experienced is that people don't know enough about it, that's one. So, they don't want to register because they're thinking is 'We'll lose our 

citizenship or military ID,'" she said. "Secondly, the plebiscite has not been scheduled, so people say, 'Why register if there's not going to be a 

plebiscite?'" 
Judge: Plebiscite law unconstitutional: AG may appeal 
(http://www.guampdn,com/stocy/news/2017/03/08/judge-arnold-dayis-plebiscite

law-unconsitutional/98888880Q 

Read or Share this story: http:/lwww.guampdn.com/story/news/2017 /03/16/election-commission-closes-decolonization-registry/99242208/ 
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Bevacqua: Decolonization never easy or fair 
Michael Lujan Bevacqua, For PDN 1:28 p.m. ChTMarch 16, 2017 

(Photo: PDN flle) 

Judge Frances Tydingco-Gatewood's decision last week in favor of Dave Davis and against the rights of 

Guam's indigenous people was not surprising. For those familiar with the U.S. court system, it has long been 

designed to take rights away from indigenous people of the U.S., and instead develop nonsensical, self

serving arguments that force incorporation of the indigenous people and their lands/resources into the union. 

For your average federal judge, the particularities of Guam's status or the quest of Chamorros for 

decolonization are trivial and mean little. As a Chamorro herself, we might have hoped that Tydingco

Gatewood would have taken this decision as a chance to expand American notions of justice. 

This would mean to take seriously its history and its contemporary responsibilities as a colonizer, and simply 

follow its obligations as a signatory to the United Nations charter. To also take seriously the notions that the 

U.S. and its court system are based on issues of justice or liberty, and what that would mean in terms of how 

to guide the decolonization of the sites of American-made injustice and liberty deprived in the name of 

American interests. 

She had a chance to make a very courageous intervention into a web of legal decisions that has long been hostile to Indigenous people, Chamorros 

included - to make her decision in the name of American ideals that people often speak of proudly but are suddenly rare and impossible to find when 

the territories are concerned. 

Tydingco-Gatewood instead chose to act like nearly all her brethren of the U.S. court system might, to simply erase the indigenous people, their rights 

and pretend that the answer to American colonialism, is more American colonialism. 

Taya' tininas na chalan gi hilo' tano'. For indigenous people in the United States and other countries, this is sadly the way our tale tends to unfold. The 

struggle for justice in the name of self-determination or decolonization is never straight, clear or fair. Part of the reason is because our fights take 

place within legal systems that are built on indigenous injustice and rife with delusions of American exceptionalism and sinlessness." 

These court systems and the decisions that comprise them are mazes. They are created through convoluted, often insane legal paths, the blazing of 

which result in the sovereignty of an indigenous people disappearing and only objects of American power remaining. 

Almost two centuries ago, the infamous Marshall Cases represented one such magical maze. Native American tribes went into those legal cases as 

independent nations, recognized through the U.S. Constitution and various treaties, but were under assault by those wishing to displace them or 

possess their lands. When those same tribes emerged, their sovereignty and rights had been lost in the legal labyrinth and henceforth the U.S. court 

system has referred to them as domestic dependent nations. 

This is a familiar, cruel and degenerative alchemy, where the precious inalienable right to self-determination or sovereignty is transformed into dead 

weights meant to further chain the indigenous people to their colonizer. 

The more a country is convinced of its greatness, the more difficult it is for its colonies to be decolonized in any meaningful way. Decolonization, in 

order to mean anything, requires an admission that a possession and the indigenous people attached to it demand or deserve more than what the 

colonizer is willing to give. 

It is a process that should not be controlled by the colonizer, as such amounts to continuing colonization. It should not be something that must follow 

the rules of the colonizer, as that as well simply means further colonization. 

Michael Lujan Bevacqua is an author, artist, activist and assistant professor of Chamorro studies at the University of Guam. 

Read or Share this story: http://www.guampdn.com/story/opinion/columnists/2017/03/15/bevacqua-decolonization-never-easy-fair/99240338/ 
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DOJ: Chamorro Land Trust law is race-based discrimination 

Gaynor D. Daleno I The Guam Daily Post 6 hrs ago 

Government of Guam land-use law and programs available only to "native 

Chamorros" discriminate based on race or national origin, according to a 

new notice from the Department of Justice following a years-long 

investigation. 

"This letter is to inform you that the Department of Justice has completed 

its investigation and the principal deputy assistant attorney general for the 

Civil Rights Division has authorized the filing of a complaint in federal 

district court against the government of Guam, the Chamoro Land Trust 

Commission, and its administrative director," Vanita Gupta, principal 

deputy assistant attorney general for the Civil Rights Division, wrote to the 

Calvo administration on Jan. I 3, shortly after the Trump administration 

took office. 

Air Force veteran Arnold "Dave" Davis, a resident of Guam for decades, 

said he first filed a complaint with the Justice Department over the 

Chamorro Land Trust Commission's policies after he was denied his 

application for the lease of CLTC land. 

He called some of Guam's laws and policy giving preference to native 

Chamorros "institutionalized discrimination." 

He first called GovGuam's attention to the issue in a letter to the Office of 

the Attorney General in October 2003, in which he mentioned that a multi

ethnic group of Guam residents had questioned "the exclusionary and 

race-specific provisions of the Chamorro Land Trust Act." 

When Davis couldn't get the local government to change its policy, he said 

he turned to the Justice Department about eight years ago. 

And after having been in touch with DOJ for almost five years, and still not 

seeing action from Washington, he said he thought the issue went cold. 

And recently, he received a phone call that revived his hope that Guam 

laws would change via the federal government's intervention. 



A third of the island denied CLTC rights 

"What prompted this was a recognition of the fact that more than 60,000 

residents in Guam, who are U.S. citizens, are denied rights under the 

Chamorro Land Trust Act," Davis said. That's more than a third of the 

island population. 

The U.S. Department of Justice's Civil Rights Division, in the notice, gave 

the government of Guam until Jan. 31 to respond whether the local 

government would be willing to enter into pre-lawsuit negotiations in an 

effort to resolve the matter expeditiously, in the form of a court-approved 

consent decree. 

The Guam AG 's office on Tuesday acknowledged it is aware of the letter, 

but it is unclear from the governor's office if a response was submitted to 

DOJ by the Jan. 31 deadline. 

rTo stave off a lawsuit, the local government must, at a minimum, provide 

for relief "addressing the specific violations and preventing future 

violations" of federal housing laws, including lease of land, that 

discriminate based on race or national origin, according to the Justice 

Department. 

It's discriminatory and in violation of federal law when Guam law limits 

certain housing-related benefits "to persons who are 'native Chamorros,"' 

according to the Justice Department. 

Gaynor Daleno 
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GEC halts registration for plebiscite 

John O'Connor I The Guam Daily Post 5 hrs ago 

PROTES'J: Ned Pablo and Jayton Okada waved a Guam flag to protest the recent decision declaring the political status plebiscite 
unconstitutional.A CHamoru Rights Decolonization Solidarity Rally was held across from the District Court of Guam, Wednesday, March 
15. David Castro/The Guam Dally Post 

Gallery: Chamoru protest 

SINCE 1789: Dozens of people came out to protest the recent decision declaring the political status plebiscite unconstib.Jtional.A 
CHamoru Rights Decolonization Solidarity Rally was held across from the District Court of Guam protesting the recent decision, 
Wednesday, March 15. David Castro/The Guam Daily Post 
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As part of the U.S. District Court ruling that stops the local government from enforcing Guam's plebiscite law, the Guam Election Commission has 

ceased registering voters for a plebiscite on the advice of its legal counsel. 

The legal counsel also advised the commission to stop spending public funds related to its duties under the plebiscite statute. 

GEC Executive Director Maria Pangelinan told The Guam Daily Post that the commission has sent memos to all agency and department heads 

informing them that their respective decolonization registrars are to tum in their registration forms. Names that are already on the registry will be 

maintained, she added. 

Attention from different sources 

The commission's actions followed the March 8 decision rendered by District Court Chief Judge Frances Tydingco-Gatewood. Air Force veteran and 

longtime resident Arnold "Dave" Davis challenged the plebiscite statute years ago because the "native inhabitant" requirement barred him from taking 

part in the political status vote. Tydingco-Gatewood found the law to be race-based and in violation of the U.S. Constitution. 

"The Decolonization Registry is central to the law that has been enjoined, and there's no need for any further plebiscite registration. Any Guam 

registered voter is now automatically eligible to vote in any Guam election, including a political status plebiscite," Davis told the Post in response to 

GEC's announcement. 

The local reaction to the ruling has been mixed. While agencies attempt to comply with the decision, the governor intends to continue with a political 

status vote that would be inclusive of all residents, regardless of ancestry. 

The governor did propose a dual ballot that separates the non-native voters' ballots from the indigenous residents' votes. 

Some stakeholders, such as freshman Sen. Fernando Esteves, found themselves at odds with opening up the vote to all residents, noting it was meant 

to give the native residents of Guam a voice amid the island's colonial past. 

But the plebiscite ruling has drawn some international attention as well. Publications such as the National Review and Washington Examiner have 

characterized the plebiscite statute as racially driven, and a clear violation of the U.S. Constitution that had been reversed by a single man fighting for 

more than half a decade. 

"When I say Constitution, I mean the Constitution of the United States," said Adrian Cruz, chairman of the Decolonization of Free Association. "Really 

that's kind of an insult to the native inhabitants of Guam because the Constitution wasn't taken into consideration when they made the native people of 

Guam U.S. citizens by the Organic Act." 

Considered an insult to the native people 

Cruz was part of more than two dozen people protesting the plebiscite ruling directly across the street from the U.S. District Court In Hagatfia yesterday 

afternoon. The group, displaying the Guam flag and political signs, had originally congregated closer to the steps of the court, but was asked to move by 

federal officials, Cruz said. The protest was a spontaneous development organized by resident Ned Pablo, who placed the call on social media. 

"We're going to call out the leaders, and if they don't come, then we call them cowards." Pablo told the Post as he rallied protesters and waved at 

passersby. 

The full extent of the fallout from the court's landmark decision will likely remain unknown at the end of a single protest or with the actions of a single 

agency. The Commission on Decolonization is anticipated to meet this month to discuss a potential date for the new status vote and the cessation of the 

decolonization registry. Moreover, a resolution supporting an appeal of the court's decision currently sits in the legislature with a public hearing 

scheduled for Friday. 

The inability of the native people of Guam to engage in self-determination is an insult to their basic human right, Cruz said. This right did not come from 

any government, but from peoples' "creator," he said. Whatever direction comes from such determination is better than Guam's current status, he 

added. The island, as a U.S. territory, lacks voting representation in Congress and is unable to vote for president. This inequality extends to all residents 

https://www.postguam.com/news/local/gec-halts-registration-for-plebiscite/article_2005ad70-0943-11e7-bc42-8328cc99e118.htrnl 213 
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of Guam, regardless of ancestry, and is unfair to those from Guam who died fighting wars with other American citizens, Cruz said. 

"Our blood is just as expensive as anybody else's blood in the mainland, and we should be afforded the same rights and prerogatives as people there as 

well." 

Ron McNinch, a political commentator and an associate professor at the University of Guam, said although Guam residents are offered three political 

status choices - full integration, which many in Guam call 'statehood'; free association with the United States; or independence from the U.S. - there are 

realistically only two ways to go. 

"There are only two directions Guam can go: toward the U.S., including status quo; or away from the U.S.; he said. 

If Guam wants to move away from the U.S., this means giving up the passport and U.S. citizenship, he said. 

He's surprised at the protest against the judge's decision. 

"Judges are the most respected and trusted public officials on Guam," McNinch said. "Protesting against a judge for making an objective ruling simply 

shows just how detached many are from the reality voters on Guam live with." 

John O'Connor 
Reporting on utilities, healthcare, education and other topics. 
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Editorial 
Election commission's decision to stop registration of voters for plebiscite a good call 

Daily Post Staff 4 hrs ago 

The Guam Election Commission did the right thing - to be on the legal safe side - by suspending the registration of additional voters for a plebiscite that 

a federal judge has ruled unconstitutional and race-based. 

The commission made that decision recently, upon the advice of its legal counsel, in light of the decision on March 8 by U.S. District Court Chief Judge 

Frances Tydingco-Gatewood. 

Tydingco-Gatewood specifically "permanently" barred the commission and "the government of Guam and its officers, employees, agents, and political 

subdivisions" from enforcing the political status plebiscite law. 

The judge made the decision after the Ninth Circuit Appeals Court ruled in favor of the plaintiff, Arnold "Dave" Davis, a non-native of Guam and Air Force 

veteran who lived on Guam for decades and who also sued on behalf of others who are non-native voters of Guam. 

The federal judge's order was clear, according to the commission's legal counsel, Jeffrey Cook. 

"Thus the Guam Election Commission must immediately cease registering individuals to take part in a plebiscite and stop expending any funds related 

to its duties under the political status plebiscite statute," according to the legal counsel. 

It's now up to the governor or the legislature - or both - to determine what action to take, the legal counsel stated. 

National news reports and opinion writers have picked up on the story, in part discussing how the governor had shown "defiance" of the court's order. 

After the judge's order, the governor said he still wants the political status plebiscite held by next year, possibly using separate ballots for indigenous 

residents and non-native residents of Guam. 

Attorney General Elizabeth Barrett-Anderson had reacted by saying she will review whether an appeal could be filed. 

The issue had been reviewed by the Ninth Circuit Appeals Court, which ruled in 2015 that it's up to the chief trial judge to hear and decide on the merits 

of the case. 

So unless, and until, the governor and the local AG's office files an appeal in a higher court and gets an order for Tydingco-Gatewood's decision to be on 

hold, allowing the registration of voters for the plebiscite to continue would only be futile. 

It would also give voters from both sides a false sense of hope that registering would someday yield results, even without changing the underlying issue 

of a plebiscite that has been deemed unconstitutional. 

https://www.postguam.com/forum/editorial/election-comrnission-s-decision-to-stop-registration-of-voters-for/article_a732d70a-0952-11e7-8073-438e2d72d75d... 1/1 
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Guam native wins prestigious literary fellowship 

Craig Santos Perez praises the Pacific through poetry 

Tlhu Lujan I The Guam Dally Post Mar 12, 2017 Updated Mar 12, 2017 

Craig Santos Perez, a former resident of Mongmong, was recenUy awarded the Lannan Literary Fellowship for Poetry, recognizing his literary works so far and the potential he 
has for the future. Perez received a monetary gift and will reside at the Lannan properties In Marfa, Texas for four to six weeks, where the poet will be In an 'Ideal writing 
environment.• Photo courtesy of Craig Santos Perez 

< > 

An established poet, educator and literary genius, Guam native Craig Santos Perez was recently awarded the prestigious Lannan Literary Fellowship for 

Poetry, recognizing the meritorious and potential work of the blooming literary artist. 

The Lannan Foundation, which awarded Perez, is a family-based organization that is dedicated to cultural freedom, diversity and creativity, awarding 

monetary prizes and a month-and-a-half long residency at the Lannan properties in Marfa, Texas. 

The opportunity grants Perez the time and environment to immerse himself in an ideal writing environment among other Lannan recipients, where the 

authors will have the space to create their next work of art. 

The Lannan Literary Fellowship is Perez's second distinguished honor in a short period of time; also having received the 2015 American Book Award for 

his poetry book "unincorporated territory [(guma')''. 

Guam son 

A native Chamorro and former resident of Mongmong, Perez relocated to California with his family in 1995 and found roots in Manca, Oahu in 2010 

where he has resided since. 

Perez currently works as an associate professor in the English department of the University of Hawai'i, Manca, where he teaches creative writing and 

Pacific literature. 

The accomplished literary artist has co-edited two anthologies of Pacific literature, authored three books of poetry, released his first audio poetry album 

"Undercurrent" in 2011, and is the co-founder of Ala Press - the only Pacific literature publisher in the United States, according to Perez. 

https:/lwww.postguam.com/en!ertainmen!/lifestyle/guam-native-wins-prestigious-literary-fellowshiplar!icle_e9eab62e-030a-11e7-a1e2-9f1c9f7bd031.h!ml 1/3 
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Perez's poetry, essays, fiction, reviews and translations have also been published in more than a hundred national and international scholarly and 

literary journals and anthologies, he said. 

In 2010, the Guam Legislature passed Resolution No. 315-30, which recognized and commended Perez as "an accomplished poet who has been a 

phenomenal ambassador for our island, eloquently conveying through his words, the beauty and love that is the Chamorro culture; according to the 

resolution. 

Upon receiving the Lannan Literary Fellowship, The Guam Daily Post interviewed Perez as he prepares for his Lannan residency where the poet might 

write his next masterpiece. 

Q&A with The Poet 

Q: What was your reaction to being nominated, and then winning the prestigious Lannan Literary Fellowship? What does the award and 

recognition mean for you as a poet? 

A: I felt surprised, then grateful. To me, the award shows that my poetry is being valued and appreciated by literary experts. The recognition means that 

my poetry is circulated and being seen on a national level. 

Q: As a native of Guam, how does it feel to be the first Pacific Islander/Chamorro to receive the fellowship? What does this mean for aspiring 

poets and authors back home and across the Pacific? 

A: Usually, Guam and Chamorros are invisible in America. I became so used to being invisible and marginalized that being seen in this way feels 

strange. At the same time, It feels empowering because now I have a platform to highlight my culture, history, and experiences. I hope this means that 

more attention will be given to all the other talented authors writing back home and across the Pacific. 

Q: What are you looking forward to the most during your residency at the Lannan properties in Texas? What are you hoping to gain out of 

your experience and time there? 

A: I am looking forward to having quiet time to work on my next book of poems, which will focus on the themes of nature, ecology, environmental justice, 

climate change, animals and food. 

Q: Where did the young Craig Santos Perez get his inspiration and talent for writing poetry? Can you share a memory or experience that 

prompted you to start writing? 

A: I have been very inspired by my parents, who are both engaging storytellers. I always remembering sitting around the table with them during family 

gatherings and listening to all their stories. Plus, they are both voracious readers and they always bought me children's and young adult books, comics 

and poetry when I was young. From these beginnings, I was inspired to start writing in high school when my family migrated to California. I had three 

wonderful English teachers that taught me the value of literature and creative writing: Jeff Kass, Kami Tomberlain, and Thomas Seaton. 

Q: As an accomplished poet, author, and assistant professor at the University of Hawaii, Manoa, what Is one piece of advice you can Impart 

to your students and aspiring poets across the Pacific? 

A: To students and aspiring poets, I advise to write with creativity, passion, truth, wonder, love, respect and fierceness. Write about the everyday and the 

eternal. Write about the spiraling connections between the past, present, and future. Write about your family, your village, your island, your ocean. Write 

about your memories and migrations, your fears and your dreams. And read other writers, Pacific and non-Pacific. Share your work at open mies and 

send it out for publication. And always value your stories. 

Tihu Lujan 
Covering Business, Nonprofits, Tourism, Environment, Parks and Rec., Special Features, and more. 
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Guahan, i tano' CHamoru: The land of the CHamoru 

By Tihu Lujan I The Guam Daily Post Mar 12, 2017 Updated 1 hr ago 

Editors note: While Chamorro is commonly used on the island, CHamoru is the official spelling in Chamorro Standard Orthography. It has been codified 

recently by the passage of the law re-establishing the Kumision i Fino CHamoru. 

Taotao tano' translates to "people of the land" and is commonly referred to the CHamoru people, indigenous to Guam and the Northern Mariana Islands. 

Last week, The Guam Daily Post sat down with Saina Laura Torres Souder to dive into the meaning and implications of the "taotao" in taotao tano'. 

This Sunday, the Post sat down with former senator, educator, and community activist Hope Cristobal to understand more about the "tano" in taotao 

tano' and what it means in connection to the CHamoru people. 

"Your indigeneity has to do with your ties to your ancestral lands, your homelands, or home islands in our case," Cristobal said. "When tano' is spoken 

about, we don't speak about tano' as a separate thing, we are truly a people of the land." 

Guardians of the tano' 

In the early 1980s, Cristobal was primarily a science teacher at Simon Sanchez High School, but she always made it a point to teach at least one 

CHamoru class as well. 

During this time, Cristobal and another teacher took their CHamoru classes on a field trip to Rota, to the home and property of the late Tun Thomas and 

his wife Tan Beata Mendiola. According to Cristobal, this area was known as "Mochong," a sacred ancestral grounds where the Mendiolas would act as 

the gatekeepers to our ancestors' livelihoods and presence. 

According to Guampedia, Mochong is believed to be one of the very first settlements of the Mariana Islands, dating back as far as 1000 B.C.E. The 

area, which was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1985, is still visible today as an extensive ancient village site on the northern end of 

Rota. 

A magnificent site of ancient CHamoru civilization, the site hosts approximately 47 latte stone sites, including an extremely rare structure with 14 

columns and even a latte stone wall more than 50 feet tall. 

The Mendiola family of Rota occupied land adjacent to this property, according to Cristobal, and would guard the property to extremes that would inspire 

the public official to dedicate her eventual public roles to fighting for ancestral land usage, native rights and agricultural respect. 

"When you look at Mochong, it's like our ancestors just moved out months ago," Cristobal said. "The house structures are still there, the surface still had 

leftover artifacts, including their belongings and tools. Tun Thomas respected that the area was their residence. He would always say to "respeta" or 

"respetu"; it was so ingrained in him." 

Fighting for sacred lands 

Cristobal said that Tun Thomas was so protective of the property to the extent that he would stop any person who drove near the site. The land's 

caretaker wanted no profane language used, no loud noises. She said that he always wanted total calmness and for people to take deep breaths before 

they even entered the sacred grounds. 

So, why was Tun Thomas so protective of this ancient land? The answer lies in the root of why many of our manamko' and CHamoru activists fight the 

good fight. 

A World War II survivor, Tun Thomas fiercely protected his family's land from intruders and has fought off different kind of invaders and threats to the 

CHamoru way of life many times throughout his life. 
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The CHamoru guardian aggressively opposed the covenant that gave way for the Northern Mariana Islands to become a commonwealth and before his 

death, opposed the establishment of the recently proposed National Park Service in Rota, which would ultimately allow and bring more foot traffic to 

accessible sites like Mochong. 

"I always wondered why this man was so fiercely protective of Mochong and keeping the land within the family," Cristobal said. "Looking at this place 

historically, Tun Thomas knew that this place was sacred. He knew that this was where his ancestors lived and were buried. That's how sacred the tano' 

was to him." 

It was through experiences like these and passionate people like the Mendiola family of Rota that Cristobal said inspired her to add fuel to the ancestral 

land defense on Guam. 

"The kids would always ask 'Why is he so mean?' and I would say 'Mean? He's trying to teach us a lesson," Cristobal said. "His message to us is that 

we have to protect this land that has always been ours. Lands like Mochong have always been free to the CHamoru, why would you want to turn it over 

to the federal government? This was a lesson for me as well." 

Acknowledging their freedom 

While ancestral lands like Mochong still exist today across the Mariana Islands, Cristobal said that these lands still face the threat of federalization and 

desecration. 

Lands such as Pagat and Litekyan (Ritidian) on Guam have been proposed as military tiring ranges for years. 

Land in Sumay, Andersen Air Force Base and many other areas around the island remain under the ownership of the United States government, where 

as they have been freely occupied by the taotao tano' for thousands of years, according to Cristobal. 

Citing renowned anthropologist Laura Thompson, Cristobal said that prior to Spanish arrival on island in the early 16th century, CHamoru lands and 

livelihoods thrived with nearly 200 small and clustered village settlements that harbored anywhere from 30 to 50 families spread throughout Guam's 

outlaying coasts. 

These lands and residents documented by Spanish explorers during their first arrival recorded impressive village systems populated by a people who 

lived off the land, Cristobal said. 

In deep admiration and reverence, Cristobal recounted a time when the taotao tano' were a free and sovereign people with a brilliant livelihood that 

depended on a respectful relationship with the land, only to be interrupted by the onslaught that colonization would bring in the coming centuries. 

"Our lands represent a people who knew what freedom was like, emerging nationals of their own island," Cristobal said. "Our survival as a people has a 

lot to do with our ties to and respect for the land. It is land that makes us who we are as taotao tano'. It makes us a special people and distinguishes us 

from others that have come to our shores." 

Over time, the CHamoru people would be slaughtered and driven out from their lands as the Spanish invaders attempted to colonize the island for Spain 

and Roman Catholicism, banning ancient practices that established a communion with the land. 

"Our people were free, we knew what freedom was, and we have always been defending and fighting for our freedom," Cristobal said. "We were the 

people of the land. To call ourselves the taotao tano' reconnects us to that freedom that our ancestors had." 

Respecting halom tano' 

Fast forward to today, these lands still exist and are traveled through everyday, Cristobal said. Lands across the island toppled with residential areas and 

industrial developments were once the free ranging pathways of the taotao tano', and they still are, she said. 

These pathways and lands are honored and respected today through the practice of certain ritualistic rites in CHamoru culture. 

When the CHamoru say "Guello yan guella kao siria yu' maloffan" or "Ancestors can I pass through?" we are asking the taotao tano', our ancestors, for 

not only allowance, but awareness that we respect and recognize their space. 

httos:/lwww.oostauam.com/entertainment/lifestvle/auahan-i-t-no-chamoru-the-land-of-the-chamoru/article b78df7fe-0553-11e7-b423-e7c85d936dc9.html 2/3 
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'Nrten our elders say "Na'faloffan yu' putfabot. Mungnga mana'puti este siha i famagu'on" or "Please make me pass, don't hurt my children," they are 

speaking to our ancestors whose spirits are still present in the h81om tano'. Halom tano' literally means "in the jungle," but takes on a much deeper 

meaning of a place of respect and sanctity, where we believe our ancestors' spirits reside, Cristobal said. 

"Halom tano' is very sacred to us because it is grown over these antigu villages where the spirits of our ancestors are still around," Cristobal said. "Our 

ties to the land has a lot to do with generations of knowledge that have been passed down to us and our deep belief that our ancestors' spirits remain." 

This familiar saying, practiced and preached by manamko' holds much more esteem than simply asking to enter a jungle or permission to cultivate 

resources, Cristobal said that we as present-day taotao Umo' acknowledge our ancestors, and the fact that these are their lands and resources. 

"They may have biologically left, but they still spiritually exist there, and for that the sacredness is respected and honored," Cristobal said. "When we do 

this we're basically responding to our ancestors, saying that we will keep the ecosystem as natural as nature would have it. That is how we live in 

harmony with our h81om tano'." 

Communion with nature 

Even when we enter these sacred places, the CHamoru interaction with the land is still held to the highest standards of respect. CHamoru culture has 

taught the tao tao ta no' a respectful system of taking no more than is needed from the h81om ta no'. 

Cristobal cited suruhanas and suruhanus, CHamoru healers who relied on medicine found in the h81om tano. Suruhanas like the late Tan Pai Certeza 

would venture into the h81om tano to gather medicinal resources, but they would never take more than they needed, and they would know how and 

where to retrieve the items, she said. 

Similarly, "peskadot" or fishermen would be conscious and careful not to fish for more than what they would eat, ensuring the abundance of sea life for 

other villagers and in respect for the halom tano. 

"The land meant our sustenance, our survival, and so it was important that we maintain our ties with the land," Cristobal said. "The taotao tano' are a 

part of the natural environment. The remnants of our ancestors are still buried in the h81om tano' and the coastal areas, but they are also very much 

alive in who we are as people." 

Taotao Tano' today 

A champion of indigenous rights, ancestral land usage and environmental causes, Cristobal encourages the community to uphold the standard of 

respect for the h81om tano' in order to continue being taotao tano' and to provide a sense of belonging that has always been ours, she said. She added 

that it is essential for the CHamoru to have a connection with the land to be able to survive and thrive as a people. 

"All of the things that we do are a part of this whole," Cristobal said. "Who we are and our ties to the ta no' as tao tao ta no', we don't want to break that. 

We have a responsibility to speak out against injustices that would destroy our halom tano'. We have been the caretakers of our land for centuries, why 

do we feel less apt to do so today? We can. We have it within us. The land has always been free." 

Tihu Lujan 
Covering Business, Nonprofits, Tourism, Environment, Parks and Rec., Special Features, and more. 

https:l/www.postguam.com/entertainmentllifestylelguahan-i-t-no-chamoru-the-land-of-the-chamorularticle_b7&lf7fe-0553-11e7-b423-e7c85d936dc9.html 313 
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AG briefs governor, senators on political status efforts 

John O'Connor I The Guam Daily Post Mar 21, 2017 Updated 1 hr ago 

Several Guam officials met yesterday at the invitation of the governor to discuss further action on the District Court of Guam plebiscite ruling and 

GovGuam's response to a January letter from the Department of Justice regarding race-based nature of the Chamorro Land Trust Act. 

In a press release issued earlier today, Attorney General Elizabeth Barrett-Anderson said she would issue a decision on the appeal before the deadline 

on April 7. The release stated that the plebiscite vote under Guam law pertained to those born on Guam between April 11, 1899 and August 1, 1950. It 

does not change law or "confer any benefit to anyone." Rather, the attorney general argues, the plebiscite is meant to be political expression by a 

Congressionally defined category of people, with the majority being native Chamorros. 

The District Court, on the other hand, found the plebiscite race-based and unconstitutional. 

"This is the second voting rights case in our region to be struck down by the federal court, and I understand the (Commonwealth of Northern Mariana 

Islands) might also be contemplating an appeal of their case. Any fight through our federal court system is extremely challenging when Constitutional 

rights are in question, especially when the fight involves the right to vote. And while the residents of a territory do not share in many Constitutional votes 

as are afforded residents of states, federal courts are quick to strike down laws that do not give equal voting rights to all," Barrett-Anderson stated. 

Regarding the CL TC, the attorney general stated that she made known to senators and the governor she had no intention of signing a consent decree, 

as proposed by the DOJ as part of pre-suit discussions. Barrett-Anderson noted that Guam already has to pay millions through consent decrees issued 

by the federal court and it was her prerogative to see these cases closed. 

"Both the plebiscite case and the attack upon the Chamorro Land Trust are resurrecting new political status debate. This is good because the debate 

has been too quiet for too long. It's time to return to the doorsteps of Congress as our lawmakers did in 1950. Congress must exercise its constitutional 

power over this territory once again for the preservation of Chamorro traditions, values, and culture through their land, and to accord the 'inhabitants' of 

Guam as they defined it in the vote of self-determination," Barrett-Anderson stated. 

John O'Connor 
Reporting on utilities, healthcare, education and other topics. 

https://www.postguam.com/news/local/ag-briefs-governor-senators-on-political-status-efforts/article _2841dba8-0dc1-11e7-b1 ea-d3a6ead683f3.html 1 /1 
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(http://governor.guam.gov/category/pressreleases/) I O comments (http://governor.guam.gov/press_release/news-governor-calls-for-unification-on-native

rights/#respond) 

We may have our disagreements here, in our house, but when we face the world we MUST STAND UNITED with ONE VOICE." 

- Governor Eddie Baza Calvo 

Governor Calvo agrees with Vice Speaker Therese Terlaje that the leaders of Guam should stand up for the rights of the indigenous people whose desires have been 

pushed aside for too long. 

"Guam is now faced with the possibility of another consent decree that would, once again, disenfranchise the native inhabitants of this island by stopping or changing 

a program that was created to right a wrong levied upon the native people of Guam," the Governor stated. 

Today, the Legislature discussed two resolutions related to the rights of the native inhabitants of Guam. Resolution 52 calls for the Attorney General of Guam to fight 

the Department of Justice's call for a consent decree on the Chamorro Land Trust program. 

The U.S. Department of Justice stated in a Jan. 13, 2017 letter their determination that the Chamorro Land Trust program discriminates on the basis of race. DOJ has 

called for pre-suit negotiations to resolve the issue in the form of a consent decree. The administration will be working with the AG to discuss available options, which 

also will be discussed with the Legislature. 

The Governor has no desire of moving in the direction of a consent decree. 

"In my two terms now as Governor, I have seen and had to deal with consent decrees that have not been good for the people of Guam. The judicial activism that has 

been liberally exercised by the District Court has cost the people of Guam hundreds of millions of dollars," Governor Calvo stated. ''This newly proposed consent 

decree can deprive the indigenous people of Guam from the justice the CL TC program is meant to provide." 

The quest for self determination cannot end here 

f You 
ID 

(https://twitter.com/governorcalvo) (https://www.facebook.com/eddiebazacali,)r!ff.ps://www.instagram.com/eddiebazaca)krt:tj)://youtube.com/user/GovernorofGua 
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The Governor also agrees with the intent of Resolution 51, also written by Vice SpeakerTerljae and discussed by Senators today. 

"The fight to allow the native inhabitants of Guam to vote for their political future should not end with the District Court," the Governor said. "We MUST continue to 

work together to ensure the voice of the native people is heard." 

The Governor firmly believes that a self-determination vote should be held and that the leaders of the executive and legislative branches must stand firm in this belief 

if a vote is to be realized. 

"These rules have been written by a court that the native people of this island had no say in creating and yet it determines what the native people can and cannot do 

regarding their political status," the Governor stated. "That's not right." 

Governor Calvo shares Vice Speaker Terlaje's desire that the leaders of Guam stand together and speak with one voice, ensuring that the native people's decision on 

political status is heard; and keeping the spirit of the Chamorro Land Trust Pr 
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AG will fight feds on Land Trust 

Jerlck Sablan, jpsablan@guampdn.com 4:17 p.m. ChT March 21, 2017 

(Photo: Frank San Nicolas/PDN) 

Guam's attorney general is looking at the options in two ongoing indigenous rights cases. 

"Both the plebiscite case and the attack upon the Chamorro Land Trust are resurrecting a new political status 

debate. This is good because the debate has been too quiet for too long," Attorney General Elizabeth Barrett

Anderson said in a news release. 

Chamorro Land Trust 

Barrett-Anderson said she won't sign a consent decree over the Chamorro Land Trust, which is 

important because the Chamorro culture is rooted in the land. 

The Chamorro people were self-sustaining because of the land and the ocean. It's important the Land Trust 

exists for people who, in certain circumstances, may not have access to land, she said. 

"More than likely they do not have land upon which to raise their children and then to continue the Chamorro culture. I think it's important," Barrett

Anderson said. 

The U.S. Department of Justice wrote a letter in January to Gov. Eddie Calvo. It stated the Land Trust violates the Fair Housing Act and the Justice 

Department may sue if the local government doesn't enter a consent decree. Calvo has said he won't enter another consent decree with the federal 

government. 

Related story: 
DOJ threatens lawsuit over Chamorro Land Trust 

(http://www.guamp<ln.com/stoiy/news/2017/03/1 O/doj-threatens-lawsuit-oyer
chamorro-land-trust/989962420 

Barrett-Anderson said when she was the attorney general 25 years ago, she signed a consent decree for the Department of Corrections, and she's still 

dealing with the issue today. 

She's trying to close the consent decrees the government has and doesn't want to open another one, because the decrees have cost island taxpayers 

hundreds of millions of dollars. 

Her office will respond to the Justice Department by the end of the month, informing it the government of Guam won't enter a consent decree. She 

expects the Justice Department to file a suit in response, but said she'd rather fight the issue in court. 

"Let's go into court. Let's argue the issues very clearly and whoever wins, wins. We'll take it from there," Barrett-Anderson said. 

She acknowledged that defending a local statute against federal law in a federal court is an uphill battle. 

Plebiscite law 

The AG's office has an April 7 deadline to appeal a recent U.S. District Court of Guam decision on the island's self-determination plebiscite law. 

In a March 8 decision, Chief Judge Frances Tydingco-Gatewood ruled the plebiscite law imposes race-based restrictions on voting rights of non-native 

inhabitants, which is against the 15th Amendment. 

Related story: 
Judge: Plebiscite law unconstitutional: AG may appeal 
(bt!;p://www.guampdn.com/stoiy/news/2017/03/08ljudge-arnold-dayis-plebiscite-

law-unconsitutional/98888880/) 

Arnold "Dave" Davis is a non-Chamorro resident of Guam who applied to vote in the plebiscite. When he was denied, he sued the Guam Election 

Commission and others in the government in 2011. 



Barrett-Anderson said her office is reviewing the 26-page decision to see whether it has the potential to appeal - not only to the Court of Appeals for the 

Ninth Circuit, but to the Supreme Court. 

"It's not an easy determination to make; Barrett-Anderson said. 

Two-tier approach 

She said the island can take a two-tier approach to the Chamorro Land Trust issue. Local leaders can have a unified voice and speak to Congress about 

making a federal law that allows Chamorros a land program like other laws its granted for other indigenous peoples. 

Related story: 
Island leaders support fight for indigenous rights 

(http://www.guampdn,com/stocy/news/2017/03/20/island-leaders-sypporting

fight-indigenous-rights/99400912D 

And since Congress has authority over the territories, it has the power to change law to allow for programs like the Chamorro Land Trust. They've already 

done so for other native peoples from Hawaii and Alaska, she said. 

"Congress hasn't acted for the Chamorro people. We have acted on our own, as best as we possibly can," she said. 

But the local government is coming up against a brick wall that is the federal system and a federal government that says all people must be treated 

equally, she said. 

She said Congress either needs to give the island greater autonomy- either through independence or closer union with the U.S. - or they'll going to 

have to keep answering the territory's call to make changes. 

Read or Share this story: http://www.guampdn.com/story/news/2017/03/21/ag-fight-feds-land-trusU99439358/ 



March 17.2017 

MEMORANDUM 

To: All Members 

OFFICE OF THE VICE SPEAKER 

THERESE M. TERLAJE 

Chairperson of the Committee 
On Culture and Justice 

I Mina'trentai Kuattro na Liheslaturan Guahan 
J-l 1

1i Guam Legislature 

34th Guam 1.egislature 

From: Acting Speaker Therese M. Teriaje 

Re: Call to Session - Friday, March 17, 2017 at 5:30 PM 

I·rnta Adai' l liheslaturan Guahan will be called into an Fmergcncy Scs~ion on Friday, March 17, 2017 at 5:30 PM. 
in the Speaker Antonio R. Unpingco Legislative Session Hall, Guam Congress Building. concerning the following 
resolutions which had a public hearing at 9:00 am on March 17. 2017: 

Rc~olution l'~o. 1-.i l (LS) -Then.~se M. Terlaje 
RELATIVE TO SUPPORTING THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF GUAM MOVE FORWARD TO APPEAL 1 HE RULING OF 
Tl IE DISTR!CT COURT Of GUAM TO ASSIST IN DEFENDING THE RIGHTS OF THE NA r!VE INHABIT ANTS OF GUAM. 

Hesolutio11 Nu. 52-34 (! S} - Therese M. Terlajc 
RELATIVE TO SUPPORTING THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF GUAM NOT ENTER INTO A CONSENT DECREE WITHOUT 
APPROVAL OF THE GUAM LEGISLATURE AND THE GOVERNOR Of GUAM REGARDING THE RECENT THREATENED 
LA WSU!T PROPOSED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE OVER THE CHAMORRO LAND TRUST 
A Cr. 

The Session will address Resolution No. 51-34 {LS) relative to the appeal of the Davis v. GEC cuse rcforcnccd in 
Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) and attached decision. which pem1anently enjoins the political status plebiscite and further 
actions by GEC in that regard. 

Resolution 52-34 (LS) is urgent in light of the January 2017 deadline to respond to the Department of Justice threat of 
lawsuit. referenced in Resolution No. 52-34 (LS) and attached letter from the Department of Justice. An injunction or 
consent decree on the Chamorro Land Trust potentially impacts thousands of Guam residents. 

f'urthcr. ii is necessary to call session immediately on Resolutions 51-34 and 52-34 given that I} the opportunity for the 
G,wemment ofGudm lo appeal Judge l ;<lingco-Gatewood's recent opinion in Davis v. Guam is fast approaching and 
the Allorne) General must tile said appeal by April 7 .. 2017. and 2) that the public uni} recent!) became aware of the 
Department of Ju~til:c's tlin:at tu !ik a lawsuit again~! the (jovcrnmcnt of(iuam ilit docs not enter into a eon'l<:nt 
decree to resolve allegations of the discriminato~ nature of the Chmnono Land Trust Act as stated in the Department's 
letter to the Governor dated January 13. 2016. 

I he I .egislature ha$ reason to bdieve that the rnpid p;1ce of' the aforementioned events calls for immediate action on its 
part on behalf of the People of Guam. to timely render its support or opposition to both Judge I y<lingco-Gatewood\ 
opinion in Davis v. Guam anJ the Dcpatimcnt of Justice's position on the Chamorro Land Trust Ac!. a« both issues 
have significant legal and po!itirnl implication:. for the Government of<.iumn and ib residents. 

cc: Media 

Guam Congress Building, 163 Chalan Santo Papa, Hagatna, Guam 96910 
T: (671) 472-3586 I F: (671) 472-3589 I Email: senatorter!~ieguamrc?gmail.nm1 



OFFICE OF THE VICE SPEAKER 
THERESE M. TERLAJE 

Chairperson of the Committee 
On Culture and Justice 

I Mina 'trentai Kuattro na Liheslaturan Guahan 
34th Guam Legislature 

VICE SPEAKER SHARES WITH THE PUBLIC ALL TESTIMONIES FROM THE 
PUBLIC HEARING IN HOPES OF MOVING FORWARD TOGETHER 

FOR IMMEDIATE NEWS RELEASE (March 20, 2017 - Hagatiia) - Senator Therese M. 
Terlaje (D-Yona) is encouraging all those who were unable to attend the hearing on Resolution 
Nos. 51-34 (LS) and 52-34 (LS) on Friday, March 17, 2017 to watch the video or read the full 
transcripts of the testimonies at http://senatorterlaje.com/. 

"We must move forward together, educate ourselves, listen to each other, and be prepared for the 
fight for self-determination that generations before us have worked hard to preserve for us today. 
No self-determination has ever been handed on a silver platter. Nations have fought long and hard. 
If it is time to fight, we will be educated and united," stated Terlaje. 

### 

For more infonnation, please call the Office of Vice Speaker Therese M. Terlaje at (671) 472-3586. 

Guam Congress Building, 163 Chalan Santo Papa, Hagatfia, Guam 96910 
T: (671) 472-3586 I F: (671) 472-3589 I Email: senatorterlajeguam@gmail.com 

www.senatorterlaje.com 
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2 GCA LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 

CH. 2 STATUTES 

§ 2101. Enacting Clause. 
§ 2102. Resolving Clause. 

CHAPTER2 
STATUTES 

§ 2103. Public Hearings Mandatory. 
§ 2104. Number of Votes Required. 
§ 2105. Effect of Repeal or Amendment. 
§ 2106. Equal Rights for Women. 
§ 2107. Separate Consideration of Land Bills. 
§ 2108. Separate Consideration of Unrelated Matters. 
§ 2109. Submission of Fiscal Year Budget to I Maga 'lahi. 
§ 2110. "Land Zoning Consideration Reports" Required for Land Zoning 

Legislation. 
§ 2111. Separate Consideration of Debt Ceiling Adjustments. 

§ 2101. Enacting Clause. 

The enacting clause of all laws shall hereafter read, 

'BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF GUAM'. 

SOURCE: GC § 1101. Amended by P.L. 24-165:1. 

§ 2102. Resolving Clause. 

The resolving clause of all resolutions shall read, 

'BE IT RESOLVED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF GUAM.' 

SOURCE: GC § 1102. Amended by P.L. 24-165:2. 

§ 2103. Public Hearings Mandatory. 

(a) No bill may be passed by I Liheslatura unless it has received a 
public hearing, except that when the presiding officer of I Liheslatura 
certifies that emergency conditions exist, involving danger to the public 
health or safety, the requirement for a public hearing may be waived and in 
the event the bill is identical to a bill introduced earlier, which later bill 
received a public hearing, then a public hearing for the identical bill may be 
waived. 

(b) No substantive resolution that is to be transmitted to the U.S. 
President, a member of the U.S. Congress, or a head of a foreign state, may 
be passed by I Liheslatura unless it has received a public hearing. Said 
public hearing shall be conducted by the primary author of the resolution. 
The resolution may then be placed on I Liheslatura 's agenda upon the 

1 
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2 GCA LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 

CH. 2 STATUTES 

written request of the primary author to the Speaker without further 
committee action and without a committee report. 

SOURCE: GC § 1102.1. Amended byP.L. 25-022 and P.L. 28-012:2. 

§ 2104. Number of Votes Required. 

No bill shall be passed by I Liheslaturan Guahan with less than eight 
(8) affrrmative votes of its members. 

SOURCE: GC § 1102.2. Amended by P.L. 24-213:1. 

§ 2105. Effect of Repeal or Amendment. 

The repeal or amendment of any statute shall not affect any offense 
committed or any act done or right accruing or accrued or any action or 
proceeding had or commenced prior to such repeal or amendment; nor shall 
any penalty, forfeiture or liability incurred under such statute be released or 
extinguished, but the same may be enforced, continued, sustained, 
prosecuted and punished under the repealing or amendatory statute save as 
limited by the ex post facto and other provisions of the Organic Act, in 
which event the same may be enforced, continued, sustained, prosecuted and 
punished under the former law as if such repeal or amendment had not been 
made. 

SOURCE: GC § 1103. 

§ 2106. Equal Rights for Women. 

(a) The Legislature finds that the proposed "Equal Rights Amendment" 
to the United States Constitution whereby women are to be treated under law 
equally with men is an appropriate expression of law that should apply to 
Guam, but also finds that even if such amendment is ratified by the 
necessary number of States, it is not at all clear that the provisions thereof 
will apply to Guam, since not all of the U. S. Constitution so applies and the 
proposed amendment itself speaks only of a "State." The Legislature has 
therefore determined to enact as local law the provisions of the proposed 
amendment. 

(b) Equality of Rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged on 
account of sex. All laws, rules, regulations and executive orders with the 
force of law which are inconsistent with this section are hereby repealed to 
the extent of such inconsistency. 

( c) The Attorney General shall, within six ( 6) months after the effective 
date of this Act, submit a report to the Legislature enumerating therein all 
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COMMITTEE ON RULES 
Senator Michael F.Q. San Nicolas, Chairman 

I Mina'Trentai Kuattro na Liheslaturan Guahan • 34th Guam Legislature 

COMMITTEE REPORT CHECKLIST 

Part _j_/~ 

RESOLUTION NO. 51-34 (LS) 

RELATIVE TO SUPPORTING THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF GUAM MOVE FORWARD 
TO APPEAL THE RULING OF THE DISTRICT COURT OF GUAM TO ASSIST IN 
DEFENDING THE RIGHTS OF THE NATIVE INHABITANTS OF GUAM. 

Referred to: V1'ee Speel ker Therese M. Terlqje 

(A) PUBLIC 
HEARING 

(1) HEARING NOTICES 
SR§§ 6.04(a)(l) and 6.04(a)(2), Open Government Law (5 GCA, Ch. 8) 

r-/ (a) Five (5) working days prior 
(ALL Senators & ALL Media) 

ref (b) F arty-eight ( 48) hours prior 
(ALL Senators & ALL Media) 

(2) Date and Time of Hearing: 

3/11 /11 1= oo am 
(3) Location: 

Pw blic Hearin9 Roorn, 
6wAm Ctt1!jr?'SS Bid~. 

~-1 

Date and Time of Notice: 

1 /1 /11 7: 15 prn 
Date and Time of Notice: 

or 
(4) HEARING WAIVED 

by Speaker 
in case of emergency 

SR§ 6.04(a)(l) 

D YES D NO l:itN1A 

IfYES: 
Attach memo indicating 

WAIVER 

------- ~ -l~~,~~tr.-------
GUAM CONGRESS BUILDING • 163 CHALAN SANTO PAPA • HAGATNA, GUAM 96910 

Telephone: (671) 472-6453 • Email address : corguamlegis lature@gmail.com 



Committee Report Checklist on Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) 
Part _l_J _.:;_ 

(1) Committee Report filed with 
COR? 
~YES ONO 

IjYES: 

Dat~ t.~ f me: IfNO: .J 11 11 5 :45pm 
(l)(a) Secondary CMTE Report 

UNABLE TO PLACE ON 
SESSION AGENDA 

filed with COR? 
SR§ 6.04(d)(l) 

D YES O NO ~NIA 

IjYES: 
Date & Time: 

(2) COMMITTEE REPORT COMPONENTS 

(B) COMMITTEE 
(a) Front Page Transmittal to Speaker 

(a)(l) COR Chair Signature Line 
REPORT (b) Title Page 

(c) Committee Chair Memo to All Committee Members 
( d) COR Referral Memorandum 
(e) Notice of Public Hearing & Other Correspondence 
(f) Public Hearing Agenda 
(g) Public Hearing Sign-in Sheet 
(h) Written-J:esfi.moo.ies_& .M ditional Documents 

'\ijCommittee VAtP ~h0et(<>.V 

~ttee Keport Digest(s) __.> 
(k) Resoluti:Ontlisrory 

(k)(l) Copy of Resolution as introduced 
(k)(2) Copy of Bill as amended/substituted by Committee 

I 
(if applicable) "'~ (n) Related News Reports (optional) fl\J 'a 

( o) Miscellaneous (optional) • 
wt lit 

(p) Committee Report Checklist(s) • 

0 CMTE Report duly filed; A vailabJe for CORCHAIR 

~ 
~ 
5(" 

[iV' 

Iii"" 
!iii""' 
~ 

lit"' 
[;I""' 

0 

0 

!iii""' 
~ 

0 

0 

0 

[ii(" 

(C) COR Action Placement on Session Agenda c: ign•~r &3f ~{ 
Ci!l""CMTE Report non-conforming for 

J Ii -acceptance; Return to Committee I - V 3 . f' 
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COMMITTEE ON RULES 
Senator Michael F.Q. San Nicolas, Chairman 

I Mina'Tren tai Kuattro na Liheslaturan Guahan • 34th Guam Legislature 

COMMITTEE REPORT CHECKLIST 

Part L / ~ 

RESOLUTION NO. 51-34 (LS) 

Relative to supporting that the Government of Guam move forward to appeal the ruling of the 
District Court of Guam to assist in defending the rights of the native inhabitants of Guam. 

Referred to: V1.ce Specd~er T~ erese.- M. Teri qje 
(1) HEARING NOTICES 

SR§§ 6.04(a)(l) and 6.04(a)(2), Open Government Law (5 GCA, Ch. &) 

B""'(a) Five (5) working days prior 
Date and Time of Notice: 

..3 /a. /11 T IS pvrt (ALL Senators & ALL Media) 

~(b) Forty-eight (48) hours prior 
Date and Time of Notice: 

3/14/17 (ALL Senators & ALL Media) I :33 pvi1 
(A) PUBLIC or 

HEARING (2) Date and Time of Hearing: (4) HEARING WAIVED 3/11/11 't : OOo..m by Speaker 

(3) Location: in case of emergency 

Pu~llc t-+~rin.5 RooMr 
SR§ 6.04(a)(l) 

DYES ONO efN!A 

6u({m U>n9ress B/dj. 
IjYES: 

Attach memo indicating 
WAIVER 

:fil, i 

______ -: -T'~~-------
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Committee Report Checklist on Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) 
Part .i.._;_L 

(1) Committee Report Notes: 
~withCOR? Initial committee 

ES O NO report (CR) submitted: 
3/17/17 at 5:45 p.m. 

lfYES: CR deemed not duly 

Date & Time: filed by COR and lfNO: 
returned to Author: UNABLE TO 

.J/a4 /11 s :24pw. 3/20/17 at 5:02 p.m. PLACE ON 
(see attached letter) SESSION 

(l)(a) Secondary CMTE Report filed with AGENDA 
COR? SR§ 6.04(d)(l) 
o YES O NO ~IA 

IfYES: 
Date & Time: 

(B) COMMITTEE 
(2) COMMITTEE REPORT COMPONENTS 

(a) Front Page Transmittal to Speaker flt" 
REPORT (a)(l) COR Chair Signature Line ~ 

(b) Title Page 11!1""' 

(c) Committee Chair Memo to All Committee Members ~ 
(d) COR Referral Memorandum g" 
(e) Notice of Public Hearing & Other Correspondence ~ 
(f) Public Hearing Agenda ~ 
(g) Public Hearing Sign-in Sheet ~ 

(h) Written Testimonies & Additional Documents WI""'° 

(i) Committee Vote Sheet( s) [j"'" 

G) Committee Report Digest(s) ti!"' 
(k) Resolution History V"' 

(k)(l) Copy of Resolution as introduced if' 
(k)(2) Copy of Bill as amended/substituted by Committee 

ttfA D (if applicable) 
(n) Related News Reports (optional) ~ 
( o) Miscellaneous (optional) ~ 
(p) Coj)Hfiittee Report Checklist(s) !iY" 

~TE Report duly fi led; Available for CORCHAIR 

(C) COR Action Placement on Session Agenda I (~gnNJ\; ;r:~ O CMTE Report non-conforming for 
acceptance; Return to Committee v v \ \ \ , 

·"fil. I 

_______ · - ~'.~~tr.-------
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COMMITTEE ON RULES 
Senator Michael F.Q. San Nicolas, Chairman 

I Mina'Trentai Kuattro na Liheslaturan Guahan • 34th Guam Legislature 

March 20, 2017 

The Honorable Therese M. Terlaje 
Vice Speaker 
I Mina'Trentai Kuattro na Liheslaturan Guahan 
Guam Congress Building 

163 Chalan Santo Papa 
Hagama, Guam 96910 

Re: Return of Committee Report on Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) 

Buenas yan Hafa adai Vice Speaker Terlaje, 

The Committee on Rules ("COR") received the committee report on Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) on 

March 17, 2017. After its review process, the COR has determined that the committee report is 

not available to be duly filed due to the following: 

1. The Committee Report Digest for the committee report on Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) does 

not conform to the Standing Rules.§ 6.04(c)(1) of our Standing Rules states that committee 
reports "shall include a digest setting forth the purpose and essential elements of the bill 

and a digest of the testimony and evidence of those testifying at the public hearing 
thereon." The Committee Report Digest for the committee report on Resolution No. 51-34 
(LS) provides Y ouTube links to the broadcasted video of the public hearing, instead of 
transcripts of the testimonies. 

2. Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) was referred to its author and not the committee of jurisdiction. 
As such, vote sheets for the Resolution must garner eight (8) votes from all Members to 
pass. 

The COR will continue to retain the committee report on Resolution No. 51-34 (LS) in its review 
process, subject to corrections as submitted by the Prime Sponsor. Attached, please see the COR 

committee report checklist for your information, which shall be attached as a committee report 

item to the Resolutions. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. Vice Speaker Therese M. Terlaje 

20 
Time: 5:o2pi.v.. 

~I Received by:_,,_rr-) ___ _ 
/ 
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